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PROLOGUE
The past lives on in art and memory, but it is not static: it shifts and changes as the present
throws its shadow backwards. The landscape also changes, but far more slowly; it is a living
link between what we were and what we have become. This is one of the reasons why we
feel such a profound and apparently disproportionate anguish when a loved landscape is
altered out of recognition; we lose not only a place, but ourselves, a continuity between the
shifting phases of our life (p. 270).
- Margaret Drabble (1979)

Before I started writing this thesis I encountered this quote by Drabble (1979) who - in a
few sentences - manages to capture a complex phenomenon that encompasses the core of this
research. Drabble contemplates the landscape as more than simply nature; it is part of the cultural
dimension, a source of one’s identity and, in some cases, a reflection on loss and sorrow. As a
result, the landscape affects one’s life, history, memory, and practices. That idea is what inspired
me to explore this topic. Over the course of my life, I have listened to stories of elderly people
around me; stories from back when they were younger. Some of these stories seemed almost like
folklore to me, taking place in landscapes pictured in paintings and written in poems; an older form
of landscape that - in my eyes - was different from the landscape as I know it. This made me realise
that all these people inhabit an immensely different landscape than the one they grew up in. Just
like that, they found themselves in clear breach with history. The effects of that breach are bound
to seep into society, influencing the relationship between people and nature, the link between the
landscape and one’s identity, and the connections amongst people themselves. It is for that reason
that this thesis sets out to shed a light on such phenomena over the course of modern history; in
order to understand the problems they may cause for the way people engage with nature and its
conservation. Eventually, such understanding might pave the way for a better future for nature.
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ABSTRACT
Human history is inevitably tied to the landscape. Over its course, people have used it to
define parts of their identities and, in turn, influenced the landscape based on those identities. In
that process, landscape and identity slowly adjust to one another through a dynamic cycle of
gradual change. However, certain historical developments - periods of accelerated change - have
eventually disrupted that cycle by creating breaks with the past. That has produced complexity on
which landscapes - which form of nature - belongs to one’s identity, resulting in a sense of
rootlessness in those landscapes that no longer meet it. To appease that rootlessness, one may
develop a craving for nostalgia, fulfilled by attachments to historical, often romanticised
representations of past landscapes. However, modern-day nature conservation that rejects such
conceptions may - while aiming to improve the natural value and biodiversity of a landscape - alter
the landscape in such a manner that people feel it tears away that last spark of connection felt with
it as well, often resulting in resistance or resentment towards such nature-oriented technocratic
landscape interventions. On the other hand, the attachment to past representations of a landscape
that is no longer in line with contemporary reality may entrench people in a functional ‘nature for
people’ paradigm, accommodating a delusional perception of the state of nature and the landscape,
and disenchanting more common contemporary landscapes. This thesis has untangled the resulting
different discourses on landscape identities that occur in society, as well as their effects and the
structures that underpin them. An analysis was conducted on specific discursive representations
of the landscape in the form of interviews and landscape narratives derived from genres of
imagination. Solutions to appease the apparent issues and recommendations for new policy
directions are posed in order to reunite both cultural- and natural heritage with biodiversity goals
and people. In a sense, many Western-Europeans may be disconnected from their ‘traditional
lands’, not solely as a result of conservation, but many modern-day developments. In order to
reconnect with those landscapes, to learn to appreciate its many forms, and to advance nature
conservation efforts, understanding and change is needed.
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INTRODUCTION
In a 2019 report by the Dutch Sociaal en Cultureel Planbureau (Kullbers et al., 2019) it
became apparent that the industrialisation, commercialisation, and technolisation of society have
brought about a disconnection of the self and the landscape. The report attributes that
disconnection to the fact that landscapes are static, while modern society increasingly focuses on
maximising mobility. As a result, the report finds, places transform into uniform ‘technotopes’
suited to short visitations, to the detriment of the natural landscape and one’s connection to it.
While there lays a truth in that statement, reality is – as usual – more complex. Increased mobility
is only a single factor in an intricate process of landscape identity formation and its influence on
one’s connection with the landscape. That is due to the fact that the landscape, as opposed to how
it is often understood, is not simply an abiotic physical manifestation of geological processes. It
extends beyond even the biotic natural processes that take place on the abiotic substrata. In reality,
the landscape is a cultural construct shaped by the people inhabiting it (Bender, 2006). In the words
of Schama (1995): “Before it can ever be a repose for the senses, landscape is the work of the
mind. Its scenery is built up as much from the strata of memory as from layers of rock” (p. 7).
Because of this, people can imbue the landscape with meaning. Through that relationship, they
have been able to connect with the landscapes they inhabit for centuries (Drenthen, 2012).
Connecting to the landscape in such a manner allows people to safeguard their identities (Ramos
et al., 2016). Consequently, should the self become less stable as a result of external influences, the
landscape would be a static, familiar reference point to return to, to borrow from (Tilley, 2006).
Those appropriations, over time, have gone beyond a cultural connection to the land and have
resulted in a culturally ingrained historical connection that is closely intertwined with one’s identity
(Moore & Whelan, 2009). However, over the course of history, certain accelerations in landscape
change have outrun the changes in people’s identities, preventing them from steadily adapting to
these changes and connecting to those newly formed landscapes, creating breaks with the past
(Antrop, 2005).
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Historically, those breaks with the past are a relatively new phenomenon. Pre-industrial
societies simply did not yet have the capacity to change the landscape with such vehement force
and speed as society is able to today and therefore did not break with the past in the way that
modern societies are capable of doing. It should be mentioned that there are other noteworthy
paradigm changes before the industrial era that likely impacted people’s relationship with the
landscape as well. Examples are the de-deification of nature or a Judeo-Christian ethic (White,
1967), as well as the shift from an oral to a written tradition and the enlightenment (Moore &
Whelan, 2009). While such historical developments have all had significant effects on changing
attitudes towards nature, landscape identity change as a result of significant breaks with the past is
a more recent phenomenon with more pressing, lived implications.
One of the consequences of those breaks and the ensuing rootlessness is the occurrence
of a desire for a landscape situated in a past that no longer exists (Fritzsche, 2004). To soothe that
desire for a lost past, these nostalgic landscapes are often reconstructed in the mind and expressed
in genres of imagination (Taylor, 2007). 1 Those reconstructions of the landscape are uncoincidentally - also what has been, and for many people still is, the desired form the landscape
should take on; to the detriment of more realistic, common, contemporary, or ‘new’ landscapes.
Currently, the landscape situated in reality thus is the antithesis of the landscape situated in the
minds of many. As Kolen & Lemaire (1999) explain: “[that] popular romantic imagining of the
landscape causes a certain blindness to that which really occurs in the landscape and our
environment […] time and again the societal debate is held with mental images of the Dutch
landscape, one which is ill-fitting with the landscape in reality” (p. 433). That delusional attachment
to a romanticised imagining of the landscape may thus result in conceptions of a specific desirable
form of nature that inhibits people from accepting or connecting with ‘new nature’ (Gobster &
Hull, 2000) as well as disenchanting people with contemporary common landscapes. This, in turn,

Genres of imagination cover representations and imaginings of the landscape in all its diverse forms. These
imaginings occur in poetry, paintings, photos, illustrations, stories, cuisine, architecture &c.

1
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affects modern nature conservation efforts and policies aimed at restoring ecosystems and
preserving biodiversity through the construction of such new or restored forms of nature, as well
as shifting the gaze of conservation away from common contemporary landscapes. That would
inevitably lead one to simply conclude that these nostalgic attachments are unhelpful. However,
such attachments to past imagined landscapes have any positive effects as well. They may
contribute to group formation (Nora, 1984), enhance coherence in nation states (Nogué &
Vincente, 2004), foster appreciation of the efforts of one’s ancestors and thereby the landscape
(Doob, 1964), and contribute to a more nature-centred society, reconnecting people to place and
past (Van Toorn, 1998).
Regrettably, the complex effects and interplay between the differing current relationships
many people have with the landscape - or as I will call it from here on: the postmodern landscape
identity struggle - can be said to be problematic. 2 The aforementioned breaks with the past,
resulting from accelerated change, have culminated in a disconnection between people and place
(Grijzenhout, 2007), a rootlessness that destabilises the parts of one’s identity that build on the
landscape (Ramos et al., 2016), and the occurrence of contemporary landscapes that no longer
hold any meaning (Drenthen, 2013). A consequence of those developments, as argued by
Drenthen (2013) and Ramos et al. (2016), is a weakening of the coherence between people and
nature, but also a weakening of the coherence among people, which further contributes to that
rootlessness and loss of meaning. Furthermore, the postmodern struggle induces resistance
towards landscape change (Drenthen, 2009), polarisation among certain groups in society (Nogué
& Vincente, 2004), and the engagement in a ‘nature for people’ 3 paradigm (Drenthen, 2009).

‘Postmodern’ is an umbrella term I am using in this thesis to address the current struggle in the relationship of
people and the landscape, which is characterised by a divide between delusional nostalgia, disenchantment with
contemporary common nature, and disconnection with new nature. This will be elaborated further in the conceptual
framework.
3 In a nature for people paradigm, nature is often perceived as a utilitarian source of goods, money, services,
experiences, benefits &c. Eventually such a paradigm may reduce nature to a functional source of providence that
should be maximally suited to anthropocentric wishes, with all it’s negative consequences (Mace, 2014).
2
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The existence of different conflicting discourses on what the landscape should be in
contemporary times is thus what characterises the postmodern landscape identity struggle. That
struggle likely affects people in three ways: (1) the way people are able to root themselves in a
landscape becomes more difficult, indirectly resulting in a nature for people paradigm, producing
disenchantment with contemporary common nature, (2) the way people imagine and discuss the
landscape situated in reality causes a dissatisfaction with contemporary landscapes and a blindness
to contemporary change, producing delusional conceptions of a past romanticised nature, and (3)
the disconnection with new nature and landscapes resulting from specific conservation inhibits the
fulfilment of urgently needed biodiversity goals. All three of these issues are relevant to nature
conservation efforts, and their persistence requires that they must be addressed. As Schama
postulated in 1995 already: “inherited landscape myths and memories share two common
characteristics: their surprising endurance through the centuries and their power to shape
institutions that we still live with” (p. 15). Nature conservation policies may thus need to change
strategies or direction to prevent further degradation and other issues resulting from to this
postmodern landscape identity struggle. A solid understanding of that struggle, as well as its
underlying factors, is a necessity for that.
To that end, this thesis has a twofold aim. The first is to shed light on the process from
the origins of modern landscape identity formation to the issues that arise as a result of them,
mapping out the postmodern landscape identity struggle from its historical formation to its
contemporary implication in order to provide the necessary context for understanding that
struggle. This will serve as a chronological developmental oversight alongside which contemporary
discourses were shaped. That historical framework allows for a deeper understanding of
contemporary discourse and provides the opportunity for unravelling their workings. It serves as
the skeleton on which postmodern struggle hinges.
The second aim of this thesis is to flesh out that skeleton by shedding light on
contemporary discourses underpinning postmodern landscape identities, specifically regarding
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rural nature in the Netherlands. 4 The focus here lies on investigating what these landscape identity
discourses are, what underpins and perpetuates them, and what their implications are. It considers
their underlying factors - identity and landscape - no longer independent, but interdependent.
Current policies are apparently not sufficient in subverting the issues arising from these clashing
discourses, as discussed in the problem statement above and found in the postmodern struggle.
To that end, I will explore the discursive framework surrounding these issues to explore ways of
moving beyond the postmodern struggle.
That twofold aim translates into the following working hypothesis: The process of
landscape identity formation over modern history has resulted in a postmodern struggle – found
in a discursive split among romantic and scientific approaches to nature - containing diverging
attachments to different forms of past and current representations of the landscape, perpetuated
by different discourses. Consequently, people may fail to meaningfully engage in more
contemporary landscapes, resulting in disenchantment from these landscapes situated in reality,
disconnection with ‘new nature’ constructed with conservation and restoration goals in mind, and
the engagement in a nature for people paradigm through delusional romantisations of past
landscapes.
In order to demarcate the research, I have limited the scope of the first aim - the providing of
a historical oversight and context – to a European context, and more specifically the time period
from 1789 to the present, which is often seen as modern history. That specific year marks the start
of the French Revolution. I chose that point of departure because this revolution has had farreaching implications: it marks the decline of a landowning class and a rise of a bourgeois class as
the dominant power, the emergence of many nations and new national identities, and the increased
power of the nation state. The ensuing revolutions and wars broke down the ancient structures of
Europe and inaugurated the dawn of modernity, paving the way for accelerated landscape change,
4 This choice was made because, in the Netherlands, changes in traditional rural landscapes occur with a pace unlike
anywhere else in Europe (Wageningen University, 2018). Additionally, this form of landscape is often not subject to
many conservation measures, while a lot can be gained from it.
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breaking down old paradigms, and serving as a starting point for many of the processes relevant
to this thesis.
The second aim is restricted to rural nature in the Netherlands, which is most subject to change
and often perceived as the ‘traditional’ nature under threat of modernity or oppositely as a common
contemporary nature of little interest. Additionally, I zoom in on a specific region, the
Bommelerwaard, which functions as a case study for the investigation of contemporary landscape
identities. I chose to focus on this specific region because the region in question is geologically and
historically interesting; being situated in between two rivers and forming an island-of-sorts, which
results in a historically distinct, coherent, natural landscape. That allows for a clear demarcation. I
assume this regional scope is more constructive than a national one, since I expect these regional
landscape identities to be stronger than the national. Furthermore, this regional approach allows
me to move beyond the descriptive history as seen in the literature, instead focusing on lived
history as experienced by individuals. I hope to unite those two, providing contrasts and additions
to the literature by doing qualitative research on this region.
In order to operationalise those aims and hypothesis, I will use the following research question:
How have landscape identities - developed from 1789 to the postmodern present - resulted in a contemporary
discursive landscape identity struggle in the Netherlands, and what are its implications for nature conservation efforts?
That research question will be divided into the following three subquestions:
1. What historical development have landscape identities undergone from 1789 to the
present?
2. What contemporary landscape identity discourses occur in the Netherlands, specifically in
the Bommelerwaard, and how are these shaped and influenced?
3. What are the consequences of these differing identities and corresponding discourses?
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The structure of this thesis is as follows: Chapter I will discuss the conceptual framework,
shedding light on the most important theories, definitions, and concepts to be used. Next, Chapter
II contains the methods and theories for organising the research and collecting, processing, and
analysing the data. Chapter III will mark the start of the results section (Chapter III-V), consisting
of a literature review paired with the primary qualitative data. More specifically, Chapter III
discusses mainly literature, focusing on the general historical development of landscape identities
as a means to offer context and perspective. Chapter IV discusses contemporary identities
uncovered through the primary research, zooming in on the specific case of the Bommelerwaard.
Chapter V serves as a discussion and relates the results of the primary research to the literature,
with a specific section dedicated to the implications of the hypothesised landscape identity struggle
of postmodernity. Finally, chapter VI will conclude this thesis, with a final section dedicated to
recommendations for surpassing the contemporary struggle.
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CHAPTER I: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
This chapter discusses the relevant theories, concepts, and definitions used in this thesis.
To begin with, a definition of and elaboration on the concept of ‘Landscape’ will be provided.
More specifically, a framework that understands the landscape to be tied to identity is proposed
for the continuation of this thesis. The way that this framework applies to the thesis is then shortly
discussed, after which the concept of 'Identity’ is further elaborated on, followed by an explanation
of the ways in which it is connected to ‘Landscape’. The intricacies of ‘Landscape’ and ‘Identity’
also come into play on how people produce meaning and connect to landscapes. The concept of
‘Meaning’ is therefore the next to be addressed, as well as how it relates to the landscape and
landscape identities. Moving on, ‘Connection’ with the landscape is discussed. Then, the concept
of ‘New Nature’ will be discussed. This is followed by a more elaborate explanation of the term
‘Postmodernity’ as well as the relation between the landscape and art history in this thesis, how
postmodernity relates to other paradigms, and what that means in the context of this thesis. Finally,
some attention will be spent on discourse, which is an integral part of the research. At the end of
the chapter, a visual diagram depicting how all these concepts relate to one another is provided
and discussed in order to gain a clear oversight of their workings.
Defining Landscape
The definitions and interpretations of a term as complex as ‘landscape’ are, perhaps
unsurprisingly, used in many different forms. An example that illustrates this multiplicity of the
concept can be found within landscape heritage management. Within this branch, there appears
to be a conflict between dominant archaeological perspectives on landscape, and landscape
understood as a conduit of heritage experiences. ‘Landscape’ is used back and forth; then as an
aesthetic, then a cultural, and then a scientific term. That volatile use also comes forward in national
and international policies. For example, landscapes are defined within the UNESCO World
Heritage Convention (1992) as “testimonials of the creative genius, social development and
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imaginative and spiritual vitality of humanity”. That definition expresses the landscape as passively
portrayed by the specific characteristics of its corresponding communities. It is understood as
something shaped by people through cultural practices. However, a different part of the
convention envisions the landscape in a more active role, intertwined with identity, deliberating on
how it "contributes to the formation of local cultures … it is a basic component of the European
natural and cultural heritage, contributing to human well-being and consolidation of the European
Identity" (UNESCO, 1992). One of the most used definitions in literature, however, is the
landscape as defined by the Council of Europe (2000). Here, it is described as "an area, as perceived
by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human
factors”. That assumption understands landscape to be a dynamic product of society’s perceptions,
also integrating natural processes, allowing for another complex and mixed understanding. Simply
a small selection of influential policy documents such as these illustrates how the concept of
landscape needs to be clearly delineated in order to work with it, preventing confusion on the
meaning and application of the term. In order to thus further clarify exactly what is meant with
the term ‘landscape’ in this thesis, I choose to use the landscape identity circle, as introduced by
Stobbelaar & Pedroli (2011), who categorise the application of the term ‘landscape’ in 4 quadrants;
consisting of a personal, cultural, spatial, and existential axis that conceptualises how landscape
may be researched.
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Figure 1. Landscape identity circle. From Stobbelaar & Pedroli (2011)

With regards to the conceptualisations of the landscape depicted in figure 1, the most
relevant understanding of the landscape for this thesis will be the intersect between the personal
and the existential axes, as well as the intersect between the cultural and existential axes (quadrant
I and II). Both these quadrants focus on the philosophical-existential aspects of landscape and its
ties with identity. Oppositely, Quadrant III and IV focus more on the spatial and material aspects
of the landscape, which do play a role in the way people and landscape connect but are less relevant
in this thesis. 5 Focusing on both quadrants I and II means I will be able to discuss landscape and
identity from both the individual and the collective perspective. Those quadrants focus on a
specific narrative regarding the landscape. Narratives that understand the landscape as a special

These quadrants are less relevant because they focus more on the visual apects that make a person objectively
prefer certain landscapes over others. The existential half focuses more on the subjective connection that is
important in the creation of landscape identities and attachments.

5
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place to people, as being interlinked with their biographies and their identities; not simply being a
space, but a place.
To go more in-depth on these quadrants, Stobbelaar & Pedroli (2011) explain that the
personal-existential quadrant (quadrant I) dictates that the landscape is given significance through
associations, memories, stories, art &c. These ‘genres of imagination’ attribute meaning to the
landscape. It provides the landscape with both place identity and regional identity. With place
identity the focus lies on distinct objects characterise the landscape. Contrastingly, regional identity
focuses on the larger picture. Place identity may thus refer to smaller areas or objects in the
landscape that make it noteworthy, e.g. a mountain, a windmill, or remnants of a brick factory.
Regional identity is captured in larger contextual features such as general geography, e.g. wetlands
or mountainous area, or natural- and cultural heritage such as a forest or execution field.
The personal-existential quadrant also builds on the theory that people continuously reconfirm their identity and change and tweak it. Stobbelaar and Pedroli (2011) explain that, through
that process, people interact with their social and physical environments. This means that people
are engaged in a dynamic cycle of identity appropriation with the landscapes they inhabit, reconfirming who they are through a continuous process. That process creates a very specific
relationship with the landscape, which makes a person value it in a certain way, supporting a sense
of place. That happens, as Stobbelaar & Pedroli (2011) explain, through the following four aspects:
(1) Distinctiveness: This is what allows one to separate the self from the other. You are from 'this
town' and they are from 'that city'. Identification with a place thus equals social identification.
Someone's social identity, accordingly, relates back to the characteristic properties of an area or
landscape. (2) Continuity: This can be separated into place-referent and place-congruent
continuity. The former is the emotional significance a specific place has in someone's personal life,
e.g. a place where someone first met a good friend. The latter refers to more generic characteristics
that can also be imposed upon other places, e.g. a wetland, which can be found in other countries,
yet may make someone feel at home there. Continuity is thus closely intertwined with memories
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people hold in relation to the landscape. (3) Self-esteem: This is the positive judgement someone
places on the group or individuals that they identify with. It illustrates the sentiment in which
people feel proud to hail from 'said place'. Self-esteem thus also contains feelings of attachment
towards and area or landscape, not through memory, but through positive affiliation. (4) Selfefficacy: Upholding self-efficacy can only be performed when one experiences support for one's
personal lifestyle by an area or landscape (e.g. availability of resources) and thus relates to the
function and use of that area. In short, these four aspects - distinctiveness, continuity, self-esteem,
and self-efficacy - shape the relationships people form with the landscape and that contribute to a
sense of place.
The application of researching these relationships can be found in, for example, shedding
light on resistance towards changes in an area or landscape. According to Stobbelaar & Pedroli
(2011), one’s reflections, memories, and feelings often disappear when one’s life and history
become detached from an area, due to a loss of familiar features. For example, farmers are often
strongly attached to their lands because they develop self-esteem by working it. A farmer can be
proud of the labour put in the landscape since they have literally had a hand in shaping it. The
landscape therefore plays a strong part in their biographies. Changing the landscape means
changing those biographies. Furthermore, changing familiar features that harbour a sense of
regional or place identity ‘disconnects’ one from those landscapes. And while this seemingly is a
solid reason for people to resist landscape change, it is rarely ever taken up in policies because it
cannot be objectively assessed (Stobbelaar & Pedroli, 2011).
Where quadrant I describes the creation of an ‘I’ feeling, or a personal connection with the
landscape, the next quadrant - the cultural-existential intersect of quadrant II - focuses on the
significance an area may have for certain groups of people, lending them a ‘we’ feeling and
establishing a collective landscape identity. According to Stobbelaar & Pedroli (2011) this is shaped
through events or landmarks with a special significance to people, or aspects of the landscape that
can be associated with its identity. These aspects, events, or landmarks connect the landscape to
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the local history of a larger group and provide people with a sense of coherence and community.
Accordingly, communities can create and recreate their identity by appropriating from the
landscapes they inhabit. Naturally, this identity creation process plays a role in deciding whether
someone ‘belongs’ in a certain group. That creation of a ‘we’ feeling will often inevitably create an
out-group. The cultural-existential quadrant can thus be applied in understanding resistance
towards landscape change. However, in this case it is not resistance from a personal motivation,
but instead because of a perceived threat towards a collective constructed landscape identity, often
antagonising the resisted party. The personal-existential quadrant thus helps in understanding
individual (dis)connections with – and conceptualisations of – the landscape, whereas the culturalexistential quadrant thus helps explain how the landscape reinforces the collective identity of the
area and its inhabitants and therefore is relevant in understanding clashing discourses.
This thesis will thus accept the concept of landscape to be tied with identity and will
approach it from a cultural-personal-existential perspective as captured in Stobbelaar & Pedroli’s
(2011) landscape identity circle. This choice was made because landscapes – sometimes indirectly
or unknowingly - play an important role in many people’s lives, as well as people’s relationship
with nature and one another. More specifically, these two quadrants will help shed light on
different landscape identity discourses, the narratives that create an ‘I’ and a ‘We’ feeling, that
which decides who belongs in the out-group, and that which constitutes the in-group, and that
which decides what landscapes do and do not belong to those groups.
Ties Between the Landscape and Identity
As noted in the introduction, the landscape is not merely a physical manifestation. It
extends beyond the physical, entering the spiritual plane through mental constructions and
conceptions of the landscape. That phenomenon is partly due to the ties between landscape and
identity formation processes. To understand that, identity first needs to be discussed. To start with,
Ramos et al. (2016) explain how one's identity relates to the need to understand the self from a
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personal perspective. However, one also needs to understand the self regarding placement within
a group, the characteristics of that group, and the surrounding environment. People thus define
themselves as individuals, as members of a group, and as belonging to a certain locale. Defining
the self in that way, at its core, is a way to separate it from the other. As Ramos et al. continue,
that demarcation brings with it a myriad of 'options' (female, Dutch, old, mother, boss) to
construct an identity from, which can then be shared with others. Each identity trait is more or
less suitable for specific contexts. Ramos et al. (2016) explain that people have a desire to 'wear'
the most suitable identity within those contexts. One therefore rotates or switches out traits and,
as a result, activates a different configuration of identity; namely, the one that is most positive in
that specific context. Identity construction thus is a dynamic process. That process can be
extrapolated to the landscape. As mentioned, one needs to define the self with regards to the
surrounding environment. Accordingly, in order to tweak one’s identity, one appropriates from
the landscape over time to borrow those bits and pieces that are most positive in specific contexts.
Because of this, it is only logical that people are strongly influenced by - and connected to - the
landscapes they appropriate from. Due to that influence, people are driven to interact with it.
Interactions such as these may gradually change the landscape, in turn influencing people's identity,
perceptions, and meaning of that landscape. Ramos et al. explain that that dynamic process gives
one a sense of familiarity and thus creates emotional attachments to these places. Following that
logic, changes in the landscape result in changes in one’s identity. As a result of that changed
identity, the landscape may transform again to accommodate it, forming a perpetual cycle of
change, a coevolution of the landscape and those inhabiting it.
However, certain developments may disrupt the continuity or gradualness of that cycle and
destabilise one’s identity. Hannerz (1992) identifies a number of such developments - which can
be both positive and negative - such as pollution, globalisation, capitalism, growth, innovation &c.,
which all have indirectly led people to question their identities. As Tilley (2006) points out, “our
current social condition is one in which all the old certainties of class, of culture, of a stable identity,
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of belonging to a community, a sense of one’s life being rooted and grounded in the past have
long since vanished” (p. 10). More recently, as cited in the introduction, Kullbers et al. (2019)
pointed to such developments as disturbing the relationship between people and the landscape.
They explain how people used to live simpler, clearer lives; one lived and grew up in one single
landscape and that landscape became a fundamental part of one’s identity. Schama (1995) already
went as far as to say that people today are only passionate about their favourite places “because
they believed they could redeem the hollowness of contemporary life” (p. 17). It seems that such
modern developments, especially increased mobility and change, decrease the distinctiveness and
continuity of the landscape one experiences. Augé (1995) suitably mentions that “never before
have individual histories been so explicitly affected by the collective history, but never before,
either, have the reference points for collective identification been so unstable” (p. 37). According
to Hannerz (1992), such developments have thus caused a questioning of one’s identity. This
questioning leads to a strong urge to find what makes one ‘me’ in a world where cultures and
landscapes are no longer separate entities, but have instead taken on ‘hybrid’ or ‘creolised’ forms.
That questioning can become problematic. Not having to think about what makes one
‘me’ is effectively a safeguard on its own. According to Tilley (2006), the questioning of one’s
identity is inherently destabilising since it means it can no longer be taken for granted. Critical
reflection and introspection, as a result of contemporary postmodernity, but earlier also from
modernity, inhibit one from actively living one’s identity. One must thus seek out what part of
one’s identity makes one question it, and seek out what exactly makes it so. Even earlier in history,
should one’s identity be threatened by such externalities, the landscape would have been a static
reference point to return to, to re-appropriate from and reconfirm one’s identity. However, Tilley
(2006) explained that a failure to find that stability in the landscape – as seen in accelerated
landscape change - could result in disconnection of people and place. The thinning out of the past
in the landscape decreases the chronological points of reference people sense within it. This
effectively makes one a tourist in one’s own landscape, which becomes valued more as a foreign
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country to visit, a setting, as opposed to a part of the self or a place where one belongs. In Tilley’s
words: “The tourist goes on holiday to seek solace, to find sources of cultural heritage and identity
that modernity has destroyed, another world” (p 16.). Contemporary people thus often do not find
themselves ‘in the landscape’, but have to go ‘out there’ and visit one as a result of those
detachments, destabilising their rootedness.
As Schama (1995) puts it, such “unstable identities are history’s prey” (p. 24). Tilley (2006)
elaborates on that by proposing that, as a result, one may slip into a paradigm of a past romanticised
nature and identity, a search for a purity that does not exist, nor ever has, as a rebellion to the face
of change; in the words of Henry David Thoreau: “in wildness is the preservation of the world”.
However, according to Schama (1995) the idea of such a wilderness is “as much the product of
culture’s craving and culture’s framing as any other imagined garden” (p. 7). Ultimately, argues
Tilley, these romanticised landscape identities have become entrenched in guidebooks, postcards,
paintings, and other idyllic representations of a fictional landscape. That idea of a romanticised
landscape does not bring itself into existence, it needs people to preach it, paint it, sing it and
present it as something revered. It needs to be created, it is culture. Schama (1995) demonstrates
that by explaining how the frame of a painting literally frames the landscape as something beyond
reality: “elaborate framings of artworks were often a means to represent a poetic truth rather than
a grounded fact. These framings often convey a feeling, an amalgam of a landscape rather than a
mirroring” (p. 9). Such a way of framing the landscape somehow speaks to people, and this
continues today. Within the postmodern struggle, referencing and desiring a past that no longer
exists can be interpreted as a symptom of a desire to erase modernity in favour of nostalgia, acting
as a symbolic retreat from the uncertainties of the present. Many of the landscapes situated in
reality perhaps no longer fulfil these requirements needed for one to find stability in it, nor for one
to value it and develop a sense of place. Eventually, one may end up preferring nostalgic imaginings
of what the landscape, places, and nature ought to look like over those landscapes, places, and
nature situated in reality.
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This process of romanticising the landscape is not strange or unnatural. People simply seek
to connect with a past landscape at the point where it was broken off from their histories. There
is the idea that people should feel sorry for those struck by romanticism and nostalgia, that people
suffer from it. As Denslagen (2009) explains: “few, even among the most ardent conservationists,
will admit feeling such emotions” (p. 81). Denslagen continues that, in the world of conservation,
“the idyllic feeling for nature that prevailed in the period after the First World War has been seen
as ‘unnatural’ and even decadent since the 1970s” (p. 81). Uncoincidentally, as Sedikes et al. (2008)
explain, nostalgia is etymologically derived from “the suffering due to relentless yearning for the
homeland” (p. 305), and is most often seen as triggered by negative effects such as sadness and
loneliness, often regarded in a bad light. However, Sedikes et al. (2008) demonstrate that, in reality,
positive and negative feelings are juxtaposed in nostalgia. In fact, they argue, nostalgia generates
positive affectivity and increases people’s self-regard and self-esteem, even strengthening social
bonds. While romanticism and nostalgia are frowned upon, they are not inherently bad and are
normal parts of human nature.
Van Toorn (1998) explains how these romanticised or nostalgic past landscapes that many
seem to prefer form a 'pictorial book of our memory'. He argues that, all over the Netherlands,
people are able to sense and read the arduousness, endeavour, and toil of their ancestors "disguised
as nature" (p. 291). In that fashion, the landscape acts as an archive containing our history.
According to van Toorn, people want to connect to that past, because they owe their existence,
identity, and worldviews to it and can only focus on the future by building on that. Drenthen
(2013) adds to this by discussing how the narratives produced by such past and meaningful
landscapes provide people with an 'ethos' on how to appropriately dwell in it. In that narrative,
each place has its specific ethos in which nature and culture are harmoniously intertwined, filling
the landscape with that meaning. It is a place where one belongs and this place becomes part of
one's identity. However, when pages of this ‘pictorial book of our memory’ start disappearing - by
means of accelerated landscape change - it is no longer clear where one belongs, what to connect
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to, or how to appropriately dwell in a place, resulting in the loss of this ethos and a lack of meaning.
Chawla & Hart (1995) even went as far as to argue that the development of that ethos is only still
possible in a traditional rural setting; a prospect that is quintessential to contemporary times. Those
intricacies of landscape and meaning are discussed in the following section.
A Landscape Without Meaning
The way in which one conceptualises the landscape produces meaning. Drenthen (2013)
explains that these meanings, which are attributed to the landscape, are communicated through
certain interpretations. These interpretations can consist of objective or measurable features of a
landscape, such as the number of trees, the placement of hills, or the course of a river. However,
they can also consist of more subjective features such as hospitality, unfamiliarity, and comfort.
The combination of all those interpretations in the landscape conveys meaning to people, resulting
in a landscape that tells a story. These meanings do not exist outside of our understanding though,
to be objectively found in the world. Rather, they exist through personal or shared interpretations
of the landscape, as seen in Stobbelaar & Pedroli’s quadrant I and II. As a result, landscapes exist
beyond the physical plane, as a social construct in the mind, and can therefore be read in multiple
ways by many different people.
However, as Augé (1995) argues, places do not necessarily have to carry meaning. Instead,
they can come to lack meaning, transforming into 'non-places' that, according to Kolen & Lemaire
(1999), de-historicise the landscape. Augé (1995) defines those non-places as tainted by a
supermodernity, which is shaped by three characteristics of excess.
1.

The overabundance of events: history continuously accelerates through an accumulation
of events and, as a result, ceases to be a stable point of reference, estranging one from the
idea of a connection to the farther past.

2.

The overabundance of space: Because of increased mobility and globalisation one is now
able to visit many different places in a short time span. This makes more and more places
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in the world resemble one another, eroding distinctiveness, and preventing one from really
engaging with, and connecting to, one place in particular.
3. The overabundance of individualism: people focus more and more on their own - rather
than collective - frames of reference.
Drenthen (2013) picks up on Augé’s idea of non-places and connects it to the multiple
ways of reading a landscape. He argues that people’s shared interpretations of it, paired with Augé’s
characteristics of excess, have resulted in constructed landscapes that confront people with
'estrangement' and 'rootlessness' of their own landscape heritage, inhibiting one from integrating
a place into one’s life in a meaningful way, effectively making them non-places. In a contemporary
society, these characteristics of excess are ever more prevalent, increasingly threatening the ability
to ground oneself in the landscape. Drenthen states: “many people today no longer appear to feel
a meaningful connection with the particular landscapes they find themselves in” (p. 22). Instead,
most meanings experienced today are perhaps “nothing more than social constructs, artefacts and
fabrication, sold to us by tourist agencies, city marketeers and neo-traditionalists” (p. 22).
Drenthen (2013) continues on that idea by bringing Nietzsche's theory of 'hybrid
Europeans' into the fold. He explains that Europeans have at their disposal "several moralities,
articles of faith, tastes in art and religion handed over to [them] in history” (p. 22). One suffers
from that, he argues, by means of a 'historic disease', because these historical appropriations do
not lend themselves to one as a contemporary identity. The overabundance of events ensures that
the past ceases to be a stable reference point. And although the landscape often contains a
palimpsest of history, 6 none of those past traces seem to connect to a postmodern WesternEuropean society very well, for it is no longer in line with contemporary reality. While people may
aim to gain a sense of freedom by quickly interchanging these past appropriations - harbouring a
sense of plurality - in reality, Nietzsche argues, they no longer are able to connect to “any particular
6 A palimpsest is a piece of parchment that has been re-used; a situation where a new layer has been superimposed
over the old one. Archeologists have extended that term to landscapes as well, where palimpsest landscapes contain
one layer of superimposed landscapes, each of a different time.
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interpretation of the world” (p. 22). Sources of these historically tainted, appropriated meanings
can be, among others, material traces left by people. However, the landscape derives meaning most
often from the stories we tell through books, diaries, paintings, and other genres of imagination.
After all, the stories told in these genres of imagination give places an identity and are able to
connect the past and present, strengthening one’s memory. When a contemporary landscape no
longer matches those narratives, meaning is lost to it, transforming it into an "a-historical,
monotonous, and mute landscape" (Drenthen, 2009, p. 292). Such contemporary interpretations
of the landscape are certainly undesirable. This means that modern society’s 'rootlessness' is not
easily fixed and one is stuck, in a sense, in a storied representation of an increasingly fictional
landscape. Landscapes thus can hold meaning for people, but can also become void of it through
e.g. characteristics of excess, detaching one from the landscape and having one crave fictional
representations of a landscape situated in the past. It is no longer clear what a postmodern or
contemporary landscape filled with meaning will look like, and that is problematic for how people
connect to the landscapes they inhabit.
Connecting People to the Landscape
That connection is the next important concept used in this thesis. The way people connect
with landscapes can be explained with the help of several theories that capture the reflections and
expressions of a human complexity of being, of people as carriers of culture. Those theories are
most often divided into theories belonging to ‘space’ and theories belonging to ‘place’. Within the
framework of ‘space’, the landscape is seen as functional, technical, material &c. ‘Place’, on the
contrary, is the landscape as seen from a social perspective. It is expressed in the personal-culturalexistential half of the landscape identity circle (Stobbelaar & Pedroli, 2011). By means of ‘place’,
people can attach themselves to a landscape, to others, or to reflections of that landscape. Hunziker
et al. (2007) explain that "when individuals or groups become familiar with a particular space and
link it with their cultural values, social meanings, and personal experiences, it becomes a place for
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them" (p. 49). That process imposes a layer of meaning on an otherwise abstract and utilitarian
space and makes one want to connect with it. Theories regarding space, on the contrary, grossly
argue that the most preferred landscapes are innately pleasing to us because of human psychology
and the inherent human survival needs that are satisfied by particular spatial characteristics.
A short overview of the most salient theories discussed by Hunziker et al. (2007) will be
provided here. First of all, starting with the theories of space, the authors introduce the Savannah
theory. This theory holds that many past civilisations have proven mankind to prefer a savannah
landscape, of which the first people are theorised to originate from. This is illustrated by, among
others, North-American colonists who seemed to prefer plains with clusters of trees, lake-views,
and vantage points to scout the area. Furthermore, in general, it seems to be so that people want
to arrange their landscape in a similar fashion to that of the savannah; creating a mosaic of
grassland, water, and trees. These are, uncoincidentally, also the types of landscape that are often
represented in paintings, the ones that have been re-constructed in the mind, and the ones that are
so-often romanticised. A second theory discussed by Hunziker et al. is the prospect-refuge theory.
This theory holds that the need for shelter, but at the same time a need for vantage, results in a
preference for strategic locations where one can see without being seen. Third, the information
processing theory holds that humans prefer areas that stimulate development and acquisition of
information, promoting growth. Fourth and final, the psycho-evolutionary model holds that
certain views and landscapes are preferred over others because they grant humans psychological
recovery and restoration. These theories so far are all theories of space and explain why one might
prefer certain landscapes because of their material, instrumental, or functional value. However,
these theories do not explain how or why one wants to specifically connect to places, instead of
simply preferring to inhabit or visit them. It does not capture why people transform spaces to
places, fostering a ‘sense of place’.
Because of that, Hunziker et al. (2007) introduce theories of place, operationalising a ‘sense
of place’. Such a sense of place consists of (1) place attachment, (2) place dependence, and (3)
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place identity. Place attachment here is the bond that is created over time between a person, or
group of persons, and their surrounding environment. Place dependence holds that a setting
should satisfy certain goal achievement probabilities for people. Finally, place identity represents
how the environment reflects those personal aspects of identity and thus is ascribed meaning to.
If these three aspects are sufficiently fulfilled, one may develop a sense of place and figuratively
take root in a landscape. The consequences of an eroded sense of place - as a result of insufficient
place attachment, identity, or dependence - are still rather unclear. Nevertheless, it is seemingly so
that the effects of a sense of place are not felt in its presence, but its absence. Hunziker et al.
propose that when a person transforms an area from a space to a place, it is integrated in the 'self'
or identity of that person or group. This sense of place (as opposed to space) consequently appears
to be correlated with a person's commitment, stewardship, and responsibility over that area.
Eventually, connections with special places may thus take precedence over judgements on its
utility. A place may then become a person's external memory, specifically regarding the placerelated aspects of identity. This is crucial since, as illustrated earlier, self-identity can be fickle and
is often under threat of externalities. The appropriating and re-appropriating of landscapes can be
a strategy of reinforcing one's identity over and over again, creating stability and meaning. A strong
sense of place thus not only dictates how people connect with nature and the landscape, but also
reinforces the resilience of the individual inhabiting the landscape.
In contrast to theories of space - which explain why people prefer certain landscapes theories of place explain why people become attached and connected to those landscapes. The
meanings that people ascribe to a landscape, the practices they perform there, the relationships
they hold with it, the identities they base off of it, all of these are captured in that which gives one
a sense of place. However, that sense of place seems to degrade as a result of certain developments,
one of which can likely be found in specific conservation interventions, most often those aimed at
creating ‘new nature’.
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Building New Nature
Nature conservation was born during a time where “modernity threatened to wipe out the
Old World altogether” (Denslagen, 2009, p. 11). That origin is no coincidence and it results in the
ideal of the harmonious, whole, romantic landscape, which could, according to Denslagen, still be
found in the Netherlands in 1900. Those landscapes were the subject of nature conservation in
those days. Even in the 21st century Netherlands, as Crommentuijn et al. (2007) explain, such
natural landscapes with a historic character are valued most. However, Denslagen (2009) continues
that that ideal has been driven out within academic and professional circles by the modern
functionality of biologists and ecologists, marginalising more historical and nostalgic perspectives
on nature. As Ducarme & Couvet (2020) explain, it is an echo of the “classical conservationist
debate between preservationists and conservationists, or between conservation and restoration
ecology”. Ducarme & Couvet continue that, for a long time, conservation used to focus on natural
heritage that ought to be protected from human influence or nature as an equilibrium to be guarded
from human externalities. However, that fixation changed into a realisation that the nature that
was often conserved was a cultural representation of a landscape instead of a ‘true’ representation
of nature. Partly because of that realisation, the authors conclude, biodiversity has taken centre
stage since the second half of the 20th century. According to Denslagen (2009), this shift is signified
by the “professionalization and increasing ‘scientisation’ of government policy” (p. 81). As a result,
modern conservation is “without love or feeling; it is scientific, cerebral, cold and rigid” (p. 70).
Ducarme & Couvet (2020) place that statement in perspective by explaining how the modern
ecologist takes an analytic approach to conservation by dividing the landscape up into units that
can be regulated. That makes it “an abstract network of many scientific objects” (Ducarme &
Couvet, 2020). Denslagen (2009) criticises such an approach and backs that up with nature
philosophers and farmers alike. These people feel that “ecologists have claimed a monopoly on
notions concerning the appreciation of nature” (p. 83). It is a hostility towards nostalgic and
romantic perspective on nature and the landscapes.
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However, from another perspective, it is virtually impossible to keep historical landscapes
intact, and one can’t just take bits and pieces of it and put it on display as if it were a period room
in a museum. Traditional landscapes have often already had to budge to make room for modernity.
Maintaining them as an open-air museum is unfeasible in a densely populated country like the
Netherlands, though this still is a widespread approach. One also has to wonder whether
recovering old landscapes as a sort of architectural charade has any real value. Modern
conservationists, as Denslagen (2009) explained, like to think not and thus have, since the 20th
century, entered a paradigm of functionality and a dislike of false display of cultural historical
elements. That is not strange. The perspective of biologists, ecologists, and the like is perhaps
disillusioned and technical by nature because these are the people who perceive the decline of
nature more realistically and more pressingly, resulting in a farewell to romantic conceptions of
the landscape, instead replacing them with an urgent need for the restoration of natural values as
opposed to aesthetic, cultural, traditional, or psychological values. The past policies aiming to
restore the landscape to the idyllic Arcadia have been blind to the course of history, arguably
sacrificing reality to myth. Yet, that disenchanted perspective does come with the trade-off of a
seemingly cold and empty landscape with which one is unable to connect.
Regardless of which side of this dilemma one may be on, the fact remains that conservation
paradigms have shifted towards that of the scientific perspective. Schama (1995) and Taylor (2007)
both explain that contemporary postmodernity shifted these conservation perspectives since the
1990s. However, landscape identities have not necessarily done so, and that is experienced in
practice. As Crommentuijn et al. (2007) explain: “people saw the landscapes in their environment
change […] also because of conservation”. The new postmodern paradigm, according to Schama
(1995), understands the landscape as a compilation of physical and natural processes, taking place
outside of the cultural domain. Nature and culture are regarded separate. The landscape is not seen
a cultural construct, but instead conceptualised in objective scientific discourses. Because of that
reason, the previously desired romantic conceptions of the landscape were rejected: “many […]
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landscapists take offence to that picturesque artistic imagining of a landscape and aim to dissolve
it into natural processes” (Schama, 1995, p. 12). As a result, the gaze of conservation shifted from
the preservation of desired forms of nature to the actual restoration – and even creation – of
nature. Consequently, according to Drenthen (2009), contemporary policies, to a large extent,
mainly have a functional outlook. The people making these policies - those in power, those who
are deemed experts, the new academic elite - indirectly impose this paradigm, underpinned by
discourse, on those people living in the landscapes they aim to preserve, restore, or create,
disempowering those local people, diminishing their agency over their surroundings, disconnecting
them from the resulting landscapes.
As mentioned, the flagship of the postmodern paradigm can be found in ecological
restoration or natural development of a landscape, but even more ardently in ‘new nature’. Though
in-depth research on this concept is still lacking, many seem to have an idea about what new nature
means. Though the policies in this postmodern paradigm may aim to build, modify, or restore
landscapes based on objective, scientific data, this thesis has already indicated that landscapes reach
far beyond that. Abstracting the landscape to positivist, scientific conceptions grounded in reality
is not ‘real’, nor natural. It disregards the everyday lived lives of people in the landscape, the
attachments they form as a result of that, and the influence this has on the landscape. However,
while these policies and interventions may not be situated in reality, they are surely real in their
effects. Inhabitants carry strong emotional ties to the landscape, which in its extremes becomes
‘colonised’ by industrial developments, urbanisation, agricultural intensification, and also these
specific conservation interventions. Rural landscapes that have often regressed beyond their state
as ‘traditional land’ are made into the new wilderness, instead of gradually returned to those earlier
desired ‘bocage landscapes’. The new landscape resulting from those conservation interventions,
the new wilderness, too becomes a non-place.
It must be noted that some contemporary conservation policies do aim to take into account
and recognise the historical value of specific landscapes or attributes of those landscapes
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(Drenthen, 2009). However, these attributes often need to be sufficiently spectacular and those
remnants often do not serve in maintaining coherence, continuity, and legibility of an organically
developed landscape. Instead it will be a graveyard of sorts, containing fragmented snippets of
history. Furthermore, many contemporary policies allow municipalities to have a say in deciding
what their regional landscape identity is and how it is shaped (Kruit et al., 2004). According to
Kruit et al., local - objective - knowledge is taken into account when giving shape to that identity.
However, they also note that informal apocryphal knowledge, which arguably plays a larger part in
these identities, is often unrepresented. For example, a specific mill might be seen as valuable from
a local perspective and is thus preserved, however, the general coherence of the landscape still
suffers when the layout of the landscape surrounding that mill changes. It is not the mill itself that
is valued, but the mill as a representation of a coherent contextual setting. Local people can sense
when such identities and landscapes are authentic. As Buijs et al. (2004) indicate, laypeople are very
proficient in distinguishing between these fabricated ‘new nature’ landscapes and ‘traditional
nature’ landscapes. It is not strange then that Haartsen (2000) concluded that “different people
and/or institutions […] may proclaim different regional identities. In short: regional identities are
by definition contested” (p. 2). One stakeholder may suggest a rural piece of land as a location for
infrastructure or housing, while another has attachments to the traditional use of the landscape
and rural countryside. Even others may want to go beyond and enhance its natural function
through constructing new nature. Thus, in the end, even policies that aim to take regional identities,
place attachments, and sense of place into account often fail to keep the authenticity of the
landscape - as conceptualised and desired in people’s minds - intact.
As a result, a sense of place does not seem to be apparent in ‘new nature’. Drenthen (2009)
explains that “new restoration narratives cannot make up for the loss of the feeling of belonging,
because they do not flow from a genuine connection to the landscape” (p. 298). This is likely due
to the fact that we cannot mould nature to human wishes and desires without tainting it in some
way. Significant interventions are perceived as human hubris over nature, degrading the historical
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continuity of the landscape and the authenticity of its identity. The landscape is no longer an
ecological system (in which humans are part of the ecology), but instead it has become artefact.
New nature exists only because humans intend for it to be in a specific place at a specific time in
a specific form. Natural entities are the opposite of that. Gobster & Hull (2000) call this ‘the big
lie’ of nature restoration. They too deem these new nature areas artifactual. These are not the
product of conservation, but increased humanisation. In its extreme, Kolen & Lemaire (1999)
argue that, because the state of nature is so poor and orderly, “any drunk bulldozer driver can
create new nature” (p. 167). They explain that ‘new nature’ lacks the variety and peculiarities of
traditional nature. This is done from a functional perspective, because only robust species do not
have the odds stacked against them. These are the species that will inhabit this new nature; “more
of the same […] not a panacea for the extinction of al those hundreds of plants and animals found
in [traditional] landscapes, for which there is no longer a place in the Netherlands” (p. 168).
Gobster & Hull (2000) explain that such developments cause a human/nature duality in
conservation, but only so in contemporary postmodernity. It is the conflict between the
anthropocentrism of postmodernity and the more nature-centred values of older identities.
The resulting transformations taking place in the countryside, that people are very aware
of, may happen in many places, and in many shapes and forms. However, the general sentiment is
that “landscape and rural life are becoming ominously disjoined” (Lowenthal, 1997, p. 81). The
way that the landscape in the countryside is currently given form, in many places, no longer mirrors
the processes that created it. The legibility of an area and the continuity with the past are reduced,
leaving behind a rural residue, to the discontent of many who wish to see nature return. When
not developed into urban areas, intensified agriculture, or industry, these places may become ‘new
nature’. In some places, that process is gradual, resulting from human development. It simply is
the most recent page in history, and therefore not necessarily problematic. However, interventions
aimed at restoring or creating new nature may also become the most recent break with the past. It
is up for debate whether such interventions are suited to each and every area of rural landscape.
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For example, the ‘traditional’ Dutch cultural landscapes contain much more biodiversity than
purely natural ‘wild’ wetlands (Drenthen, 2009). Ideally, natural-, cultural-, and biodiversity should
go hand in hand in the ‘new nature’ landscapes that are created, surpassing the current postmodern
struggle and its quintessential struggles.
The Landscape and the Arts
The term ‘postmodernity’ has popped up several times now. In order to truly capture the
essence of what is meant by this, this section is dedicated to expounding that idea. Before that can
be understood, however, some attention has to be spent on the relation between the landscape
and art, and the understanding of art-historical developments in landscape art. That approach was
chosen because the landscape and the arts are entwined with each other; after all, shaping and
conserving the landscape is an employment of the powers of nature to a specific end, it is an art.
The term postmodernity too is derived from art-historical developments. Furthermore, because
the landscape extends beyond the physical plane it is often retold through mental constructions,
most notably shown in the way it is depicted in the visual and literary arts. Because of that close
interrelatedness between art and landscape, a general art-historical time period overview - including
periods’ respective characteristics – is given, followed by a closer inspection of the landscape
painting genre within that context in the Netherlands, closed off by the use of the term
‘postmodernity’ in this thesis.
In general, the development of art-historical traditions extends far into the past, to the first
tribes of humans. However, for the scope of this thesis I chose to focus on modern history. Before
this period, art was often still building on either Christianity or the classical world, which can be
seen in styles such as neoclassicism, rococo, and baroque, often citing Biblical or ancient Greek
and Roman themes. In the time-period leading up to the French revolution, ushering in modern
history, most art was commissioned by the grand European courts and churches, influencing what
was depicted and how this was done. This is reflected in the idea of the state of nature at that time,
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and how it was illustrated. For example, on inspection of Hobbes’ Leviathan, 7 published in 1651,
the front-cover, shown in figure 2, illustrates the landscape as rugged and wild, mirroring the
human state of nature. The nation-state and sovereign were a necessity to escape that figurative
and literal state of nature. The roughness of nature was a threat to the people; humanity had to be
separated from nature’s dangers. Wilderness was a wasteland.

Figure 2. Front cover of Hobbes’ Leviathan. From Hobbes (1968).

However, the period following the French revolution shifted power away from the church
and grand European sovereigns, playing a role in the formation of new nations and new national
identities, paving the way for a rise of civilian capitalism and commerce in many of those nations.
With a new bourgeois class in power, the paradigm on nature becomes centred on ownership and
property. Nature is to be commodified, not wasted. It is a blank slate for people to write upon, a

In this work, Hobbes discussed the human state of nature and the role of the sovereign. He explains that this
human state of nature is one of chaos, and that the nation state and sovereign are a necessity to protect humanity
from that state.
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resource that should be tamed, raised, and improved. That line of thought eventually contributed
to a rise in industrialism and commerce (Coleman, 2006).

Figure 3. Front-cover of Rousseau’s Du Contrat Social. From Rousseau (1974)

As a contrast to Hobbes’ Leviathan, in which nature instilled fear in the people, Rousseau’s
Du Contrat Social, published later in 1762, depicts the figurative and literal state of nature as lush
and bountiful, filled with flora and fauna as seen in figure 3. The Goddess of Reason is personified
within it as a human element, a counterweight to the past fears that dominated humanity.
Humanity is no longer separated from a rugged ghastly landscape, but instead materialised within
a harmonious idyll, on fertile grounds to be used to the benefit of society. That depiction is more
in line with the 18th century rational modernist tradition leading up to turmoil of the industrial era,
but also contains romantic elements.
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It is not strange then, as Arnason & Mansfield (2013) explain, that romanticism and
modernism arose alongside each other; one reacting on the conceptualisations and depictions of
the other. To start with romanticism, it originated as a reaction on an era of industry (Van
Laarhoven, 2000). Both England and Germany were strongholds of this romantic tradition, which
builds on expressions of passion and feeling, on intense personal experiences (Honour & Fleming,
2010). Because of a century of upheaval, and the stark changes of industrialisation in Europe, as
Honour & Fleming explain, romanticism arose as a form of escapism, notably from Weltschmerz,
the idea that reality will never be fulfilling and that the world is a grim place. Because of that, the
authors continue, a romantic artist would not simply paint the visual reality - what one sees - but
also what one experiences, aiming to evoke those same feelings of passion in those seeing the
painting. In such paintings, the result is often that wild nature is depicted as a fierce and powerful
wild force. Simultaneously, Honour & Fleming explain, rural nature becomes idealised, depicted
as pastoral and bucolic, a place of leisure for the elite. Both wild and rural nature offered a retreat
from the concerns of the world. The romantic era is thus marked by a glorification of nature’s
destructive and pristine wild potential on the one hand, and an idealisation of the common cultural
landscape on the other. It is manifested in landscapes that are depicted as supernatural, divine,
sublime, and idealised. It sees nature’s ruggedness not as ghastly, but as inspiring, and not to be
commodified, but to be enjoyed. In short, it is a valuation of imagination over realism, form over
functionality, and emotion over rationalism.
Around that same time-period, as Arnason & Mansfield (2013) explain, Modernism arose
as an 18th century reaction on the remainder of the ideals of the enlightenment, and the
shortsightedness of the romanticists. The authors continue that modernists argue how realities are
often much more complex than depicted. They see humanity and the state of nature as imperfect;
rational determinism will not suffice. As a result, technological advancements were embraced to
improve humanity, and the enlightenment ideal was rejected. It did not fulfil the standard of the
modernist, improvement was needed. In the arts, this manifests itself in a move towards
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abstractions of reality, aiming to reach deeper truths by going past the surface. Furthermore,
Arnason & Mansfield continue, traditional values were seen to be oppressive and inefficient.
Instead, modernists preferred rational technological values and institutions. The tradition contains
a heavy focus on progress. Culture too is approached from a different angle; free from history and
past cultural baggage. In nature, this is seen in processes of development, land consolidation, green
revolutions, further industrialisation, capitalisation and intensification of agriculture. Again, nature
had to be developed and improved.
The late 20th century response on romanticism and modernism was postmodernism. Van
Laarhoven (2000) explains that it has a different, less idealised stance towards society and progress.
It too hinges on Weltschmerz, though is fundamentally different in its execution. It is the
realisation of relativism; there is no universal meaning, objective truth or identity. That realisation
arose as a result of the world wars, colonialism, and the failure of new regimes such as Stalinism.
It is a backlash against modernism, which is felt to be divisive, and still rooted in the old identities
following the enlightenment. Additionally, as the digital revolution and technological advancement
made the arts more accessible and less special, depictions in art became less mysterious and more
commonplace. Such developments resulted in a disappointment in reality and that which is
depicted. Both reality, its depictions, and its abstractions became disenchanted. As a result,
continues Van Laarhoven, postmodernists embrace complexity, ambiguity, diversity, and a lack of
hierarchy, accepting that the modernist and romantic ideals cannot be embraced. The collapse of
those old identities and traditions is a harbinger of uncertainty; after all, the past is no longer a
viable option. That loss of faith in human reason and imagination, paired with a bleak prognosis
of the human condition, results in a shedding of the shells of the past. In the landscape this is seen
in the embracing of abstracted nature free of human connotations. It is a romantic withdrawal into
a wild state of nature, moulded by modernist rational and scientific human interventions to return
it to that state. And so we arrive in the present.
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Now that these general developments have been explained, it is time to zoom in on the
Netherlands. Krul (2006) explains that landscape painting as a specific genre originates there. The
16th century growth of capitalism and wealth - combined with the need for a new national identity 8
- resulted in this revolution in the visual arts, preceding even the general European trends
originating after the French revolution; after all, the bourgeois had already come to power in the
Netherlands. That returns in the way the landscape has been retold in the arts in the Netherlands.
Starting from that 16th century, Dutch painters started painting landscapes from a more visually
realistic, less symbolic perspective. Due to the rise of commerce, as well as the protestant
reformation, the religious and aristocratic influences dictating those earlier depictions took a
background position. Where, previously, the church and aristocracy were the prime commissioner
of artworks, well-off citizens were now able to commission and buy art, resulting in depictions
that suited their tastes better. This, in turn, led to less of a spiritual and more of a material focus
on the topics painted. Kolen & Lemaire (1999) explain how such depictions, rid of religious
connotation, indicate how the Dutchman has fully claimed the earth on which they live and the
landscapes in which they are situated.
That tradition of depicting the landscape in a more realistic setting, instead of a symbolic
or divine perspective on nature and the landscape, was dominant from the 17th to the 19th century
(De Leeuw et al., 1983). During that period, the Dutch landscape genre started gradually evolving.
Krul (2006) explains that, during this period, paintings are increasingly able to call forth imageries
of landscapes and national identities by laying claim to history, memories, symbols, or stylistic
principles. While landscapes had been painted for quite some time, it was in the last half of the
century where they started to be coherent with the idea of a national identity (Plasschaert, 1909).
The landscapes in reality were, after all strongly linked to a sense of national pride. Van Berkel

National identity is a widely debated topic within historiography and I would not be able to do it justice within this
thesis. In short, national identities were likely often not experienced strongly by lower and lower-middle class
people, they were usually indifferent to it. Instead, it is likely more an ideal propagated by elites and romanticised in
the periods after (Rademakers, 2020).
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(2006) explains that these Dutch landscape perceptions did not simply arrive out of nowhere.
Instead, it resulted from the fact that the inhabitants of these lands battled with nature in order to
‘scape’ it into its desired and often appreciated form. Van Berkel: “That which became the
Netherlands was not just determined by a glorious past or contemporary feats; it also found its
expression in the landscapes we inhabit” (p. 601). Those landscapes that were depicted thus aimed
to strike a note of recognition in people. The paintings in this tradition, in the Netherlands
collectively referenced as the ‘Haagse School’, focused on that identification with these landscapes
depicted, and the experience one would have as a result of that. As Van Scheltema (1922) explains,
it was meant to abstract the heart of a nation, to have people think ‘I’ve seen this before’ or ‘this
is how it used to be’. It shows people landscapes in which they were brought up, landscapes that
were left behind, and landscapes that can be returned to. It ascribes how it is, or was, ‘back in one’s
place’ and enhances the ‘we’ feeling of a society that Stobbelaar & Pedroli (2011) explain.
The specific reason for those sentiments was the advent of a closer relationship between
the cities and rural countryside in the Netherlands (Krul, 2006). The rise of industrialisation had
resulted in a steady flow of people moving towards the city on the one hand, but, on the other
hand, also an increase of wealthy elites moving to countryside estates as an escape from the hectic
city. Not only the absolute distance, but also the relative distance between city and countryside
decreased as a result. Consequently, depictions of the countryside would call upon the memories
of an idyllic youth in it for those who had moved to the city, but also the sense of unexploredness,
leisure, and adventure for those who recently moved there from the city. Naturally, the genre
became vastly popular.
Three types of landscapes that were usually depicted are identified by Krul (2006). (1)
dunes, grass, and sea; (2) pastures, meadows, and waters; (3) sands, heather, and woods. These
three landscapes return in virtually all paintings of this tradition and constitute ‘the Dutch national
genre’. The result is a landscape that all inhabitants of the Netherlands at the time, regardless of
political orientation, social class, or location are able to identify as ‘theirs’. Even today, nature
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enthusiasts will often call forth such landscapes in their mind’s eye in the way that they are depicted
in these paintings attributed to the Haagse School (Kolen & Lemaire, 1999).
However, this method of retelling the landscape shows it as comfortable and cosy;
invigorating, yet placid. There is no place for strife, for toil, confusion, or the poverty and politics.
Signs of decay, damaged trees, broken branches and stumps - dynamic motives of the wilderness
that are often depicted in the romantic tradition of other nations - also have no place in the idyll
pastoralism of the Netherlands and the Dutch landscape (Van Tilborgh & Jansen, 1986). People
preferred seeing the landscape as polished, orderly and chaste, in line with Calvinistic
predispositions. In short: “the Dutch landscape has become a pasture with cows in a ditch, reeds
and willows, with a church tower in the distance and a mill between the leafage” (Krul, 2006, p.
647) and often it is those natural landscapes with historical elements that are appreciated most
(Crommentuijn et al., 2007). It is a balance struck between over-idealised romanticism and
uncomfortable truth; it is the idyll of a reality. This is how the Dutch landscape myth has been
shaped and retold over the past few centuries, and that echoes into the present. As Loos et al.
(1998) demonstrated, the ideals of the Haagse School survived the 20th century, despite modernism
and globalisation. The principles of that tradition, depicting the landscape as neither overly
romantic nor too realistic had been set by painters such as Ruisdael in the 17th century and serve
as a red line throughout the landscape genre (Koolhaas, 1982). The result is a landscape filled with
graceful lies and simple truths. This manner of depicting the landscape returns in post stamps,
schoolbooks, brochures, signposts, commercials, and food packaging. Undoubtedly, people love
that imagery, and the arts have played a big role in this. However, it is up for debate whether such
an aesthetic is sustainable. After all, such imageries represent a truth to the observer that is not an
accurate substitute for the landscape situated in reality (Coeterier, 1987). Krul (2006) concluded
that each and every time period has its own characteristics, the signature of its times, a zeitgeist.
Today, more and more people are becoming aware that we cannot refer to such a past much longer
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because it does not match the contemporary zeitgeist. Holding on to that discourse arguably holds
back the turn towards a new, perhaps necessary, landscape identity.
This is where postmodernity comes in. Postmodernity is the description of a time where
postmodernism is becoming the dominant paradigm. It is a time of scepticism, irony, rejection,
disenchantment and dissatisfaction. Modernity was characterised by strong national identities,
positivistic tendencies, industrial functionalism, human dominion over nature, and a separation of
the cultural and natural realm, seeing the landscape mainly as a utilitarian provider of resources to
be used by people. And romanticism was characterised by the idyll of reality, bucolic cultural
landscapes, historical meaning attributed to pristine nature. In contrast, postmodernity rejects
those ideas; also in nature. In the landscape, that is the result of the quick degradations of
modernity caused by industrial and technological revolutions that allowed for severe interventions
in the landscape’s coherence and structure. In postmodernity, these grim realities of everyday life
become ever so clear, and universal truths and knowledge no longer seem that stable. It is the end
of history; a reaction on a modernity that still embraced strong, demarcated, categorised identities,
and a romanticism that appreciated fleeting forms of past, fetishized nature. Naturally, paintings,
music, landscapes &c. can belong to multiple schools, be in-between cases, or extend beyond them,
but in general these art-historical traditions capture the large developments that still play a role in
landscape identity paradigm in contemporary society.
That interplay between landscape identity and these schools of thought relating to it are
explained by Tilley (2006), who distinguishes between modernist and postmodernist ways of
constructing such an identity. Tilley explains that the modernist tradition roots it in the past of
nation state building, economic success, and dominion over nature. The postmodernist tradition
rejects such fixation and embraces dynamism and radical change. While both of these traditions
persist, the former is found more among place-bound peoples, while the latter lives among a more
academic, cultural elite, those who - arguably - are in a permanent state of ‘homelessness’, bound
by mobility, whether physical or mental (Tilley, 2006). As an addition to Tilley’s duality, I propose
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to add the romantic tradition to that modern-postmodern axis. As explained, that traditions refers
back to an idyllic representation of wild untamed nature, or the rural pastoral idyll. In both cases,
nature is severed from modern or industrial human interventions, painted with nostalgia.
Contemporary society is caught between those three traditions; the modern, romantic, and
postmodern. The postmodern struggle reflects these tensions between those traditions and
captures the contemporary situation, characterised by disenchantment, detachment, and delusion
resulting from change. Both modernism and romanticism are desires to return to a previous state
of landscape and nature, or to preserve or restore those states of nature. Postmodernity rejects
that past fixation and wallows in the realities of the ‘now now’, lashing out at the past and
embracing radical change.
In this thesis, I thus mobilise the term ‘postmodernity’ to describe the current landscape
identity struggle. In the corresponding contemporary postmodern society, Augé’s (1995)
characteristics of excess are ever more prevalent, increasingly threatening the ability to ground
oneself in the landscape. Combined with breaks with the past, there is a loss of the ethos Drenthen
(2013) described. Many people no longer know how to harmoniously dwell in their surrounding
landscapes, which become characterised by a lack of meaning, a quintessential part of the
postmodern landscape identity struggle. According to Drenthen (2009), these “non-places are not
accidental, circumstantial erosions of place, but a result of a particular historical developments.
Non-places mirror how our whole mode of existence has changed” (p. 302). As a rebellion to
those developments, many people are disenchanted with contemporary nature and disconnected
from new nature. Consequently, they cling to past representations of the landscape, fostering ‘good
old sense of place’. However, Drenthen warns that those maintained attachments eventually result
in artifactual landscapes of memory; nature presented and shaped as if it was old, grotesque mimics
of places long gone. An likely example to sketch such a development is the Van Gogh National
Park in Brabant, currently in development. This park aims to conserve and create the landscapes
that inspired Dutch painter Vincent van Gogh (Stuurgroep Van Gogh Nationaal Park, 2020).
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However, while aimed at cherishing the past and rich cultural heritage of the area, and connecting
people to that past, such a park is arguably an example of the artifactual representation of past
landscapes that Drenthen mentions. As opposed to clinging to such a past sense of place, one may
also reject these connotations and embrace the postmodern landscape identity. However, as
Drenthen argues, the resulting ‘new nature’ largely disregards the historical context, legibility, and
continuity of the landscape. In short, a postmodern landscape identity struggle in the arts is
characterised by a dichotomy of on the one hand attachments to a (modernist or romantic) past
of Old World 9 identities – as well as the wish to bring that past into the present - and on the other
hand the rejection of that past and the wish to abstract contemporary landscapes into ambiguous,
technocratic, non-cultural, non-historical, and scientific conceptualisations. These tensions are best
exemplified in the idea of Arcadia, a term used to describe the ideal state of nature within a
dominant paradigm. That idea of Arcadia is relative and subjective, changing over time. It evolves
from nature having to be altered into a garden of Eden tamed by human dominion, to nature as a
provider of resources for the development of culture and humanity, to nature as an escape from
the radical processes taking place in society, to nature as sanctuary of leisure, to nature as a state
of wilderness offering a counterbalance to contemporary human society. Arcadia may be wild,
pristine, sublime, pastoral, bucolic, fruitful, fertile &c. However, no matter the time period or the
individual conception of Arcadia, it is always an idyll, and it is often that which is the subject of
conservation.
Language as Performance
The ways in which the landscape has been depicted in the visual arts over the course of
history is, at its core, a language. It is a way of (re)telling landscape myths, or perceived truths. Such
a language performs the world, produces a future, and motivates people to act. The postmodern

With Old World identities I aim at the identities that are still rooted in the ideals of the enlightenment, of
rationalism and a positive outlook on the state of nature and humanity found in both modernism and romanticism
alike.
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landscape identity struggle is underpinned by such discursive elements, perpetuating specific
discourses, the language used to convey them, and the practices resulting from it. The stories – or
narratives – that people share with each other are not simply that which is said. Discourses have
both materially and socially transformed the landscape in the way that people think about it and
the way they want to influence and connect with it. Discourse is thus of such importance in this
thesis because it is (unconsciously) being mobilised to destabilise or reinforce certain identities; to
submit to or to reject dominant ways of thinking; to abstract nature and relate it to humanity.
Contemporary postmodernity contains many different discourses on landscape and identity, and
counter-discourses that people harmonise with. The institutionalisation of these discourses on
landscape and identity is not clear-cut. Different discourse coalitions come into play in that
process: the regional, and the national; that of laypeople and the academic elite; that of people
rooted in locales and those who are disconnected. All these groups of people have affinity with
different discourses, which may be organised in coherent coalitions. Those coalitions are
comprised of the actors using those discourses, the expressions of those discourses, and the
elements that underpin them (Hajer, 1993). This thesis will thus focus on discourse theory to
understand which discourses (and coalitions) arise, how they arise, what underpins them, how they
construct places, what they prefer, and what their effects are in order to understand the issues
surrounding the postmodern landscape identity struggle.
Visualisation of the Conceptual Framework
In order to capture the interlinkages between the all of the above-mentioned concepts and
theories, a visualisation of the conceptual framework, capturing discourses and dominant
paradigms, has been made.
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Figure 4. Conceptual Model.

In figure 4, one is able to see this thesis’ theorised holistic historical development of four
different landscape identity paradigms, as well as their origins, expected effects, and affiliated
coalitions. Starting with the general trend, it has now become clear that the landscape is a construct
in the mind. People engage with it and through that interaction culturally ingrain the landscapes
they connect with. Such a connection can turn a space into a place, fostering a sense of place. It
gives these landscapes meaning, makes them valued, and may reinforce one’s individual or
collective identity. The landscape, in that ideal situation, is authentic, continuous, and coherent,
with a legible historic development. This situation will be called ‘Phase I: the authentic landscape
paradigm’. Throughout history, the landscape has undergone changes, but so have the identities
of the people inhabiting it. These changes were mostly gradual, at a low pace. In that past, people
were able to keep up with these changes and thus never left Phase I. This cycle of gradual change
is represented by the horizontal single helix in the top part of the figure. However, certain historical
developments (depicted with the horizontal arrow) have accelerated that gradual change, creating
breaks with the past and breaking through the boundaries of those older paradigms. This is
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depicted in the figure by the dashed line following the single helix, representing the broken cycle
of gradual change and adaptation.
An initial result of those changes assigns people to either ‘Phase II: the modern landscape
paradigm’ or ‘Phase III: the romantic landscape paradigm’. Both of these roughly originate in the
same time-period and coexist up to the present. In the former, the landscape is subject to a strong
human influence, industrialism, technological development, and significant interventions forever
changing the landscape’s structure, coherence, legibility, and continuity. In the latter, landscapes
were captured and presented in different genres of imaginations, often romanticising natural and
historical features, enhancing particular identities by framing the landscape in a specific manner,
untainted by the influences of modernity. Eventually, these phases culminate in the contemporary
postmodern era, invoking ‘Phase IV: the postmodern landscape paradigm’. Now that history’s
rapid change through increased mobility, globalisation, loss of distinctiveness &c. has taken place,
a discursive ambiguity has occurred. Phase IV is characterised by disconnection from the past,
rootlessness in common nature, and detachment from the continuous cycle of mutual adaptation
people used to have with the landscape. Additionally, it contains a discursive landscape identity
struggle working its way into reality, a situation that is characterised by two simplified general
coalitions represented by different groups. Group I is still ‘stuck’ in Phase II or Phase III, wishing
to return to a past sense of place, extending history up to the present. This group is marked by a
sense of nostalgia, valuing these past representations of the landscape underpinned by their
respective genres of imagination. This group is represented in the regional, the countryside, by
laypeople who feel underrepresented in contemporary policies, and by the elderly. They antagonise
policy-making groups as a rebellion to the face of change. Their paradigm is captured in modernity
or romanticism. The out-group in their discourses is the historical-academic elite: group II,
represented in the governing bodies of the nation. This group values nature restoration and
objective scientific ways of conceptualising it, marked by technocratic principles of ecology and
biodiversity aimed at recovering nature instead of exploiting it. They reject past or imagined
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conceptions of landscapes and break loose from historical connotations. Shortly, they represent
postmodernity. These two groups are opposite since both their current paradigms are difficult to
reconcile. As a result, polarisation and antagonism occurs. The outcome of such a discursive split
is likely found in a lack of commitment and stewardship among those who have become detached
from their lands; a disappearing of the ethos on how to appropriately dwell in it. Additionally,
Phase IV is marked by the creation of artifactual new nature that people are seemingly unable to
connect with (as of yet). Furthermore, it is marked by a loss of familiar features or the addition of
unfamiliar features in the landscape, creating new breaks with the past, decreasing coherence,
continuity and legibility of the landscape further. This results in unstable identities, polarisation in
society, resistance to landscape change, delusional conceptions of the landscape, a nature for
people paradigm, and challenges to conservation policy. In short: disenchantment, delusion, and
disconnect. A new paradigm shift is thus needed. To understand what such a new phase will look
like, this research needs to be carried out in order to get a proper understanding of these discourses
and what underpins them, to detangle the current paradigm, and move beyond the issues resulting
from it.
Conclusion of the Chapter
To conclude this chapter, it was illustrated how landscape identity can be used in many
different, yet interlinked ways. It can be a referral to the landscape itself, to the identity that makes
it perceivably different from others, or to how one uses the landscape as an integral part of the
construction of one’s individual or collective identity. These differing interpretations aim to
capture how one acts on the land through policy, planning and management, or as a driver of
change, but it also captures how the land acts on the self. An improved understanding of those
interlinked interpretations was necessary to understand the attitudes people derive from their
landscapes. To meet that requirement, I proposed to use the landscape identity circle, focusing on
the personal-cultural-existential half. I hereby assume that people socially construct parts of their
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identity based on the landscape, but also construct both the idea and the physical manifestation of
the landscape itself by imbuing it with meaning. Landscapes have been found possible to be able
to lose that meaning to people, becoming void of it through characteristics of excess, disconnecting
people from new landscapes or disenchanting existing ones. This, in turn, leads to the craving of
fictional representations of a landscape, resulting in a delusional unclarity on what an authentic
landscape filled with meaning encompasses. That assumption is thought to be problematic for the
manner in which people connect to the landscape. Theories on how people connect to the
landscape have shed light on how that process may crumble, eventually resulting in the
postmodern landscape identity struggle. The corresponding postmodernity is marked by the
returning disconnection, detachment, and delusion, underpinned by a discursive split between
those holding onto past representations of the landscape and those pushing forward to a new
technocratic landscape embodied by new nature. These interlinked processes were all captured in
a visual diagram in an attempt to oversee the manner in which they all connect to one another.

CHAPTER II: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter discusses the methodological approach for the conduction of the research in
this thesis. The chapter will discuss, in the given order, the research philosophy, research strategy
and design, data collection methods, data analysis, and ethical considerations.
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Research Philosophy and Approach
The methods employed in this thesis required the use of an interpretivist research
approach, making this a qualitative research (Silverman, 2000). Interpretivism formed the basis for
this research because, according to Silverman, reality cannot be objectively assessed. Instead, one
needs to rely on a constructed web of language, time, and cultural values. Since landscape identities
- and their corresponding discourses – are such constructions, it would be illogical to approach
them from a positivist worldview. Qualitative methods, therefore, were the best option to access
these constructions, in order to shed light on the phenomena of landscape identities. Additionally,
since such a qualitative approach does not rely on standardisation, it allowed for a reactive
perspective on the social contexts that reproduce the phenomena under investigation (Brinkman
& Kvale, 2015). However, while interpretivist research is able to access a deep and contextual
understanding of the phenomena at play, it also has some limitations. For example, the research is
often not generalisable because it only accounts for specific people and places at specific times.
The data collected is relative, not absolute. That also comes with the possibility of uncertainty and
unclarity of data with regards to expected patterns. Finally, interpretivism is also intrinsically
subjective. The outcomes of the research are, to a degree, biased and affected by the researcher.
However, that does not mean that one cannot learn from them.
To further clarify the manner in which these qualitative methods were mobilised, the
research problem in this thesis is described along the lines of intellectual puzzles (Mason, 2002).
Mason indicates that “all qualitative research should be constructed around an intellectual puzzle
of some kind” (p. 18). This way, a solution to the puzzle can be methodically reached, increasing
its validity. Since researching regional landscape identity discourses was a multi-faceted problem,
three puzzles were identified:
(1) The developmental puzzle: how did different landscape identities and their corresponding
discourses develop in the larger European context, and how do they return in the Netherlands,
and specifically in the Bommelerwaard?
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(2) The comparative puzzle: what can one learn from comparing different identities and discourses
amongst each other?
(3) The mechanical puzzle: what are the implications of these landscape identities and their
corresponding discourses?
These puzzles were mobilised into the subquestions introduced earlier on, which, in turn, were
operationalised to form the interview guides that will be discussed in the next section.
Research Strategy & Design
In order to conduct this research, an explorative literature study was first conducted in
order to flesh out the concepts and theories that play a role in landscape identity formation. This
literature research covered the more general questions and provided some insight on historical
development. It provided a foundational basis as well as historical context and perspective on
landscape identity. From that literature review, both the conceptual framework and the general
information answering parts of the subquestions were derived. Insight on specific landscape
identity discourses, that which underpins them, and the implications of these discourses were
identified with the help of interviews and combined interpretive and descriptive readings. The
interviews were transcribed, coded, and analysed, providing an assessment of the contemporary
identities discussed in chapter IV, as well as answers to the general research question, which will
be discussed in chapters V and VI.
Data collection
The performed literature research was conducted by using several search engines, namely:
Jstor, Scopus, Google Scholar, Worldcat, and the WUR online library. Terms such as ‘landscape’,
‘identity’, ‘rooted’, ‘sense of place’, ‘disconnection’, ‘breaks with past’, ‘attachments’, ‘heritage’,
‘meaning, ‘memory’, ‘art’ &c. were used. From the initially arisen literature, the possibility of
snowballing to other seemingly relevant sources occurred and was pursued (Bryman, 2012). This
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resulted in a mix of scientific articles, governmental publications, several books, and some
newspaper articles.
The conceptual framework flowing from that literature research was operationalised into
interview guides with the help of operationalisation tables (Bryman, 2012). 10 These interviews
guides were made semi-structured because that would leave room for manoeuvring (Brinkman &
Kvale, 2015). 11 While a crude structure provided a general guide for all participants - allowing for
somewhat of a methodical approach - it also left room to explore intriguing or salient answers and
specific information. On top of that, semi-structured interviews allowed for focus on what the
interviewees themselves found important and knew best. Aside from interviews, both interpretive
and descriptive readings of genres of imagination, expectedly underpinning many of the existing
discourses, were conducted in order to gain in-depth insight into where people derive their
discourses from, how they are shaped, and what their effects are. These genres of imagination
consist of paintings, poems, stories, and the like. 12 These works can be seen as text, presenting a
narrative on what those landscapes are and mean to people; “a text on which generations write
their recurring obsessions” (Schama, 1995, p. 12). Additionally, this approach was taken up because
Tilley (2006) explained that “an essential part of the process of making self and social identity is
non-verbal” (p. 17). These identities are being recreated through making, consuming, and using
things; an artefact, monument, postcard, &c. They are performative contexts for understanding
the landscape, active agents of identity. They reflect certain topics and perspectives present in
society at the time of creation. However, interpreting them by myself would result in a very
subjective biased experience of these works. To solve that, not only were the interpretive readings
paired with a descriptive approach, but the interpretations were also triangulated with the interview
participants by confronting them with specific works to see which dominant narratives arise.

An example of such a table can be found in Appendix I.
These guides can be found in Appendix II.
12 A full list of the researched works, including relevant images, can be found in Appendix III.
10
11
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Participants for the interviews were purposively selected ‘experts’. These people needed to
be knowledgeable, but not necessarily academic. As opposed to laypeople, who may have been
able to give insights on their own identity or that of the people around them, the experts were able
to provide a somewhat larger and more generalisable ‘helicopter’ perspective due to that
knowledge. Almost all participants were thus engaged with the landscape in some way or another,
with the exception of two laypersons. These last two were included in order to check their
perspectives on the landscape against that of the experts to see whether interesting differences
would arise. Such a purposeful selection of experts seemed the better option since the difficulty of
randomly finding citizens who could be able to make significant contributions to the research was
ill-foreboding enough to resort to more effective means of finding salient information. Extra care
was taken to ensure that participants from both the natural-, and social sciences as well as the
humanities were taken up in the process. This appeared important since Kolen & Lemaire (1999)
concluded that the perspectives on nature are mostly polarised between these disciplines, but also
because the processes that come to shape landscape identities are multi-disciplinary. To that end,
people along the lines of historians, folklore and storytellers, governmental authorities, (landscape)
art historians, hunters, farmers, conservationists, policymakers, ecologists &c. were taken up. 13
These experts were expected to be able to demonstrate, confirm, or contest theories on the
development of a postmodern landscape identity struggle, illustrate specific discourses, and flesh
out exactly what a specific identity would look like. They were also expected to provide some
preliminary perspectives on what the postmodern landscape identity struggle meant for nature and
conservation. Additionally, their perspectives on representations of the landscapes in the
Netherlands, underpinning dominant discourse coalitions, were researched. In order to consolidate
that part of the research, the expert interviews touched upon the genres of imagination. This was
done by confronting the interviewees with (excerpts of) different genres of imagination in order

13

A full list of interviewees, in order of conduction, can be found in Appendix IV.
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to see whether this matched their conceptions of existing landscape identities. They were asked
which ideas or feelings arose when seeing them, with which representations they had affinity, and
what these representations told them about the landscape. It was also important to understand
what made people feel attached to these landscapes. The interviews thus also focused on
attachment and identification with both fictional and existing landscapes by using both the
landscape identity circle and theories regarding sense of place. Finally, these experts provided much
information for the interpretive readings. These works could not simply be haphazardly selected
so experts were also asked to name several –in their opinion influential - works. Some works were
also added based on my own expectations and research on the most salient genres of
representation.
The interviews were performed until data saturation was reached (Calder, 1977). Around
17 interviews of 40-70 minutes yielded such results. That same number accounts for the genres of
imagination. The interview targets were selected via purposive convenience sampling (Palinkas et
al., 2015), with some occurrences of snowballing from primary selected interviewees. The resulting
interviews were recorded and transcribed. 14 The genres of imagination were also abstracted into
text by means of interpretive and descriptive readings. This means that both the visual objective
aspects, as well as the deeper layers of meaning behind them were put on paper. These pieces of
texts and transcripts formed the core of the data to be studied. The specific method of
transcription was edited transcription (Bryman, 2012). That method was chosen because these
interviews were conducted in Dutch and needed to be transcribed into English for processing. In
that process, irrelevant expressions could be omitted, but the core of what the participants told
was conserved by sticking to their individual expressions of language. For example, expressions
like ‘you know’ were largely omitted, but the personality and peculiarity of the language used was
maintained as far as possible. The transcripts were coded with the help of Atlas TI software.

14

An example of a transcript can be found in Appendix VI.
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Initially expected themes were present at the commencement of the data analysis, but additional
themes and codes arose during the process by means of emergent coding (Brinkman & Kvale,
2015). For example, a theme such as ‘connection with the landscape’ can be subdivided in negative
experiences that decrease one’s connection, captured under the code ‘negative experiences’. How
this ‘connection with the landscape’ differs per discourse or individual can then be relatively easily
compared when the data is grouped and sorted in such a manner.
The focus on discourse was chosen because, as mentioned, the landscape is imbued with
life and meaning by people. It is the rhetoric of spatial practice. This mainly happens through the
stories people tell, the discourses they use, and what these convey. Until relatively recently, the
manner in which people, regions, and landscapes were defined was through such narrative forms,
either orally or depicted on canvas or paper. Discourses thus play a huge role, and the life and
stories of these landscapes are witnessed and defined, over and over, by using them. They illustrate
how we impose realities on the world (Hajer, 1993). In this case, those realities are the identities
people derive from the landscape and the implications they have on nature conservation. They
influence certain outcomes in society and if these are to be understood, an understanding of the
discourses that underpin them is needed.
Data Processing and Analysis
To do so, an analysis was executed on the coded transcripts and abstracted pieces of text
on the basis of discourse coalition theory to see what dominant discourses and narratives arose;
investigating which people have affinity with which discourses, and what coalitions and
hegemonies arise from those. Hajer (1993) explains that such discourses are consolidated through
common storylines. Laypeople, scientists, policymakers, genres of imagination &c. each have their
own narrative with which they have affinity, influencing different outcomes. Furthermore, this
method of analysis takes into account how these different actors may have differing reasons for
using such shared narratives, allowing room for the individuality and personal-existential
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perspective of landscape identity formation process. The practices that conform to these narratives
can be linked to them, thus allowing for conclusions to be drawn from the analysis, illustrating the
implications of those discourses on society. The analysis, specifically, was performed following
Hajer’s (1993) 10 steps:
(1) Desk research: a preliminary explorative literature research as described earlier. (2) Helicopter
interviews: the conduction of several interviews with the most ‘general’ experts who have an
overview of the topics of interest. (3) Document analysis: the first encounters with and interpretive
readings of the genres of imagination to derive certain discourses, themes, or structures. (4)
Interviews with key figures: interview guides are updated and more information on the phenomena
and processes of relevance is derived from this bulk of interviews. (5) Sites of argumentation: finding
occurrences where different discourses interact. Some of this was derived from the literature, other
restraints prevented real-time encounters that could have been performed with e.g. focus groups.
To a degree this step was met through the encounter with genres of imagination that people did
not have affinity with. (6) Analysis for positioning effects: preliminary analysis of the data to investigate
which discourses flow from certain groups or individuals. (7) Identification of key incidents: this too
won’t be possible since this research has no interactive elements between different discourses, nor
did such interactions strongly follow from confrontation with the genres of imagination. (8)
Analysis of practices in particular cases of argumentation: going back to the data to affirm or deny certain
expected discourse outcomes and practices. (9) Interpretation: the actual analysis of discursive
structures, that which underpins them, and their effects. (10) Second visit to key actors: this step may
confront interviewees with the findings to see if any new insights arise, to control the sensibility
of the analysis. However, this step was skipped due to the amount of time it would take up to
revisit all 17 participants.
Case Study
As briefly mentioned before, the area under study is the Bommelerwaard. This section
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contains a short description of the area, including a map (figure 5). The area is situated in the
southernmost tip of the province of Gelderland, between the rivers Maas and Waal.
Uncoincidentally, the historical identity of this sort-of-island is marked by both living with and
battling against that water (Gemeente Zaltbommel, 2011). In the past, the morphology of the river
dictated where people would settle; higher dryer parts were for living, lower fertile parts for
agriculture. That has resulted in a landscape that is closely intertwined with this water and
agriculture; rural landscapes within the dikes, wilder landscapes beyond on the floodplains. The
landscape is generally open, with some clusters of trees, floodplains, winding dikes, floodgates,
past dike breaches, and higher areas of settlement. Additionally, the island includes part of the
Nieuw-Hollandse Waterlinie, a historical defensive border marked by inundation zones, fortresses,
and batteries. That part of the landscape has been taken up in the UNESCO world heritage list.
Furthermore, the island also has several Natura-2000 areas, most prominently those located in the
floodplains. These contain species-rich haylands, diverse abundant wildflowers, rare species of
plants, resting places for migratory birds, and many ponds of key importance for certain
endangered amphibian species. The cultural part of the landscape is characterised by high-trunk
fruit orchards, dikes, mills, hedgerows, and willows (Gemeente Maasdriel & Gemeente
Zaltbommel, 2003). Notable developments in the last few decades are the growth of the
surrounding villages and cities on the island, the intensification of orchard and greenhouse
agriculture, the consolidation of patches of agricultural land, and the loss of forest structures. In
short, the island is marked by its small-scaledness, dynamic water relations, varying relief, legibility
of dikes, and vastness. Threats are mostly found in the hardening of boundaries between nature
and development, decreasing the sprawl of the landscape. Additionally, there are worries on the
containment and disruption of the floodplains, threatening its continuity (Gemeente Zaltbommel,
2011).
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Figure 5. Map of the Bommelerwaard. From Google (2021).

Ethical Considerations
Since the data collection of this thesis involved live participants, a correct ethical approach
was needed. To do so, Bryman’s four ethical principles were applied (Bryman, 2012). This meant
that the research (1) did not harm participants. (2) did not lack informed consent of the
participants. (3) did not invade privacy (in ways that the participant was not aware of or did not
agree with). And (4) participants were not deceived. To help meet those principles, an ethical
consent form was provided prior to the interview to inform participants on the aim of the
research, 15 and to affirm the voluntarity of the participation, recording, and transcription of the
interviews, as well as to inform how the data will be stored and processed. The research should
not have influenced any of the participants in a way that they are not aware of. Naturally, the
research also complied with governmental advice regarding Covid-19. This meant that interviews
were either conducted online or with the appropriate distance in mind. Though this posed some

15

This form can be found in Appendix V.
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challenges, it still allowed for a personal engagement with many of the participants as opposed to
e.g. a questionnaire. Finally, all data was anonymised.
Chapter conclusion
The purpose of this chapter was to outline the methodology used in this thesis. The
selected approach, strategy, collection, and methods of analysis were discussed, as well as a short
introduction of the case study area and a reflection on ethics. Discourses have been discussed as
the main unit of analysis in this research, collected through interviews, and descriptive and
interpretive readings of genres of imagination attributed to the region. Landscape identities and
their corresponding discourses were distilled from these primary sources, and then analysed
through the application of discourse coalition theory on the coded transcripts resulting from the
primary data collection.
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CHAPTER III: LANDSCAPE IDENTITIES IN HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The following several chapters (III-V) will focus on the results of this research and will
answer the subquestions in the given order. Starting first with historical developments of landscape
identities, moving on to the specific identities and their corresponding discourses in the
Netherlands, zooming in on the Bommelerwaard, followed by a discussion that also contains the
implications of these identities and discourses, culminating in a concluding chapter closing off with
recommendations and potential solutions to address the postmodern landscape identity struggle.
But now, landscape identities will first be placed in their historical context to offer some
perspective. That perspective is both important as necessary to gain a solid understanding of the
processes at hand and to derive trends and structures. The corresponding subquestion for this
chapter is: What historical developments have landscape identities undergone from 1789 to the present?
Naturally, the current landscape identity narratives are not the only ones that have ever been
around. Landscape identities have changed many times over history and will likely change again in
the future. However, there are notable turning points in history that have influenced them, serving
as a foundation for the postmodern identity struggle, and likely will remain of influence for quite
some time. The first noteworthy historical development directly influenced by people, causing that
change in landscape identity formation, is likely the shift from an oral to a written tradition (Moore
& Whelan, 2009). Moore & Whelan explain that, as a result of this shift, a distinction arose between
low and high culture, or culture populaire and culture élitaire (p. 85). The former is more
contemporary 16 while the latter is more ingrained and historical. With the emergence of culture
élitaire - as opposed to a contemporary collective memory - history shifts from being encapsulated
in the oldest living beings of a society to a written recollection that spans many more and everaccumulating years. Because that history-oriented high culture is intellectual by nature, it is those
in power that shape this history, and with it the identity of those learning it. The collective

Contemporary here is meant in the sense that it is situated in the present of any specific time, so not
contemporary in the way that it is recent, or situated in the 20th century.
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constructed identity of a group thus becomes politicised and, with it, the landscapes tied to that
identity. As a result, people become captured between a local, contemporary, oral culture situated
in the present, and a national-historical academically constructed identity. Additionally, the
accumulation of history as a result of a shift from an oral to a written culture can be seen as the
start of the overabundance of events explained by Augé (1995). It results in a history with which
one cannot keep up.
Another historical development that played a role in European landscapes was a rise of
Judeo-Christian values. This went hand in hand with the decline of other religious perspectives
and gave birth to the idea that humans had dominion over the earth, separating them from the rest
of creation (White, 1967). The Earth had become a ‘garden’ of sorts. To be recreated as a lost
Eden with the agency of man. White explains how this Judeo-Christian ethic promotes that idea
that “man and nature are two things, and man is master” (p. 1208). Furthermore, White argues
that Christianity is the most anthropocentric religion as of yet. In many previous and other
religions, nature is often under the governance of spirits rather than people. Examples are water
spirits such as Greek naiads or Central-Asian rusalkas, forest spirits such as faun, or deities based on
natural phenomena such as Ancient Greek Poseidon, god of the sea, or Hinduist Deva Agni, god of
fire. Christianity undermines that animism, according to White, and replaces these natural spirits
and deities with anthropomorphic saints and angels. Where previously one had to be wary of such
natural spirits when engaging with nature, now one could take from it with nonchalant apathy.
Another noteworthy development that influenced landscape identity has its roots in the
enlightenment. This period marks the origin of the idea that people were not simply the playthings
of destiny, but instead could be their own masters. As a result, the world became understood as
something that could be manipulated by the sovereignty of the people (Waterton, 2005). As a
result, Waterton argues, the landscape became separate from people, severed from the cultural
realm. The rise of a culture élitaire, Judeo-Christian dominance, and the enlightenment were likely
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the core ingredients that resulted in new landscape identity narratives, stimulating a human sense
of dominion over nature.
These three developments, paired with industrial and technological innovation, are part of
the recipe leading to the events that have shaped a postmodern landscape identity struggle.
Though, these have likely been collective paradigm shifts. While they don’t account for everyone,
Europe as a whole has undergone their effects gradually and they have been taken up in the
European identity. Beyond the enlightenment, things become more complex. As indicated in the
introduction, this thesis investigates the development of landscape identities from 1789 to the
present. That year coincides with the point of origin for more differing, diverse conceptions of
what nature and the landscape are and should be. Antrop (2005) explains the route from that 18th
century situation to the present. Antrop starts by explaining how the European continent consists
of cultural landscapes that have been affected by human use ever since the first humans started
inhabiting it. Naturally, traces of human culture are not restricted to Europe and can also be found
in other places across the world. A similar example can be seen in the Amazonian rainforests, in
which a hyperdominance of fruit-bearing trees is thought to be evidence of a human-design
element in the composition of previously assumed pristine forests (Levis et al., 2018). Returning
to Europe, however, the land has been consecutively reorganised, age after age, to meet the needs
of a certain people in a specific timeframe. That continuous adaptation of the land to the people,
Antrop argues, manifests itself in a strong historical connection of the people to those lands.
However, while people have always significantly affected the landscape, 17 the 18th century marks
a remarkably strong change to the environment and landscape because the effects of
industrialisation began to take its toll on the land with unprecedented systematic force. Antrop
aims to structure this historical transformation period of the landscape by segmenting the timeline
in three distinct periods of accelerated change. These three periods are:

An example of earlier significant landscape alterations is the mass removal of forest cover in the roman and medieval
eras.
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1. Pre-18th century landscapes: These landscapes often palpably bear remnants and
structures that have slowly built up over time. They are, according to Antrop, usually
perceived as the 'authentic' or 'traditional' landscapes. And though it must be
acknowledged that no clear baseline exists for what ‘traditional’ or ‘authentic’ truly
encapsulates, Antrop argues that the absence of significant human intervention is a
common shared by them. 18
2. Post-industrial landscapes from the 19th century up to the world war era: This period
marks the first strong break with the past in many European societies. People were
confronted with the vehement force with which industrial activity affected the landscape.
Not only did the landscape itself change, but people’s mentality towards it did so as well.
Traditional landscapes were often wiped away or newer landscapes were superimposed on
old ones. On top of landscape change through industrial activity, extreme notions of pure
aestheticised nature led to an increase in more 'desirable' landscapes at the cost of ordinary
‘authentic’ ones.
3. The post-war era: After many European landscapes were devastated by the wars, a
historical connection with them was literally ripped away, torn to shreds. Consequently,
increasing globalisation and urbanisation changed landscape use priorities, further
estranging common people from their landscapes and contributing to the postmodern
disconnected landscapes many people currently inhabit.
On closer inspection of that transition period of pre 18th-century to postmodern landscape
identities, starting with the pre-18th century landscapes, it may be noted how consecutive
generations of people often lived and worked in the same landscape for their entire lives.
Preserving and improving these landscapes was necessary to ensure a proper livelihood. Such a
landscape contains a genius loci, and identity that subscribes its uniqueness. It is characterised by

With significant, Antrop aims at the fact that the changes after the 18th century had such a magnitude and
depended on increasingly faster technological innovation.
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layer upon layer of gradual change, adaptations of complex history, legible through its composition
and structure. Waterton (2005) argues that, in those times, "people [were] just as much a part of
the landscape they [lived] in as [were] the so-called 'natural’ features" (p. 314). As a result, these
landscapes contain a palimpsest of history, which marks distinct regional identities. Since Europe
is notorious for a long and complex history, a myriad of regional differences and characteristics
exist within these landscapes, resulting in an immensely diverse cultural and natural heritage. The
main threats to these traditional landscapes in that period were land development and intensified
agriculture. Then came the industrial revolution. As a result of that revolution, major pieces of
land could suddenly be - and were - altered out of recognition in the span of one’s lifetime, often
not for the better. A reaction to that 18th-century Industrial degradation was a rise of romanticism
in the fine arts, poetry, music, and in leisure. This was a way to (re)construct the landscape in the
mind, as an escape from Weltschmerz,; weariness of the grim everyday realities. European society
thus not only interacted with the landscape on a physical plane, but also started to do so on a
mental or spiritual one.
Departing from the industrial period onwards, entering the post-industrial period, clear
breaks with those earlier established layers of history can be observed. Aside from alteration for
industry, these breaks manifest through the consequences of demographic and economic changes,
as a result of modern colonialist or industrial efforts. Additionally, Antrop (2005) explains, these
breaks are also noticeable in agricultural reform and intensification through the introduction of
new species and technologies. Even more so than before, the landscape could severely change
within the span of one's lifetime. Fritzsche (2004) argues that this 19th century 'progress' has created
an insatiable nostalgia, a yearning for a past that is no longer there, a melancholy for a lost place
of collective identity.
Grijzenhout (2007) illustrates this by discussing De ontsiering van stad en land en hare bestrijding,
a brochure published in 1915 by J. H. W. Leliman. In this brochure, Leliman laments the increasing
loss of natural heritage in the Netherlands. Leliman argues that the nation had been robbed of its
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expressions of highly developed culture of the past. Many natural vistas were defaced, aesthetically
dismantled, and thus disconnected from its people. With that elegy, Leliman pledged for, and blew
life into, the idea of the landscape as a monument. This effectively made monuments no longer
solely a memorial to an individual. From now on, a monument could be a memorial to an idea, a
set of values, an aesthetic, or a past. They add a symbolic value. And thus the first calls to preserve
parts of Dutch national nature arose. Cutting down woods became equal to blasphemy and nature
gained an elevated status. That marks the dawn of the notion of natuurmonumenten in the
Netherlands. 19 That new notion was not simply an idea; eventually, in 1905, Vereniging tot Behoud
van Natuurmonumenten in Nederland was founded to meet that end of conserving these monuments
of nature. Monuments of nature became equal to monuments of history, since they too had
become part of the past.
Unfortunately, Grijzenhout continues, not all of nature could be subject to this protection
by means of a monument. A focus lay on specific desirable aspects of it; “those objects or areas
that were of interest to botanists, painters, and other elitist groups” (p. 177). The landscape had to
be a place of aesthetic value as a counterweight to a modernist perception of the land as solely a
source of materials. Romantic influences thus not only dictated that specific sites were to be
protected, but it also shaped the visual and functional aspects of these sites, in order for them to
be enjoyed by an elite that had shaped this ideal of what nature ought to be (Antrop, 2005). Schama
(1995) argues that this Arcadian ideal “seems just another pretty lie told by propertied aristocracies
[…] to disguise the ecological consequences of their greed (p. 12). The importance of ecology
entered the foreground in the second half of the 20th century: “a more integrated approach that
ultimately aims at transdisciplinarity: the integration of fundamental and applied research and
policy implementation” (Antrop, 2005, p. 22).

Similar ideas and approaches arose all over Europe as a reaction to the effects of modernity. Examples are the
widespread planting of public parks, safeguarding of natural areas, and more organic forms of gardenscaping
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In the following period, the mid-century wars were a literal rupture with the past (Fritzsche,
2004). The destructions caused by those wars have wiped out the final remnants of the landscape
as a mnemonic of people’s pasts in many places. These landscapes have been shifted from memory
to history. One may argue that this historical development is part of life. As Bender (2006) explains
in Place and Landscape: a landscape is never static, but always in process. As such, many different
people can experience places in many different ways, even at the same time. Bender notes how
“the permutations on how people interact with place and landscape are almost unending, and the
possibilities for disagreement about, and contest over, landscape are equally so” (p. 134). However,
Antrop (2005) would not agree. Antrop concluded that "the coherence of particular properties
defines identity. Changing the characteristics and coherence leads to loss of identity or its change
into a new one" (p. 27). Though identities and landscapes change, a core of key traits remains. This
coherence, Antrop mentions, is important because it creates legibility in the landscape. The Dutch
riverlands researched by Buijs et al. (2004), for example, have inherent legibility because these areas
have grown organically, the history of the processes that have shaped it is recognisable and events
and stories taking place during that history are placeable. Such legibility improves the pictorial
book of our memory, as van Toorn (1998) explained. It allows us to tell the (hi)stories of places,
enhancing its particular identity.
While landscapes and the identities derived from it are naturally dynamic, and while these
landscapes display change as a property of that dynamic identity, the pace and severeness of these
changes outweighs the pace of the change of identity of the people in it, creating breaks with the
past. In this historical development, one can clearly see a trend from gradual, local changes to fastpaced global changes. As a result, landscapes are no longer experienced as static or stable, but
rather are a fickle palette to be moulded by the human hand, with no longer any distinct character
or identity. And so we enter the postmodern era, where 'new nature' that takes ecology and
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biodiversity into account, 20 often results in more recent breaks with the past. It marks the ending
of history and the beginning of the future.
Chapter conclusion
In conclusion of this chapter, it has become apparent that landscape identity paradigms
have changed many times over history. There have been shifts from a culture populaire to a culture
élitaire constricting people between contemporary times and historical identities. Furthermore, a
rise of Judeo-Christian values demystified nature, enlightenment thinking created a divide between
people and nature, and most recently accelerated landscape change came into play. Recent history
is marked by a fragmentation of landscape identities and less gradual changes. These accelerated
changes start in pre-industrial times and have caused such breaks with the past up to the present
day. As a result, the contemporary landscape loses its genius loci and people may start clinging to
representations of past landscapes. This eventually causes discursive ambiguity on what landscapes
should be and should look like. A divide between the imagined and the artifactual landscape.

With new landscapes I aim at a landscape that has been reconstructed or superimposed on top of a ‘traditional’
landscape
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CHAPTER IV: CONTEMPORARY LANDSCAPE IDENTITIES
The landscape identity processes described in the previous chapters relate to Dutch history
in general, but what about the contemporary situation the Netherlands and the area under study?
In short: What are contemporary landscape identity discourses in the Bommelerwaard and how are these shaped
and influenced? The answer to that question is derived from the conducted interviews.
General Contemporary identity
In general, when asked how they would describe contemporary times, interviewees gave
examples such as ‘uncertain’, ‘hectic’, ‘chaotic’, ‘cynic’, ‘disillusioned’, ‘overspecialised’ &c. That
has appeared to be the result of the discussed past developments leading up to present-day
postmodernity. What that specifically means for the landscape is that people perceive it in all sorts
of ways. How the landscape is understood by people ranges from a ‘green environment’ to ‘nature’,
‘countryside’, ‘all we see’, ‘everything but developed areas’, ‘the décor of human history’, ‘a cultural
artefact’, ‘nature and cultural elements’, ‘traditionally Dutch’, ‘little human influence’, ‘pastures and
windmills’, and such. This wide understanding of what is and what is not landscape reflects the
ambiguous use of the term described early on and is a mirroring of the postmodern landscape
identity struggle. That uncertainty on what the landscape is fits postmodernity; the landscape in
people’s minds is not whole. Instead, it is a wide range of perceptions, understandings, and
connections.
However, participants did seem to unanimously pinpoint change as an aspect of the
landscape. The landscape was not experienced as a stable place by many of them. Manifestations
of that change were found in the decline of biodiversity and certain species, the encroachment of
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urban and industrial development, the intensification of agriculture, the commodification of the
landscape, disconnections with the landscape and people, degraded distinctiveness, an increase of
empty meaningless leisure, more rationalism and functionalism, too much order, a loss of (interest
for) rural nature, a focus on more wilder and urban nature, a decline in regional identity, &c.
However, participants also indicated that this is the course of history and that it has enabled them
to live their current lifestyle. Consequentially, such change is generally perceived as natural, and
the landscape as dynamic instead of stable. However, goal-oriented human change was not always
seen is a positive light. As participant 8, ecologist, explained: “things that don’t fit the
[contemporary] narrative are altered to match it. That resulted in how all things start to look alike”.
Regional identity and past traces of a traditional landscape use disappear. Additionally, “change
occurs that fast that the factor of time does not play a role anymore” [participant 4, natural heritage
expert]. Such effects on the landscape are lamented. However, that fleetingness of a stable
landscape was experienced less in ‘wild’ nature that is managed or protected and more in traditional
rural nature.
These effects of postmodernity thus conjured a sense of loss, disenchantment with
‘normal’ contemporary rural landscapes, and a shifted gaze to wilder forms of nature. It drove
people to seek the landscapes as they were conceived as looking like in the past, and as depicted
in art, which became painted with nostalgia. But, as participant 2, art historian, explained: “there
is a difference between romantic ideas and representations of the landscape and how the landscape
was in reality on many aspects”. It is seemingly true then that people who experience
disconnections with the landscape come to crave nostalgic idealised forms of it and become
disenchanted with the rural nature situated in reality; “people like how green we are, but if you
look at what that is it is mostly pastures” [participant 10, forest manager]. Most negative
experiences in the landscape by the interviewees, uncoincidentally, thus took place in rural nature.
As participant 11, hunter, put it: “it will never be authentic nature anymore […] like a golf course
[…] every square meter is used to the extreme”. It is indeed so that rural landscape has changed
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drastically under the intensification of agriculture; “there is no longer that vast infinity of back
then” [participant 7, regional historian], and “the volumes of development […] became much
larger” [participant 16, policymaker], “it became more intensive” [participant 17, farmer]. On the
other hand, what participants perceive as wild nature is experienced as a place where ‘you can
empty your head’, ‘pristine’, ‘rare’, ‘valuable’, ‘good’, ‘natural’, ‘authentic’, ‘real’. However, such real
nature does not exist to others, and both rural nature and gardens are perceived as valuable parts
of nature and the landscape by them. To these people, agricultural development is not a threat,
solely industrial and urban development is. To them, “cows in the ditch is nature too” [participant
8, ecologist].
Whether one is enchanted by past idealized and delusional romantisations, disenchanted
by contemporary rural nature, or disconnected from postmodern states of the landscape has an
effect one one’s relationship with the landscape as well as one’s identity. Being in the landscape,
to some participants, confirms who they are. It is the place where they can manifest themselves, it
connects them to an environment and history. In short, it weaves one into the fabric of a larger
whole as an anchor point, it instils pride, and it unites. However, the developments that have taken
place in the landscape have had its implications on such feelings. Participants noted that there is
less attachment, less interest for common rural landscapes, more resistance to change, less
involvement and engagement, less local connection, more distance between the landscape and
people, and many physical changes in the landscape that accelerate because people increasingly let
go. As one participant explained: “you see areas drastically change 3 or 4 times, and then you
completely lose the connection to those areas […] that will happen anyway, we don’t influence
that, but people become lethargic” [participant 4, natural heritage expert].
That sentiment expresses itself through a lost sense of place, a lost feeling of rootedness,
all with implications that will be discussed in the next chapter. As several participants explain, what
allows them to take root and develop a sense of place is a feeling of coming home, engaging in the
outdoors, working the land by hand through gardening, fishing, hunting, or farming. It occurs
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through the ancestral history in a place, continuity with the past, familiarity, knowledge,
connections with other people, accessibility, memories of youth in nature, stories about the
landscape, and a sense of stewardship over an area. The ingredients for that feeling all arise from
a landscape that people can experience and one that is relatively stable. A landscape that feels like
a part of history and people, rather than an externalised setting or a separated place to visit.
Those feelings of rootedness and a sense of place degrade through processes where such
‘traditional’ landscapes are externalised or compared with more ‘sublime’ landscapes, as done by
the younger participants, or when landscapes change too much or too quickly, when they are
emptied of species and variety, and when they become too functional. It also may occur when
people become less place-bound, estranged from the landscapes and nature in their surroundings,
not involved with the landscape, not inhabiting the rural landscape, or not visiting those common
landscapes as a specific goal. And where there may be individual differences in preferences for
forest, dunes, floodplains and such – these are often the landscapes that are literally and figuratively
close to people - people generally seem to prefer landscapes that contain a lot of nature, that are
uninterrupted, that are varied and diverse, containing different elements. These are landscapes that
allow for its experience, landscapes that feel in place with the larger context of the area. However,
in which cases people perceive the landscape to be as such differs. To some it feels like that only
in wilder areas, to others in more functional or more traditional rural landscapes. Depending on
whether someone is coming from a modern, romantic, or postmodern angle also affects that. It
determines what someone sees as a specific aesthetic in the landscape. Some people, like
participant 12, layperson, think windmills are beautiful; the epitome of human ability, others prefer
to see open landscapes with winding dikes like participant 3 and 7, both historians. Even others,
like participant 17, farmer, prefer to see endless grasslands, and yet others prefer to see wild
untamed forests like participant 1, storyteller, did. All these people have affinity with their specific
perspectives on the landscape, and those affinities harmonise with different traditions in art, and
different discourse coalitions on the landscape and nature. In a sense, each individual has their
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own Arcadia, and that is a subjective feeling that seems to be personally shaped, though influenced
by external factors such as environment and exposure to specific types and representations of
nature. Regardless of this, there are dominant forms of landscape representation, of landscape
conceptualization, of landscape art, landscape identity, landscape preferences, and threats to a
connection with that landscape. Those can all be captured into larger discourse coalitions, as will
be discussed in the next section.
Contemporary Discourses
The paintings one looks at, the books one reads, the films one sees; all affect the way
people perceive the landscape. It ascribes people what landscapes should look like, what is
beautiful and what is connected to, what is nostalgic and how the landscapes in reality are
perceived. And the affinity that people have with specific representations of the landscape in
genres of imagination can be extrapolated to general discourse coalitions that determine what ‘the
Dutch Landscape’ is and should be to people; what should be conserved and what threatens that
status. This section will provide an oversight of the dominant discourse coalitions found during
the research. In that overview, the following four coalitions have come forward: ‘the authentic
landscape’, ‘the modern landscape’, ‘the romantic landscape’, and ‘the postmodern landscape’.
Those are synonymous to the landscape identities proposed in the conceptual framework. Within
these coalitions, this section will explain what they mean, what one’s conception of Arcadia - or
the ideal landscape - is, which example of a genre of imagination as found in appendix III matches
that, what discourses people employ, which contemporary landscape matches those discourses,
and what threats these landscapes are under.
The first discourse is that of the authentic landscape. It accepts the landscape as a gradually
developed setting, connected to culture and humanity, with no imaginary conceptions of what it
should be. Conservation, or preservation at least, of such landscapes is irrelevant since they are
not perceived as degrading by those inhabiting it. There are no conceptions of Arcadia since reality
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does not call for such cravings. None of the participants displayed this discourse, probably because
such landscapes are no longer present in the Netherlands. Instead, this is likely the landscape as
conceptualised in many past societies, or contemporary societies in which there is no humannature duality. These landscapes are under threat of modern developments that break those
inhabiting it loose from their ties with nature, externalised into a cultural realm. The artwork that
best matches this discourse coalition is the landscape as depicted in work 9, by Bruegel. A human
settlement is entwined within the landscape, and no strong borders exist. People simply inhabit it
and focus on surviving the outdoors. It is telling that none of the participants really seemed to
connect to that depiction of the landscape; considering it too old, too primitive, or too unrealistic.
The next discourse is that of the modern landscape, having affinity with the modernist
movement in the arts. Here, Arcadia is an organised landscape, bountiful and utilised to the very
last detail. It is inexhaustible, dominated by human progress and rationality. The artwork that best
matches this discourse is that of Thysse or Van den Eynde. Both show a landscape very much
dominated by human presence. Though the former is a bit more realistic, as the latter came off as
a bit too extreme for those having affinity with the modern landscape, like participant 17, farmer,
indicated. Nonetheless, it is a reflection of such ideals. Quotes from the interview too illustrate
this modernist approach to landscape: “the land is not allowed to be unused, empty, that is not
what it is supposed to be” [participant 1, storyteller], “it is a marvellous accomplishment that we’re
able to use every square meter” [participant 9, rewilding expert], “after the war people were hungry,
Mansholt and others decided that people could never be hungry anymore; so they stimulated
production and efficiency” [participant 17, farmer] or “cows in the pasture is also nature”
[participant 8, ecologist]. Those who work these lands often have a strong sense of place in them
and feel rooted through their engagement and self-esteem. More cynically, there are counterdiscourses such as “all the post-stamps of landscape that have not been developed yet need to be
built upon” [participant 1, storyteller], or “food was needed, and there was not a lot of time, so
romanticism was gone” [participant 5, archaeologist]. The contemporary landscape that fits this
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discourse is a landscape as found in the Flevopolder; a highly organised system of agrarian lands
mostly used for grass and crops. Threats to these landscapes are developments that encroach on
the agrarian lands, whether these result from conservation, urbanisation, or industrialisation. Other
threats can be found in regulatory restrictions limiting the use of such lands.
Next is the romantic landscape, most in line with romanticism, but not restricted to that
period. Arcadia here is the pastoral idyll of small-scale extensive agriculture, mixed with patches
of nature and patches of inhabitancy; variance in the landscape as a cornucopia of flora and fauna.
It is a place of leisure and enjoyment, as well as a landscape that is worked by people. It matches
many of the artworks in the appendix, but the first three - respectively Van Ruisdael, Wiegersma,
and Marsman - were commented on most by participants. All three, though from different periods,
depict an idealised reality of the landscape as it mostly was remembered in the Netherlands. In
some places, especially surrounding rural villages, landscapes like these can be found, though often
in a less idealised form. Though much coherence and past elements are left in those landscapes,
there still is an experienced element of corruption and therefore does not match the narrative of
Arcadia. The discourses used within this coalition are quotes like “the typical Dutch landscape
with a low horizon and vast skies […] mills and cloudy skies […] old castles and history”
[participant 15, junior conservator], “especially in areas designated for conservation. If you get to
know these areas, learn old stories and imagine how things were, this gives one feelings of
nostalgia” [participant 10, forest manager], “30 years ago, the Netherlands was so rich in nature”
[participant 11, hunter], “I think that things were less rational back then, this was nice. Now
everything has been mapped and straightened out and is used to the max” [participant 1,
storyteller], or “there was a lot more variety, more wilderness, less fettered” [participant 10, forest
manager]. Counter discourses also occur: “I am quite sober” [participant 8, ecologist], “I am not
romantic, much too rational” [participant 16, policymaker], “I know the reality, but I think that
people with less connections, less involvement, romanticise the landscape” [participant 17, farmer],
or “things should not return to the past. This is not realistic or desirable” [participant 4, natural
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heritage expert]. The contemporary landscape that matches this discourse is that of an extensive
rural setting; a small town surrounded by polders, waters, and patches of forest. Though present
in contemporary times, these landscapes are increasingly uncommon and are under threat of urban
and industrial encroachment, as well as agricultural intensification and conservation interventions
that are too intrusive, though the latter to a much lesser extent.
Finally, the postmodern landscape tied to postmodernism. Arcadia here is anything to save
the landscape from the human presence that has brought it to this disenchanted state of
detachment and degradation. That often means that wild, pristine nature is valued and preserved.
Arcadia is a forcible return to what people conceive as ‘authentic’ nature; robust, wild, and separate
from society. The artwork that matches this discourse best is Agasi’s Herinnering aan Holland, which
illustrates the grim reality of a contemporary landscape with which all sense of connection or
rootedness is no longer felt. Discourses that fit this coalition are utterances such as: “there are not
many places where you find [history and spirituality], it is very fragmented” [participant 1,
storyteller], “I want it to be pristine, wild, pure, but at the very same time it is very difficult to find
that today” [participant 2, art historian], “there is a nostalgia of ‘things used to be better’ but on a
professional level we’d rather stay away from that” [participant 4, natural heritage expert], “I
approach it more technically […] you know that things do not go well […] it is the end of the
illusion that we as a people are in control of everything” [participant 8, ecologist]. These
participants found themselves confronted with the reality of the landscape in the Netherlands and
often no longer considered many rural landscapes a part of nature. The contemporary landscape
that matches this coalition is that of new nature, ecological restoration, and wilderness. These
desired landscapes are under threat of modern abiotic factors such as climate change, nitrogen
deposition, drought, and salinization, but also any human influence that ‘tames’ the landscape.
Those discourse coalitions seem to constitute contemporary postmodernity and thereby
form the main actors engages in the landscape identity struggle, with the exception of the authentic
landscape. Postmodernity is thus characterised by a division along these modern, romantic, or
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postmodern conceptions of the landscape, these discourse coalitions, with all the implications of
both such individual manners of conceptualising the landscape as the implications of that
discursive fragmentation as a whole. Regarding the institutionalisation of these discourses, there
mostly seems to be a clash between the romantic and postmodern discourse, since the modern
discourse is found more among those benefitting from land use, which currently is a minority in
the Netherlands and therefore takes a backseat.
That romantic-postmodern tension can be found in nature conservation as well. After all,
different conceptions of Arcadia result in different preferences for nature preservation,
conservation, and restoration. One of those is focused on the romantic Arcadia of old traditional
landscapes, manifested in rural landscapes signified by extensive land use and its biodiversity, and
in general in cultural landscapes that bear remnants of a human past or sublime ‘pristine’
landscapes that allow for corresponding experiences in nature. However, from a more postmodern
perspective, such landscapes have “a museum function. It does not take place in our daily lives,
our daily use of the land” [participant 9, rewilding expert]. Arguably, these landscapes are
sanctuaries of a declining past; places separate from contemporary society, to transport oneself to,
instead of being part of a larger whole. Participant 8, ecologist, stresses that, as a result “the
landscape is an elitist hobby. It is a place to visit”. Those tensions result in increasing hard-line
borders between different conceptualisations of the landscape, to distinguish and protect it from
its surroundings. However, a shared discourse mentioned by nearly all participants is the realisation
that such boundaries between nature and culture are becoming harder. Municipal documents
already identified this negative development, and Kolen & Lemaire (1999) even place it quite a bit
back in history: “after about 1870, even greater distinctions were made in the landscape, which
gradually gave rise to distinctiveness and opposition of elements in it” (p. 21). To many
interviewees, that stood out negatively. That collective conception of Arcadia as not fragmented
may provide an opportunity for the unification of the Dutch landscape, with all its benefits for
society and nature. This will be further discussed in chapter VI.
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Case study Bommelerwaard
In the specific case of the Bommelerwaard, the area under study where around half of the
participants lived or worked, the contemporary regional identity was quite the special case. The
regional identity is perceived as a landscape with old lanes, poplar roads, higher ridges, basin
grounds, consolidation patterns, many storks, characterised by the presence of several traditional
prominant villas that blend into the landscape, and most often mentioned the presence of the river
and floodplains. For example, quite the number of participants recalled the floods of 1995 as a
memorable event that added to the regional identity and shaped the relationship they had with the
water and the landscape shaped by it. It seems to be a good example of the events that give the
landscape a ‘we’ feeling, as described by Stobbelaar & Pedroli (2011).
Additionally, participants experienced the Bommelerwaard as winding, unorganised (in a
positive sense), dynamic, varying and diverse, traditional, small-scale, and open. The area was, as
expected, easily definable to them as an island between the Maas and Waal; distinguished by hard
borders. Though, one participant also mentioned it in the larger context of the riverlands. To
outsiders, it is seen as “a piece of no-man’s land between Gelderland and Brabant” [participant 6,
landscape architect]. To most of the participants, the landscape was quintessentially Dutch. These
local people seemed to have a strong sense of what is and what is not fitting within the regional
context; a distinction between what blends into the landscape and what stands out negatively.
However, based on the interviewees - as well as my own experience as an inhabitant - it seems that
the Bommelerwaard is quite different from the rest of the Netherlands, or at least from the
Netherlands as it is sketched in the literature. In the end, each area will have its own peculiarities
and the Bommelerwaard has been no exception.
Historically, it seems that the island has been a very poor and unproductive location in the
Netherlands up until quite recently. Though the soils are fertile, the structures and arrangements
of the landscape prevented the agricultural sector from expanding and intensifying radically. Even
today, the small-scaledness of patches of land and farms is characteristic for the area. Nevertheless,
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the landscape did change. Verkuil (n.d.) notes that the historical poverty of the area played a large
role in pushing for consolidation and the rearrangement of a landscape that still mirrored the
original geomorphic structure of the river’s dynamic role, in order to capitalise on the fertile
grounds. The ensuing consolidation of 1954 marks the severest and most abrupt landscape change
in the region, along modernist discourses. Verkuil continues that this stirred up resistance among
farmers, who were difficult to convince of the usefulness of such a change, in those days. Those
post WWII developments have shifted the Bommelerwaard into a riptide of change. As a result,
the ancient influences of the river - the ridgelands and basin grounds – have become hard to
recognise in the layout of the landscape within the dikes. Eventually, such developments have
contributed to the decoupling of nature and agriculture. Where rural areas once were relatively
wild, a part of nature, they have come to constitute a separate landscape. More recent
consolidation, upscaling, and intensification of the agricultural sector have resulted in a rural
landscape that no longer has that past bucolic makeup that many people seem to appreciate. Where
rural once meant wild in the area, it now means tamed; where in the past it was nature, that
definition has now moved to the wilder areas of the country, such as the floodplains.
Regardless, it seems that the Bommelerwaard still is a rather hybrid landscape with
settlements, (agri)cultural landscape, and nature all interwoven. Participants do experience it as a
more traditional piece of the Netherlands, and often wish to keep it that way. Over the past few
decades, that landscape has been under threat of intensification, urbanisation, and industrialisation;
becoming less hybrid, and resulting in more distinct individual areas with specific purposes. It is
not strange then that the disconnection of postmodernity is not yet experienced by many of the
local participants, and the disenchantment with contemporary nature is also felt to a much lesser
degree. Instead, the tensions seem to me mostly between modernist utilitarian and romantic
idealised discourses. Arcadia is either a rural area of production, or the pastoral idyll that many
seem to think it still somewhat is. Though it must be noted that the historical poverty was certainly
not idealised by the older local inhabitants. They were very aware of the dire situation in those
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days. While they wish to see the landscape that way, an all out return to those days was not desired.
In any case, this tension between modernism and romanticism leads to rarely any resistance
towards new nature. Similar developments were all regarded in a positive light, and the most recent
Ruinte voor de Rivier interventions were seen as an improvement to the area. Because of the
predominance of ‘wild’ nature in the floodplains, wilderness was craved less and likely also seen as
a threat less. What the consequences of postmodernity and those tensions between several
discourses are will be discussed in the following chapter.

CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION
Now that the historical context and contemporary situation have been mapped out, and
part of the findings of this thesis have been introduced, it is time to explain how this thesis’ specific
research fits into the larger context; how does the contemporary situation sketched through this
research fit into the literature and what are the implications of the contemporary postmodern
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landscape identity struggle? This chapter will do so by critically deliberating on the results
established so far. In order to do so, first, the general narrative will be reconstructed. This is
followed by a critical assessment of the contemporary postmodern landscape identity struggle,
closed off by the implications that struggle brings with it. Then, the conceptual framework will be
revisited in order to make some adjustments. Finally, the aims and objective of this research will
be addressed one last time in order to see to what degree these were met, wrapped up by a short
section dedicated to the limitations of this research at the end of this chapter.
Reconstruction of the narrative
First, I will reconstruct the general narrative of the thesis so far, pairing the discussed
literature with the findings of this research. This part of the discussion will be constructed along
the lines of the previous two chapters, structurally addressing the literature put forward in each of
them. This means that first the general historical developments will be reassessed and then the
resulting contemporary identity will be discussed.

H istorical Development
It has been established by Moore & Whelan (2009) that landscape identities are shaped and
constructed not only by the self, but also by those in power, making landscape identity formation
a politicized process based on power dynamics. However, in this research it did not appear that
such identities are simply imposed top-down by the historical-academic elite that Moore & Whelan
describe. None of the participants felt that the way they thought about the landscape was imposed
on them. Instead, it seems that these identities were carefully and gradually shaped over time. As
participant 9 described “it has to do with where you grew up”, and as participant 1 mentioned it
had to with identification, interest and connection, but most importantly “the books one reads,
the paintings one looks at, and the films one sees”. Generally, landscape identities seem to be
shaped gradually, constructed by the self. In that process, as Antrop (2005) reasoned, “the
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coherence of a specific set of properties defines identity”. Without coherence, such identities are
not whole. Within this context it means that a top-down imposing of a new landscape identity - as
Moore & Whelan (2009) explained it - will not work. Hence, the concern about new nature that
participants 4, 5, and 6 raised - fearing that it might not fit the local narrative or context or that it
may become inauthentic - is a reaction that is to be expected. Contrastingly, changing those
properties Antrop (2005) put forward - the characteristics of an identity - gradually and bottom up
would maintain their coherence and change an established identity into a new one.
In that manner, it seems that the Old World identities up to the postmodern era were
shaped. Conceptualisations of nature were not imposed through top-down action by altering the
landscape, instead it seems that they were indirectly influenced by elites 21 through the creation of
genres of imagination and the narration of stories. These, as well as the landscape, are cultural
manifestations, materialisations, or representations of nature. The etymology of the word
landscape itself implies such agency and construction (Schama, 1995). As participant 5 describes
it “it is a cultural act”. And, as Stobbelaar and Pedroli (2011) have explained, it is given significance
through such associations, memories, stories and art. As a result, the way in which the landscape
has been communicated in the past, most notably in the visual arts, is a language. It is a way of
retelling landscape myths and perceived truths, performing the world and inspiring action. As
Drenthen (2013) expressed: such communications of the landscape give it meaning. They can
become a source of a collective identity and pride (Kullbers et al. 2019). And it seems that, in that
past, people were simply better at the creation of stories and meaning; whether consciously or
unconsciously. This means that the people telling these stories, they who represent the landscape
in a specific way and construct its identity, add it to the pages of the pictorial book of history,
embedding it in people’s memories, entrenching and reinforcing their identities. Those who have
historically shaped identities are thus not simply an authority deciding what the identity of a
I choose to stick to Moore & Whelan’s (2006) notion of a historical academic elite because the representations
and reconstructions of the landscape mainly took place through either elite practices, or were funded by elite capital
(with the exception of folklore perhaps).

21
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landscape is supposed to be. Instead, it is the influence of a collective, arguably elite, movement
of those who paint it, study it, preach it, and conserve it.
In general, such past identity formation processes have largely maintained the genius loci of
an authentic landscape in many areas, despite various - drastic - changes, reinforcing the idea that
certain areas are uniquely distinct, accumulating layers upon layers of gradual change while
preserving visual elements of the past. That sentiment too was expressed by participants in the
Bommelerwaard, who large felt that the landscape was ‘whole’ and fitted the larger context of the
area, despite several threats. However, one the other hand, the effects of modernity make it so that
those people bearing appreciations for such past landscape identities are becoming increasingly
out of touch with reality. Regardless, that Dutch landscape identity of an arguably progressively
lost past is the identity that many people have internalized. Almost all of the participants expressed
a preference for landscapes that fit such a romanticised identity. So the general premise so far is
that people, in many cases, appreciate these past imaginings of the landscape, appropriating an Old
World identity, regardless of the fact that the landscape changes into another entity that no longer
bears that past identity. For that reason perhaps, classic nature conservation was aimed at
preserving or maintaining those bits of landscape and nature that still matched those conceptions,
instead of adapting to future change, restoring degraded areas, or creating new nature.
In contrast with these Old World identities, a new identity emerges in contemporary
postmodernity, a time where a new generation of conservationists are part of a new academic elite,
imposing that identity top-down through policies and regulations while it is not yet being ‘painted
and preached’. That discrepancy, along the lines of Drenthen (2009, 2013), Kolen & Lemaire
(1999), Schama (1995), and Gobster & Hull (2000), results in polarization, antagonism, and conflict
between those entrenched in Old World identities and those who have moved beyond it into a
newer paradigm. These authors argue that the resulting ‘new nature’ is an imagined garden
(Schama, 1995), artifactual and a form of increased humanization (Gobster & Hull, 2000), and
lacking in the variety and peculiarity of old nature (Kolen & Lemaire, 1999). In short, as Gobster
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& Hull (2000) put it, it is the ‘big lie’ of nature restoration. It exists only because people determined
that it should; in a specific place at a specific time in a specific form.
And that is the narrative up until here; it is the postmodern landscape identity struggle. Old
World identities were indirectly ascribed by elites and embedded in society. Newly acquired
identities that do not match that relatively hegemonic narrative are rejected by those bearing the
old identity. However, when such a new identity becomes increasingly institutionalized, conflict
between equals arises. Very generally, that is the core of the struggle surrounding landscape identity
formation. This is one of the larger conservation hallmarks of postmodernity; the ambiguity and
clash between such different identities, each with its own trade-offs and benefits. In the remainder
of the discussion, the resulting contemporary situation will be critically revisited and the
implications resulting from that contemporary postmodern struggle will be elaborated.

Contemporary Identities
Considering the above-mentioned landscape identity development it has been made clear
that there is no one single contemporary identity building on the others. As explained,
postmodernity is characterised by a fragmentation of people among all previously established
traditions. That is no coincidence. As Haartsen (2000) explains: “identities are based on specific
perceived characteristic or qualities of the area, as the future is not yet known, these perceptions
always lean on the past” (p.2). While the interviews have indicated several participants who break
loose from such historical ties - for example participants 8 and 9 who felt to be more in touch with
reality by poking through the illusion of a scenic landscape - most people still seem to appreciate
past conceptions of the landscape, whether they be romantic and idealised, or modern and
functional. In short, the tendrils of the Old World identities still work their way into the present.
Both the literature and the interviews have illustrated contemporary postmodernity to be
characterised by a dichotomy of old ways of thought, or the Old World identities, versus newer
postmodern perspectives. Because of that, postmodernity keeps society captured between old and
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new constructed identities. People have become entrenched in individual discourses, as part of
larger coalitions, belonging to these old or new identities, to old or new nature, and to modern,
romantic, or postmodern conceptions and identities of the landscape. The institutionalisation of
these discourses is not clear-cut. It is a struggle between an identity imposed by a contemporary
elite, versus one that is indirectly ascribed by a past elite. It seems that, currently, society finds itself
in a transition period of one to the other. Already from the interviews it becomes apparent that
many of the participants, most notably those who were younger, are much more open to
characteristics of that new identity than the literature, most of it written about a decade ago, would
suggest. Perhaps this is rooted in a better perception of the urgency and understanding of
environmental problems among citizens, which have allowed them to partly let go of romantic
past conceptions and accept new developments in the landscape. In that fashion, the ‘historical
disease’ - the sense that historical appropriations do not fit a contemporary identity - that Drenthen
(2013) described seems to be present in the majority of participants. However, many of these
participants themselves were part of the new academic elite, adding weight to the argument that a
discursive split does exist along some lines. Those of older age, those in the humanities, and those
in less academic professions, generally, seem to tend towards stronger attachments to Old World
identities, seemingly in line with the findings of Buijs et al. (2004), who concluded that traditional
nature has more value to people physically engaged with the land, inhabitants of rural areas, and
the elderly. Arguably, these people have developed a stronger sense of place in more ‘traditional’
forms of nature, as seen in many participants inhabiting the Bommelerwaard.
Nevertheless, the landscape as pictured in these old identities, as reconstructed in the mind,
in general, remains the antithesis of what the landscape is becoming in reality. Yet, many
inhabitants of such areas do feel rooted in them. After all, notions of disattachment did not come
forward in the interviews with participants from the Bommelerwaard. Contrary to what Drenthen
(2009, 2013) argued, such romanticised landscapes are thus more than a picturesque idyll; remnants
of a small-scale agricultural past are still predominant in many areas in the Netherlands. While it is
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not a general reality, these places do very much still exist and are of key importance to the
biodiversity in those areas (Drenthen, 2009). Those areas are mainly under threat of industrial
development, agricultural intensification, and urbanisation; not conservation interventions. The
resulting landscapes, to these rooted people, become a non-place when tainted by those modern
developments. However, in areas already changed by such developments, it seems that the
distinctiveness of the remainder of traditional landscapes may suffer because of conservation
interventions because the changes imposed on it are not only breaking loose from history, but also
from locality. Such landscape changes often occur through provincial, national, European, or even
global scientific approaches that determine how it is re-shaped, and what goals should be met.
Such sentiments were not expressed by participants from the Bommelerwaard themselves, but
participants from the outside, such as 4, 11, and 13 could empathise with that sentiment and –
while not opposing or antagonising interventions – all expressed worry in some form or another.
Even participant 2 and 16, both from the Bommelerwaard, expressed worries should significant
interventions hypothetically occur.
However, the fact that modern changes and postmodern identities break loose from past
connotations is perhaps a necessity. Currently, when people call forth depictions of the landscape
in their mind’s eye, it is indeed seemingly so that they see the landscape as depicted in past
traditions. When asked what ‘the Dutch landscape’ looks like, the majority of participants did paint
a mental picture as depicted in many of the artworks taken up in this research; perhaps this occurs
because a person rarely will call forth a specific photograph. The landscape, as represented in
paintings, is simply a longer existing form of communicating images, it is a beeldtaal, as participant
11, hunter, explained; a visual language that people understand more easily. Perhaps newer forms
or expressions are not that meaningful because they are more commonplace. The photographs
people are confronted with can be seen anywhere, anytime; the movies and shows people watch
in which landscape plays a role are also more readily available. Additionally, these stories are told
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in exactly the same way to people all over the globe, whereas artistic and oral traditions highly
depended on location and performer.
As for the specific case of the identities in the Bommelerwaard, it seems to be so that
people are less entrenched in cultural-, and more in natural history, since it is no palimpsest
landscape. Its histories have literally been buried by layers of river deposit and thus that natural
presence forms a stronger connection. Because of that, the area has an inherent legibility, since it
has grown organically. The processes that have shaped it are recognisable more than the people
who inhabited it, and events and stories taking place over the course of history are only placeable
up to a certain extent. In that way, the people inhabiting these areas are rooted more like the
willows that are so dominant in this riparian area; shallow, but widespread. Old World identities in
a palimpsest landscape seem to root more like an oak; strong and deep. For example, in the
Bommelerwaard, one of the participants, participant 2, art historian, mentioned the most recent
floods of 1995 - for which a large part of the Bommelerwaard had to be evacuated - as strongly
determining the identity of the region, and adding a layer of depth and meaning to the landscape.
New conservation developments on the floodplains that engage in that story of a past threat
seemingly contributed to that sense of meaning and thus are able to unite the old identities with a
newer postmodern paradigm. Because of the relative shallowness of the roots in this area, these
people know their own history and the oral histories of their predecessors, as came forth in the
interview with participant 16, policymaker. That gives one a stronger idea about the context of a
locality. That sense of place, as described by Buijs et al. (2004), is present among many of the placebound, and older participants, or those who are engaged with the landscape. Their place
attachment and place identity seem to be sufficient enough for one to connect to the landscape.
However, while older locals experience the landscape through familiarity, memory,
coherence, history, a sense of place and a feeling of rootedness, most non-locals/visitors, young
people, and newly moved people - those who are less place-bound - seem to experience it more
from an aesthetic, leisurely, or recreational viewpoint. While the former group includes
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appreciations for rural, common, everyday landscapes, the latter is focuses solely on the
experiences of a salient, often wild, landscape in which one is not rooted. Here, it is wilderness
that speaks to people, rather than cultural or natural history. And, within the remaining shreds of
cultural or natural history, there was a focus on more human elements in the landscape among
these younger and arguably less rooted people. That perspective can be found very well in the
following figure.

Figure 6. Header of beleefbommelerwaard.nl From Bureau Tourisme Bommelerwaard (2021).

Figure 6 illustrates the arguments made by Drenthen (2009, 2013), Tilley (2006), and
Schama (1995) on how the landscape becomes abstracted to a poetic truth; an experience for
tourism and leisure that, according to these authors, is essentially meaningless. Many inhabitants
of the area will immediately agree that this depiction is a tourism brochure, a lightly woven web of
hallmarks that characterise the area, ignoring the realities of landscape change that many
participants have expressed their concern over, and omitting an appreciation for ordinary rural
landscapes that many people there are attached to. It is a way of showing the best parts of the
region, but it is not the full story. This in itself - for the purpose of tourism - is no issue, but it is a
good allegory for how contemporary landscapes are often experienced by people who are less
rooted. For example, participant 14, layperson, expressed that she was not rooted to specific
landscapes, but rather through the people inhabiting it. The landscape as depicted in figure 6 is
thus not the landscape that people are rooted in, but the landscape experienced by those who are
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not. Such touristic experiences perhaps allow one to distance oneself from the idyll of a connected
landscape and consequently confront one with the reality of those landscapes that do not meet
that standard of experience and leisure, giving way to a postmodern paradigm. As a result, common
contemporary rural nature becomes disenchanted, as expressed by interviewee 12, layperson,
perceived as highly organised green squares. In that sentiment, this person has externalised the
landscape more. Correspondingly, both participant 13, politician, and participant 15, junior
conservator, strongly preferred sublime, non-Dutch, landscape experiences.
There thus is a noticeable distinction between those who are rooted in the landscape and
those who are not; those who tend more to the Old World identities, and those who tend towards
the newer postmodern, those who have lived longer lives and those who are young. The people
who are rooted often have been able to develop a sense of place in older, traditional forms of
nature, matching the Old World identities established over the course of history. However, actual
resistance to newly created landscapes was not experienced by these participants, nor could they
imagine or remember such occurrences taking place elsewhere; though notions of new nature did
raise concerns among some. On the other hand, people who were less or not rooted - those who
have not developed a sense of place in a specific landscape -did seem to appreciate the resulting
wilderness more. They seemed to value nature as an experience or form of leisure, and focused on
landscapes that are less commonplace. What unites these two groups however, is the conclusion
that the purposeful demarcation of different patches of land, all with its own function, establishing
hard-line borders, is something that a majority of the participants commented on. Whether one’s
preference for the landscape is wild, pastoral, functional, or spiritual, the compartmentalisation,
fragmentation, and demarcation of the landscape as it is currently perceived is in excess. Through
specific preferences and conceptualisations may vary, almost all participants indicated that, in
essence, the landscape they prefer is varied and dynamic, a mosaic of different elements, a mixture
of nature and culture.
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The Postmodern Landscape Identity Struggle in Effect
In this part of the discussion, the likely implications of a postmodern landscape identity
paradigm will be discussed, focusing on the question: What are the consequences of differing identities and
corresponding discourses? In the postmodern era, Tilley (2006) argues, traditional certainties of knowing
one’s place and where one belongs have disappeared. That statement was felt by many of the
participants. When asked to describe contemporary times, many participants expressed statements
like ‘worried’, ‘busy’, ‘uncertain’, and ‘complex. As Tilley (2006) continues, that present no longer
ascribes an identity in the way that the landscape would do in the past, but instead has one achieve
or acquire an identity. An identity that is no longer grounded in that past, but open, interpretive,
and ever changing. It is the postmodern landscape identity that many of the younger participants
displayed. However, when not taken up in this postmodern narrative, the landscape is reinforced
as an idea beyond the physical (Taylor, 2007). For example, traditional Dutch river landscapes have
been made famous and have been romanticised by (among others) painters such as Jacob and
Salomon Ruysdael or poets such as Hendrik Marsman. As Schama (1995) explains, “Most powerful
of all, the poet makes the landscape itself the carrier of memory” (p. 85). Such representations of
nature have become distinct parts of a Dutch identity (Kullbers et al., 2019). This was seen in the
participants tending towards the more romantic perspective on the landscape. That perspective
can be a source of a collective ‘we’ feeling, of national pride. When these conceptions of the
landscape are increasingly disrupted by changes that alter or remove those distinctive aspects of
the landscape, the identity people derive from those appropriations degrades, resulting in the
romanticised delusions of a fleeting past. The problems resulting from such accelerated change are
often seemingly obvious in urbanisation, globalisation, architecture, and development. However,
the development of nature has rarely been considered and far less obvious. While largely beneficial
for many reasons, these developments too appeared to come with trade-offs. They resulted in a
failure for people to take root in it; worries that are expressed in several interviews. As a result,
landscapes resulting from a postmodern paradigm are tinged with disconnection, rootlessness, loss
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of meaning, and a severing of the cultural and natural realm. And for both Old World and
postmodern identities it is the contemporary common rural nature that suffers the most by
becoming disenchanted, eroded of the ethos on how to dwell in it, losing its distinctiveness, genius
loci, and sense of stewardship.
Naturally, new meanings may eventually arise in these areas as well as in new nature
projects and people may develop a sense of place in those types of landscapes as well. As
participant 4 neatly expressed, “wilderness itself is a meaning that speaks to people”. Buijs et al.
(2004) too found that tourists and non-locals often found such natural values of an area to increase
after conservation interventions. Several participants too were largely content with moderate
interventions, as expressed by participants 3, 6, and 10. However, in many of these cases, the
landscapes intervened in were not a locality for people, but an externalised place to visit. So, while
people may eventually develop new attachments to such new nature, and may find them an
improvement over the old situation, a feeling of rootedness has not come forward in them as of
yet. Currently, for the local inhabitants of the rural areas in the Bommelerwaard, sensing extensive
visible traces of both the cultural and natural past in the landscape is quintessential to their ability
to take root. That likely goes for the entirety of the Dutch landscape.
Visually and objectively, such a landscape that people seemingly feel rooted in appears to
be characterised by a highly organised mosaic of different types of nature, adding weight to the
Savannah theory proposed by Hunziker et al. (2007). Additionally, as Schama (1995) explains, it is
likely a remnant of Roman times: “for a Roman, the sign of a pleasing landscape was necessarily
that which had been formed, upon which man had left his civilising and fructifying mark” (p. 81).
It is remarkable that the Dutch seem to prefer these types of landscapes. Agricultural and
functional types of nature are often perceived as degraded nature in other countries, as decreasing
the idea of a wilderness, and that perspective is dominant in the postmodern paradigm too.
However, traditionally, in the Netherlands this seems to be the other way around. Instead of
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preferring wilderness, the Dutch seem to prefer human agency and dominion. Schama (1995)
explains that the term landschap – the Dutch word that ‘landscape’ is derived of – etymologically
implies such agency and construction. While other European romantisations of the landscape
allude to a sense of mystery and wilderness, of telling stories in awe of nature, “in the Netherlands,
the human design and use of the landscape … was the story” (p. 10). Nature that is allowed to go
its way, increasing the ‘wilderness’ of an area thus seems to be counter-effective in creating a sense
of place for those living in the rural landscape in the Bommelerwaard, and arguably the rest of the
Netherlands. As of now, for many of the participants, ‘new nature’ landscapes are still very new
and very empty of meaning. Consequently, they do not (yet) match the national or regional identity
narrative since they do not fit the larger context of an area.
That relation between the landscape and a national or regional identity, as seen above,
seems to be not quite uncommon. That link between a nation, a landscape, and an identity is
illustrated by Doob (1964). Doob discusses how the landscape shapes heimat (motherland) in
Germany, shaping the idea of belonging to a place.
"Heimat is first of all the mother earth who has given birth to our folk and race, who is
the holy soil... heimat is landscape. Heimat is the landscape we have experienced...
However, more than all this, our heimat is the land which has become fruitful through the
sweat of our ancestors. For this heimat our ancestors have fought and suffered, for this
heimat our fathers have died" (p. 156).
That notion of history in the landscape was deemed important by participant 4, landscape heritage
expert, too, because it allows people to place themselves in the larger story. The experiences in the
landscape and the ‘sweat of our ancestors’ that Doob deemed important are simply absent in newly
created areas. Nogué & Vincente (2004) explain how these elements in the landscape play a large
role in creating the idea that people belong together, or to a certain place, thus providing them
with a territorial identity that often correlates strongly with the borders of a nation. “Natural history
had to substitute for national history as a way of nurturing […] heritage” (Schama, 1995, p. 48).
Therefore, the nation-state, from a nationalist perspective, is not merely a physical manifestation
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located in space and influenced by abiotic landscape connections such as rivers or mountain
ranges, but is also strongly integrated with that national identity through the emphasis and claim
of a landscape as part of a nation's history. In the Netherlands, as indicated before by Krul (2006),
these landscapes are the romanticised versions of dunes and seascape, the sandy forest grounds,
and the riverlands. The Dutch regional and national identities are given meaning through such
romantic conceptions. It constitutes what people perceive as ‘typically Dutch’. The ability to
construct and politicise space in such a manner, delineating it as part of a historical territory, is a
key role in the shaping of a nation-state, and thus has also largely influenced perceptions of the
landscape. Nogué & Vincente (2004), therefore, call landscape “the final, perceptive result of the
dynamic combination of abiotic (geological substrate), biotic (flora and fauna) and anthropic
(human intervention) elements, which convert the whole into a unique entity in continuous
evolution" (p.16). If that scope is shifted a bit to the regional level, it becomes clear that the region,
just as much as the nation, derives a large part of its identity and its coherence from the
romanticised landscape. In line with that, several participants mentioned the role that the rivers
play in shaping the identity of the Bommelerwaard. There is a general Dutch landscape identity of
riverlands, as mentioned by Krul (2006), but also a more regional variant that is projected over the
skeleton of a national landscape that is further filled in by events such as the 1995 floods quoted
by participant 2.
However, due to the historical developments discussed in chapter III, the Dutch landscape
identity is no longer ‘whole’, as seen in the discursive variety among the participants. Both in the
minds of people and in reality, it has become fragmented. Moore & Whelan (2009) explain that
the pollicisation of the landscape plays a role in that. Acts of both resistance to and compliance
with a national identity tell us something about the authority that the landscape represents. A prime
example of this is given by Nora (1984), who explains how France is constructed in the collective
memory of its people. Its cohesion, historically, depended greatly on a national identity preserved
in manifold memorial forms - amongst others the landscape - which are (partly) constructed by
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state institutions as a way to ensure a collective identity; it illustrates the creation of Old World
identities and how that hinges on these past memorial forms, the romantic representations that are
no longer in touch with reality. Or, as Van Berkel (2006) puts it, it is the “stubborn proliferation
of old sentiments long after a realistic basis for it has fallen away.
Naturally then, when that basis has fallen away, a new paradigm fitting with contemporary
times would arise. That consequence of these historical developments was found in the
postmodern identity. However, those Old World identities are still heavily institutionalised, they
are inherent parts of the politicisation of the landscape. This is seen in the construction of e.g. the
European Union, which places value on the protection of the landscape from a cultural-heritage
perspective. Since European historical landscapes often transgress modern boundaries of nationstates they may help unite peoples from different countries through a shared landscape heritage
and identity, calling upon a pan-European identity. It is a way of engaging with a propagandised
form of transnational landscape, and writ small this happens too within the Dutch context of a
national landscape. That has implications on the way people with different conceptualisations are
able to find middle ground and helps further understand the consequences of the postmodern
landscape identity struggle. This can be explained along the lines of Stobbelaar & Pedroli’s (2011)
work, who argue that:
“[Landscape identity] gives insight into the subtle balance between aggregation and
segregation. It can unite people in a feeling of attachment to their region. This can lead to
consent for and involvement in the preservation and further development of both the
spatial and existential characteristics of the landscape. A holistic or transdisciplinary
understanding of these processes could help to create a common 'flag’” (p. 334).
As Stobbelaar and Pedroli (2011) hint at, that process can also work the other way around.
Segregation is as much a part of collective identities as aggregation is. Instead of being united,
people can also become divided. In 1984, Nora argued that, in an age of globalisation, the collective
identity weakens on the national level and strengthens on the local. Haartsen (2000) hooks in on
that premise by mentioning that, at such a local level, the effects of globalisation can be quite
overwhelming. The resulting feeling is that the world is becoming more unstable. In reaction to
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that, Haartsen continues, people anchor themselves in their immediate surroundings as a means
to increase security. Instead of globalisation, people turn to localisation. That likely strengthens
the feeling that one needs to take root in the landscape and influences how specific people in
specific places become attached to specific landscapes. As demonstrated earlier, the postmodern
paradigm that is currently becoming more dominant in the landscape often does not reinforce that
localisation, instead taking a national – if not international – scientific approach. It is the presence
of an elite shaping landscapes identity that Moore & Whelan (2009) suggested, and as
demonstrated this is not always accepted. ‘New nature’ as the flagship of this elite is not absorbed
in localised, Old World identities.
Instead, Drenthen (2009) argues, such a postmodern approach in nature conservation
projects and policies deepen the divide between nature and people. He explains that laypeople
seem to feel that the agency over the landscape in the Netherlands ought to be returned to their
hands. It must be noted that that feeling was not expressed in the interviews much, except by one
participant: participant 17, farmer, was the only one who felt that the landscape could improve if
there was more agency from farmers in the form of landscape stewardship. But, Drenthen takes
that further, arguing that conservation agencies use their subsidies to enforce their own arbitrary
and elitist conceptions of what nature ought to be at the cost of said people. Along those lines, it
could be argued that nature belongs to the nation-state, not the government. However, based on
this research, there rests no such sentiment among people. It therefore is up to question whether
new nature conservation policies have become a ‘tool’ of the new academic elite, actively stripping
away connection and meaning, and that this is the reason why regular people would resist the
landscape (identities) imposed by that elite. By no means does the postmodern landscape identity
struggle come off as an active clash between two sides, instead it seems to be a complex web of
different thinking underpinned by the earlier mentioned processes of historical development and
identity formation.
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Another of such processes likely underpinning this struggle lies within the division of
nature conservation between two pillars. One of which is centred around nature, and the other
around people. Today, biodiversity is a quintessential part of nature conservation. After all, its
main goal is to protect those species and areas that are at risk. However, Drenthen (2009) argues
that biodiversity is an abstract concept to many that does not carry intrinsic value for a lot of
people. It must be noted that, since Drenthen wrote his article in 2009, biodiversity has gained a
lot of traction as a concept and is entering the public sphere. The participants too noted the term
quite often and seemed to express it as part of their worries in a changing landscape. Naturally,
people’s stance towards it has thus changed. Nonetheless, while biodiversity is valued more and
more, there still rests incrompehension among laypeople (Van Loo, 2020). The interview with
participant 10, forest manager, also made clear that people often still do not understand the
necessity of certain interventions. Though it is ecologically valuable to protect biodiversity, it is
not clear to all how one should safeguard it. Drenthen (2009) thus makes a fair point when
explaining that a second pillar in Dutch conservation efforts was introduced; one that focuses on
people. After all, the way in which people experience nature has value to them. Opposing the
abstract, technocratic biodiversity, that pillar would make it easier for people to see value in nature.
However, as a result, Drenthen argues that nature becomes reduced to solely a part of the
experience economy. It is the landscape seen in the form of an externalised disconnect. Especially
among the younger participants, that was an underlying message that came forward. For example,
participant 12, layperson, mentioned that biodiversity had value for her because she was able to
see animals. At the same time she was frustrated with the closed off areas in a national park that
are reserved for solely nature. In such cases, nature itself is not protected, only one’s pleasurable
enjoyment of it. The lay citizen has become a passive consumer of nature experiences that fit the
wishes of the people. As Drenthen explains, that results in a nature for people paradigm. When
the wishes of the population do not meet those of nature conservation - say for example in the
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creation of ‘new nature’ - conflict arises and biodiversity returns as a core value, polarising the
academic elite from the rest of the people.
An example of the polarisation resulting from this conflict, which mirrors the postmodern
struggle, is given by Drenthen (2009), in the effects of a new river management paradigm.
Traditionally, Dutch riverlands are protected from floods by century-old dike systems that have
partly determined the identity the Dutch derive from their landscapes (Drenthen, 2009). When it
became clear that traditional dike reinforcement measures would not be a sustainable way forward,
a paradigm shift occurred among river management authorities where the river would be given
space, as opposed to confined and straightened out. This is the so-called Ruimte voor de Rivier or
Room for the River. Part of these newer policies is a focus on ecological restoration and increased
biodiversity. With that goal in mind, transforming the traditional mosaic of agricultural areas into
wetland reserves results in a 'new nature' that fundamentally changes how people experience the
landscape and how the meanings of riverside locales are interpreted. The traditional nature in this
area has immense value to farmers of and inhabitants in these rural areas. Within the
Bommelerwaard too the floodplains were most often mentioned as meaningful nature. According
to Drenthen, nature conservation development would sideline those feelings of attachments,
which results in the decline of the riverlands as a cultural-historical element (Buijs et al., 2004).
However, the polarisation against those implementing this new paradigm, as well as the rejection
of the ensuing nature did not occur in the area under study. As participant 6, landscape architect,
mentioned, it hurts when such a familiar area is changed because you have a lot of memories there,
but the way it was done only increased the value and experience of the landscape, as expressed by
the majority of the participants from the Bommelerwaard, where such an intervention has taken
place on the floodplains in the past 10 years. The resulting landscape seems to call back to a longer
past of natural floodplains, but also still included the modernist-romantic mosaic of agriculture.
When executed well, new nature interventions can thus marry biodiversity with the meaningful
human dimension. After all, Ruimte voor de Rivier has had many beneficial effects, and these were
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felt by the participants in this study. Those benefits are illustrated by Straatsma et al. (2017) who
conclude that flood reduction and an increase in biodiversity successfully went hand in hand in
this new approach to river management. A significant increase of diversity in insect, bird, and small
mammals species, but also the return of larger mammals to these areas all contribute to a new
experience that can also carry value and meaning to people. This value is less people-oriented and
more nature-focused.
Nevertheless, as Buijs et al. (2004) found, people in other areas did lament such
interventions when paired with a loss of traditional agricultural landscapes, which have disappeared
or have been altered in the process of allowing the river more space. Consequently, these people
may resist the change imposed by these policies. Depending on the execution, interventions can
indeed neglect that these landscapes are filled with meaning and that people derive a large part of
a (cultural heritage) identity from this. Stortelder et al. (2005) illustrate the consequences. As
globalisation brings with it flattening out of diversity, all over the world one sees more of the same,
resulting in a loss of local identities. “New elements and structures are introduced which look alike
everywhere” (Antrop, 2005, p. 22). This is visible in consolidation patterns, green landscape
elements and water management. Much of the local disappears and historical remnants are cast
aside. Because of that, landscape conservation can be seen as a threat, since the distinctness of an
area is a prerequisite of developing that sense of place. However, it cannot be concluded that such
an execution is a status quo for all recent nature interventions. Authenticity does not necessarily
have to suffer from conservation measures.
However, what then is a truly ‘authentic’ landscape to live in? There is no clear baseline of
what such a landscape would mean for the people inhabiting it. Different generations have
different conceptions and identities for their respective landscapes. This is explained by Frans Vera
in The Shifting Baseline Syndrome (Vera, 2010), a term coined by Pauly in 1995. 22 This shifting baseline

22 Pauly explained how each consecutive generation of fish stock scientists would use the existing stock at the beginning of their
career as a baseline for reference. Naturally, each new generation of scientists would come to see a degrading fish stock as
‘normal’. This shifting perspective on what a ‘normal’ fish stock constitutes was called ‘the shifting baseline syndrome’.
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syndrome can be extrapolated to nature conservation. Vera describes that, in the case of nature
and the landscape, people may have a vast array of ideas about what 'real' nature looks like.
However, because of that, Vera argues, people do not perceive the degradation or decline of nature
and the landscape, because their ideas about nature change alongside the degradation and decline
of nature and the landscape. A result of these shifting baselines, Vera argues, is that the urgency
of conservation interventions is not that present in the general population who use their own
lifetimes as a frame of reference. Contrastingly, the academic elite has a vast body of research to
extend that frame, increasing the sense of urgency by shifting the baseline. However, this research
has actually shown that people do extend their frame of reference past their own lifetimes,
comparing the landscape of the present with depictions of the past. The fundamental difference
however is that the effects of that do not show themselves in a sense of urgency, but instead in
the disenchantment of the nature that does not match the frame of reference. Among the general
population, the degradation of a desired landscape is thus not felt through urgency, but apathy.
Here, the distinction between palimpsest and non-palimpsest landscapes returns. As explained
before, participants in the Bommelerwaard seem to be content with a landscape that they
experience as meaningful, and natural-historical. But, the baseline for this landscape not only shifts
in the minds of people, but also in reality by being buried under layers of river sediment up until
quite recently. Additionally, likely due to the poverty and isolation, the area has barely been painted
or preached, being free from such past imaginations. Oppositely, the sandy soils of the province
of Brabant contain historical elements extending much further into the past that have been cited
and are visible in many different works of art. The result may be that shifting baselines are of less
consequence in a non-palimpsest landscape, further explaining the situation in the
Bommelerwaard, where e.g. water bears a more meaningful presence than buildings.

Drenthen (2012) adds weight to that appreciation for water, explaining that the
Netherlands has had a long history with it; often expressed in a mystified relationship. Most Dutch
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people seem to share a common narrative with regards to the water, a theme touched upon by
participants 2, 6, 7, 16 and 17 as well. To many people in the Netherlands, water is seen as an everpresent threat, as a historical source of conflict and loss, but also of victory over its threatening
presence. People are brought up with the idea that the water is a cornucopia of good things, yet
they must always be wary of it. It is not strange then that the nation takes pride in controlling that
ever-present threat. This is performed through dry milling, expansion, and endikement. That
history has put the Dutch people in a superior position compared to the water, but it has also
antagonised the water. This narrative they carry with them, according to Drenthen, is a practical
example of how the past can become romanticised, detaching one from the ‘real’ landscape and
simple situation of flooding and ebbing away. People mystify their relationship with water, very
recently seen and marketed in the break-performance at the Eurovision songfestival in the
Netherlands on May 18th, 2021. However, in reality the Netherlands is in an arms race with the
rivers and the sea in order to safeguard the nation against them. On the one hand people may thus
want bucolic ‘uiterwaarden’ with meandering rivers, brick factories, mills and other mnemonics of
the past, on the other they may want increased biodiversity and room for the river, and on yet
another hand they may want straight channels that take the water away as efficiently and safely as
possible. Yet, all three are taken up in a Dutch identity (Kulbers et al. 2019).
Currently, people are still faced with those differences in value and valuation of a modified
landscape, as seen in the postmodern landscape identity struggle. This is illustrated by Buijs et al.
(2004), who have investigated valuation of modified riverlands - or ‘new nature’ - in the
Netherlands. The report concludes that the final judgement - of both locals and non-locals - in the
valuation of these riverlands is mostly based on visual attraction, but to some extent also a feeling
of connectedness. For example, Buijs et al. indicate how newly developed riverlands in the
Netherlands have many supporters who celebrate an increase in biodiversity. On top of that, an
increased sense of safety by means of a reduction of flood risk further contributes to that positive
attitude. Nevertheless, opinions differ when it comes to visual attraction and cultural heritage.
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Citizens appear to have clashing ideas of what meaningful nature actually constitutes. While some
people prefer a nature that is allowed to go its way, other groups prefer a more governed or
managed form of nature. Especially farmers, the elderly, and people with a lower education seem
to prefer functional or Arcadian, bucolic forms of nature. That divide did partly return among
young and older participants, as well as those living more place-bound and those who are less
rooted, but a clear divide was never present.
Kolen & Lemaire (1999) too have demonstrated the effects of the postmodern landscape
identity struggle. They diagnosed that, because of the pressures of modern developments, there is
both more attention spent on past cultural-historic elements in the landscape as an increasing
desire to erase them to make room for other developments: “a sort of maniacal destruction is
paired with an almost as maniacal urge to preserve”(p. 19). They conclude an opposition, a mix of
modernist functional extractive tendencies to exploit nature, postmodern tendencies to abstract
the landscape to wilderness, and romantic tendencies to preserve a past national identity. Scattered
over the participants, that observation is on point, however, on an individual level people do seem
to adhere more to a one-sided perspective. In line with the societal level however, Tilley (2006)
explains that, because traditions and authenticity are under threat, the manifestations of these
identities and cultures that are under threat (e.g. literature, cuisine, art) are being emphasised
everywhere. Old World identities are being emphasised in a desperate grab for the past or to market
new nature. The delusions, disenchantment, and disconnections are becoming more prevalent.
This is very telling in postmodernity and is reflected in the divided fragmentation of the landscape
in reality. The functional demarcations of the Dutch landscape that many of the participants
lamented are the manifestations of a division among these different landscape identities, discourse
coalitions, art-historical traditions, perspectives, and paradigms. But, the other way around, these
divisions could also occur as a result of that fragmented landscape.
In any case, the distinctiveness of many areas has degraded and, for now, keeps doing so.
The continuity with the past in those landscapes too is deteriorating. In short, that which
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Stobbelaar & Pedroli (2011) and Hunziker et al. (2007) explain has one connect to and take root
in a landscape declines. As a result, it becomes increasingly difficult for people to develop a sense
of place and to become rooted in a disenchanted contemporary landscape that is not a
romanticised delusional representation of the past, especially in those landscapes that have
undergone the most changes. The resulting postmodern externalised attitude towards a landscape
comes with the negative consequences attributed to a degraded sense of place and disconnect.
Perhaps that sentiment of a postmodern landscape of disenchantment and disconnect can be
found in yet another artwork.

Figure 7. Picture of Paper Tales. From Jospin (2019-2020).

The artwork depicted in figure 7, an giant intricate cardboard maquette by Jospin (20192020), is the only postmodern example of landscape art referenced by one of the interviewees:
namely participant 15, junior conservator. As participant 15 explained, Jospin calls the work a form
of repentir, a term used for the covering up those bits of the work the artist doesn’t like in a later
stage of creation. Jospin’s work embraces that form of work, resulting in a dynamic piece of art
that is always changing, not definitive. It is open to interpretation and each perceiver is able to
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project his or her own story upon it. But, it is also a form of contemporary escapism. As Jospin
describes about her own work: “my work is visible here and now, but I make it with a desire for
somewhere else. A dreamed reality, far beyond our reach, lost in time and space”. It is an
interpretation of the landscape - an imagination or a representation - that fits postmodernity and
the reality of a contemporary landscape. It is empty of meaning on its own, but that emptiness
allows for the stories of others to take place. It does not ascribe an identity, but acquires it. It is a
blank slate. But, it also contains a disenchantment. Jospin mentions that too; it is a reconstruction
of a forest created from materials derived from a forest. It is an artefact of nature made from
nature, yet people are able to connect to it. While the newly created nature and landscapes as a
result from conservation currently bear with it all the implications of a degraded sense of place and
disconnect, other modern developments also have that effect with them. Industrialisation,
globalisation, urbanisation, and agricultural intensification all contribute to a degraded sense of
place. However, out of all of these, new nature seemingly has the potential for new feelings of
rootedness, and a newly developed sense of place. It has the privilege of being able to accrue
meaning, instead of being wiped from it. It allows people to live new experiences in the landscape,
resulting in new feelings of familiarity and connection, and new feelings of attachment. Based on
the largely positive experiences of the conservation interventions in the Bommelerwaard, that road
remains open. However, since these newer areas are often demarcated from cultural developments,
and not yet painted and preached, it does bear the danger of simply remaining an externalised
experience; never a place in which one becomes truly rooted since it is externalised by definition.
The alternative lies in a return to the Old World of modernism or romanticism, since a
truly unchanged and authentic landscape inhabited by people is no longer present nor feasible in
the Netherlands. In those Old World identities, a sense of place, or a feeling of rootedness seems
to be present, including its benefits of increased connection, appreciation, ethos, and stewardship,
all indirectly contributing to biodiversity conservation. As seen in these Old World identities in the
Bommelerwaard, the natural and cultural realms are more entwined. However, those identities too
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come with trade-offs, and implications on the landscape. These old landscape identities belonging
to the modernist tradition see the landscape as functional, to be used by people, degrading it
further. However, more subtly, romantic perceptions of the landscape, those that have mostly been
conserved and preserved in the past, also shift away attention and care for common or degraded
landscapes and inhibit people from fully accepting or connecting with new nature.
Furthermore, it seems that it is not simply the breaks with the past - that Antrop (2005)
explained – that are detaching people from the contemporary and new landscape, but also the size
of these breaks. Additionally, beyond changes itself, it is also the loss of new value to replace lost
value; that disappoints and disenchants people (Coeterier, 1987). This was an observation stressed
by participants 4 and 11 as well, who mentioned that, by holding on to the past and ignoring reality,
these breaks eventually are felt to a much larger extent. Because of this, eventually the implications
of a degraded sense of place, a rootlessness, a disconnection of the self and the landscape can
cascade into the landscape much more intensely. The Old World identities that have been held
onto over the past centuries are still propagated, though they no longer match contemporary
reality. That which once was the reality of a national landscape and a national landscape identity
has become a myth. However, it is not necessarily a clash between old and new identities, or one
group with the other. Based on this research, that is an exaggeration of the current reality in the
area under study.
While Haartsen (2000) argued that people anchor themselves in their immediate
surroundings to increase a sense of security, and Nora (1984) argued that regional identities
strengthen to the disadvantage of national identities, seemingly giving one the idea that people
become further entrenched in Old World identities, this active position did not come forward in
the Bommelerwaard. The general landscape identity of the Bommelerwaard belongs to neither the
Old World nor postmodernity. I dare say it may still contain pieces that fall under the authentic
landscape identity. However, regardless of what discourse one may have affinity with, it seems that
people, in general, have difficulty rooting themselves in contemporary nature and landscapes.
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Either because it is too new, not containing a genius loci, unrecognisably changed from the familiar,
or too common and contemporary. Eventually, new nature may contain a new sense of place. Rewilding for instance adds a lot of value for many people, as explained by participant 9, rewilding
expert. And as participant 10, forest manager, indicated, it just takes time. In the end, ecological
restoration, nature development, new nature, rewilding, and many other human interventions have
the potential to create new values and new meaning that may eventually add to a new sense of
place, as Straatsma (2017) explained. This is perhaps a different sense of place as seen in, for
example, farmers who develop it through self-esteem. It builds less on localities, but perhaps is a
more spiritual sense of place as experienced by participant 1, storyteller, who indicated that new
nature experiences too are a way to give the landscape meaning, connect with it, and root within
it, even when one does not inhabit it.
Then there remains the question of whether these different landscape identity paradigms
are reconcilable. Some people are perhaps ‘stuck’ in a dream of a past landscape, and those who
have embraced postmodernity have woken up and are left with a bitter taste in their mouth.
However, it is not necessarily so that past landscapes are always the false dream and postmodernity
is always the bitter awakening. Both the Old World and the postmodern paradigm have their
benefits and trade-offs, and both can be beneficial or detrimental to the landscape. Based off of
the observations, findings, feelings, and expertise of the participants, especially the interview with
participant 9, rewilding expert, a hybrid of past pastoral, contemporary common, and postmodern
wild landscapes is best suited for nature conservation and biodiversity. That would also retain the
context, coherence, continuity, and legibility of the landscape; key terms that are necessary for
reconciliation. Embracing these, harbouring plurality and focusing on solutions instead of conflict
is required to unify those differing conceptions, keeping the best parts, and working out the tradeoffs.

Revisited Conceptual Framework
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Within the historical development of European landscape identities, Antrop’s (2005)
framework, splitting the timeline in three phases, has served as a skeleton of sorts. However, in
the Netherlands specifically, this appeared insufficient if one is to truly understand the aspects at
play. Where Antrop split the timeline in the pre-industrial, pre-war, and post-war era, the addition
of art-historical developments have been necessary to understand not simply why landscape
identity paradigms changed, but also what they changed into and how that manifested. These
developments can, as turned out, be seen as landscape identities or discourse coalitions in the way
people conceptualise the landscape. Each and every person will have most affinity with one of
these traditions. However, Antrop’s timeline coupled to such art-historical developments does not
offer a developmental timeline of improvement as theorised in the conceptual framework – of
categories building on one another - but instead a historical spectrum on which one has the most
affinity with one specific tradition. Those who have affinity with specific conceptualisations of a
landscape, a desired Arcadia, and a wish for Dutch nature to remain as such, or return to that state,
will consequently belong to that category as well and take part in a modern, romantic or
postmodern landscape identity or coalition, tending towards an Old World paradigm or a
postmodern paradigm.
Based on the preceding discussion, the conceptual framework introduced in chapter I thus
needs some revision to fit the new narrative. Initially, in the earlier proposed framework, I
considered groups of people categorisable. While some people may have things in common,
individuals will remain just that: individuals; today perhaps more so than ever. The conceptions of
nature that people carry may correlate with one’s background, area of living, expertise, personal
preferences, interests, and many more complex variables. However, there are no clear-cut ‘groups’
such as the elderly, academics, or urban people who have affinity with one discourse coalition by
definition; though these variables do seem to predict one’s affinity to some degree. In any case, all
participants, as well as myself, seem to fit into the conceptual framework in one way or the other,
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and that framework aids in understanding their conceptions and underlying motivations, charting
the postmodern landscape identity struggle.

Figure 8. Revised conceptual framework.

Discourses within the framework
-

Phase I: The authentic landscape  agency of nature, people as a small part of the story,
no longer found in the Netherlands

-

Phase II: The modern landscape  functional and submissive, agriculturally intensified,
extraction, developed, in need of governance and control

-

Phase III: The romantic landscape  derived from art, unrealistic, focused on aesthetic,
idyllic, disappearing, delusional

-

Phase IV: The postmodern landscape  artifactual, man-made, natural and wild,
detachment and rejection of past notions, ambiguity and fragmentation, polarised,
disconnected

-

Phase V: The reconciled landscape  embrace change, diversity, soft borders and
transitions, realistic though not disenchanted, new senses of place, new meaning,
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contextual, coherent, continuous, legible

Compared to the earlier framework, a distinction between the old paradigm of ascribed,
demarcated Old World identities, and acquired ambiguous postmodern identities has been made.
The Old World identities are found in Phase I-III and have been coloured red. The postmodern
identity is found in Phase IV and has been made green. As each of the discourses joins the fray,
the postmodern struggle becomes more imminent, culminating in the clash of institutionalisation
of Old World and postmodern identities, depicted in the figure by the spark of transitioning
colours; from red to green. Furthermore, the removal of groups in society, and the coalitions they
have affinity with, has resulted in a spectrum on which individuals can be placed, indicating an
affinity with a modern, romantic, or postmodern discourse on the axis depicting the identity of
nature and the landscape. The general historical development remains, as each of these traditions
build upon each other, and the meaning of each of these traditions remains the same as well. All
segments of the spectrum, belonging to phase II-IV do come with trade offs and benefits with
Phase I no longer existing here in the Netherlands. Based on this research there then seems to be
a need of a new landscape identity that does not come with these trade-offs, found in Phase V; a
reconciliation of the earlier discourses, and a mutual acceptance of each other, to the benefit of
nature, society, and the landscape. And that too can be part of a Dutch identity, of a polder
mentality. A roadmap describing the trade-offs of Phase II-IV and suggesting a route to Phase V
is given in the figure below.
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Figure 9. Four markers of reconciliation

Figure 9 illustrates a simplified abstracted oversight of the processes in this thesis, as well
as a suggested way forward from here onwards. As seen in the red arrow, the current situation –
the postmodern landscape identity struggle – is one that finds its effects in disenchantment of
contemporary landscapes, disconnection with new landscapes, and delusion of old landscapes. All
these are trade-offs of the previous landscape identities and discourse coalitions. In this situation
people end up in a failing relationship with the landscape, felt in biodiversity loss, landscape
fragmentation, and declining support for new conservation efforts focused on certain executions
of ecological restoration and the creation of new nature. Because of that, there is a need for a new
relationship with the landscape, a new-new paradigm, beyond postmodernity. Through the
harbouring of plurality in the landscape, the inclusion of a hybrid contextual and coherent
transition of areas, and at the same time the nurturing of continuity and legibility of the landscape,
phase V can be initiated, slowly. In short, the markers of reconciliation are found in context,
coherence, continuity, and legibility of the landscape. Phase V is marked by a new situation where
biodiversity conservation enjoys more support, a fitting and constructive contemporary identity is
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acquired, and people find themselves in a meaningful connection to nature and the landscape.
Recommendations for policy, practice, and research in order to arrive in said situation are found
at the end of the next chapter.
Both models in figure 8 and 9 are helpful in understanding what a person’s relationship
with nature and the landscape is, what influences it, and what that person’s conception of their
personal Arcadia may be. It provides a structural oversight of those discourses that people may
have affinity with, as well as a way to move beyond them. By learning how people conceptualise
the landscape, by learning about the struggles people have, by fitting together the puzzle pieces,
one can learn how to undo the problems resulting from them. The fragmentation of the landscape,
the disconnection of people, the support for conservation activity, the unhelpful attitudes and
relationships with nature, all of these are problems that can be understood through the theoretical
models introduced. By zooming in on each specific discourse coalition, each landscape identity,
each art-historical style, each conceptualisation of what the Dutch landscape is, one can actively
understand people’s motivations, and also match the narrative to establish clear dialogue with those
people.
It is important to understand that I do not wish to say that, between phases II-IV, one
conception of nature is better, or more developed than the other. The phases are merely phases
because they occur in that order. Only phase I and V are given a normative judgement since they
seems to be key solutions to the inherent problems of phases II-IV. This means that one has to
realise that there is no single proper direction to push nature towards, but instead a variety of
different harmonised conceptions that can allow for a wonderfully varied landscape, containing
sanctuaries of biodiversity, productive areas of agriculture, culturally-historical elements, places of
leisure, and places of living. Because of increasing hard borders between such areas, they may seem
so be mutually exclusive, or the whole may seem fragmented, but if none of the conceptions of
nature will be dominant or overly institutionalised, and if the holistic oversight of them is
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understood as a gradual spectrum, then perhaps all of the conceptions can coexist in one coherent
landscape of transitions.
Limitations
Then I will dedicate some attention to the limitations of this research; a small collection of
flaws that, without their presence, might have helped in better grasping the complex processes
shaping and resulting from the postmodern landscape identity struggle. Several of such limitations
of this research lie in the methods carried out to gain an understanding of the region in the case
study; for instance in the interaction between the participants and the reproductions of the
landscape they were confronted with. These reproductions were mere copies of the original,
resulting in a different setting, a different experience, and perhaps a different interpretation than
the participants would have felt if they were to see these representations in their purposeful
contexts. Consequently, they might have engaged differently with them, especially because of the
interview-setting. Additionally, the participants were all interviewed individually, but these
discourses they reproduce are not static. Interaction between individuals with clashing discourses,
through e.g. focus groups, could have added a dimension of depth and insight to the research that
I was unfortunately not able to provide.
Other limitations can be found less in the methods, but more in the approach of this
research. For example, a notable limitation of this thesis is the Eurocentric approach. I am a
European myself and I have investigated a seemingly European problem. What issues arise in other
cultures and how will these issues be seen by someone with a different ontology? Perhaps it is that
European way of thought that has kept society in these problematic paradigms.
Additionally, I have described a conflict between laypeople and an academic elite.
However, that elite is also me. The people I have interviewed also partly belong to that group. As
discussed in the literature, past landscape identities have often been imposed by such a historicalacademic elite. The ‘experts interviews’ with academics carry with it the danger that the identities
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experienced by them are a perpetuation of that historical elitist perspective. Since the gap between
laypeople and that elite is part of the problem sketched by the literature, it is desirable to take their
perspectives into account as well. Though I have aimed to correct for that by balancing the group
of interviewees somewhat, also including non-academic experts and laypersons, the general
structure of the interviews is still dictated by what I think is important. Future research would
benefit from more interviews, including oral histories, or focus groups that allow for interaction
between people.
Chapter Conclusion
To conclude this chapter, I aimed to shed light on the process of landscape identity
formation throughout history, and also to shed light on the contemporary discourses and identities
underpinning the postmodern landscape identity struggle in the Netherlands. This discussion has
indicated my position towards the literature - based on the research performed - and demonstrated
how those aims were met. In short, the process of historical identity formation has appeared to
build on the many developments leading up to contemporary postmodernity, most taking place in
modern history from 1789 to the present. Along those developments, art-historical traditions
developed and seeped into society, shaping discourses on nature and the landscape. One of the
consequences of the resulting postmodernity is the entrenchment in old delusional identities, the
disenchantment of contemporary landscapes, or the rejection of such past connotations in a
disconnected postmodernist way of conceptualising the landscape. Regardless of which discourse
coalition one finds themselves in, all of them have its shortcomings. Consequently, with the
degradation of nature and the environment in mind, a shift to a new paradigm reconciling those
coalitions, manifesting in the landscape, is needed to advance the cause of nature conservation.
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CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSION
Where I stated in the introduction that ‘reality is often more complex’, it seems that the
complex is ever more intricate. The literature sketched a problem in which certain conservation
efforts, mainly those focused on ecological restoration, nature development, re-wilding, and the
creation of new nature, may broaden the gap between people and the landscapes, with all its
corresponding consequences. However, while new nature certainly has its problems, it is not
inherently bad, nor is it the villain in this story. All of the discourses present in contemporary
postmodernity bear inherent trade-offs. They may sever the cultural realm from the natural
resulting in disconnection; they trap people in a delusion of a national romanticised landscape
identity that causes a blindness to contemporary realities; they create disenchantment and shift the
gaze of conservation, connection, and appreciation away from contemporary landscapes towards
abstract wilderness, or a nature reduced to human-suited experiences. If conservation wishes to be
successful, those shortcomings should be kept in mind. And while the discussion showed that
things are not as clear cut, it did become apparent that, where people have focused on drawing
straight lines and boundaries in the past - categorising and compartmentalising the landscape - a
conservation approach that is instead aimed at transition, ambiguity and diversity, is seemingly
more constructive. The Bommelerwaard as a case study has proven a good example of that.
Because of its geography it was easily analysable, since it is well-demarcated and relatively coherent.
The island displayed a transition between nature and culture, a hybrid contextual amalgam of the
two, with inherent legibility and continuity with the past. Because of that, the interviewees likely
were not able to relate much to the problems stated in the literature this thesis is based on.
Nevertheless, the Dutch landscape - and its corresponding identity and discourses - are
not whole or coherent. Imaginations of the landscape play a large role in that. When asked to
picture, paint, or imagine a Dutch landscape, each individual will give a different answer. That
manifests itself in reality. In the end, the landscape is such a form of art, and like landscape
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architecture, conservation too is a discipline in which such art is created. It is safe to say that nature
conservation is by no means an objective scientific enterprise. It has been just as much subject to
trends and developments as the arts and architecture were. This does not mean that conservation
is arbitrary, problematically subjective, or ineffective, but those practicing it should be aware of
their own paradigm and perspective and the implications this might have on the form and type of
that which one aims to conserve. Each of those dominant ways of thought has its own benefits
and disadvantages. Because of that, the development of one hegemonic style, tradition, or identity
can bring those to light. The resulting landscapes, currently the non-places empty of meaning,
whether contemporary and common, past and performatory, or postmodern and are meaningless
are, in excess, not preferred by anyone. They are simply the result of - often perceived as necessary
- historical developments, a new page in the collective history book of the landscape.
Then, to answer the research question: How have landscape identities - developed from 1789 to the
postmodern present - resulted in a contemporary postmodern landscape identity struggle in the Netherlands, and
what are its implications for nature conservation efforts? The developments leading up to the present have
resulted in a contemporary dichotomy, a struggle between Old World and postmodern identities
and paradigms. Each of these comes with trade-offs and advantages of one over the other. As a
result, while they have built on each other, none of them is normatively better than its counterpart
or predecessor. The implications of all of them have a negative effect on nature and the landscape
in one form or another. This ranges from a delusional conception of an imagined nature that
ignores its perceived reality, to disenchantment of and disinterest in common contemporary rural
nature in which conservation is increasingly necessary, to disconnected constructions of abstract
meaningless nature and nature that solely caters to human experiences. Those discrepancies may
hard-line borders between fragmented pieces of nature, create antagonism between parties, reduce
conservation support, contribute to biodiversity decline, and keep the focus on an unnecessary
conflict that prevents the move towards a more beneficial or constructive approach for nature, the
landscape, and its conservation. The solutions posed to move beyond that struggle require a shift
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into a newer, reconciled paradigm that focuses less on compartmentalisation and demarcation, and
more on diversity, transition, and soft borders; shaping a landscape that is legible, contextual,
coherent, and continuous. Consequentially, the Dutch landscape may move beyond the overorganised and orderly functionality that many of the participants - regardless of the discourse they
had affinity with - detest. Nature and culture can be enjoined, benefitting both conservation and
society. However, we must also learn that nature does take the foreground and play a larger role
since the urgency of an imminent environmental crisis calls for certain restorations that go beyond
the cultural dimension. Letting go of austere functionality and idealised nostalgia is needed to meet
that end. On the other hand, respecting cultural dimensions and appreciating the processes, both
natural and cultural, that have shaped the landscape up to the present are also required to make
these newly conserved landscape meaningful and connected to people.
Recommendations
Because of the negative and undesirable effects resulting from a post-modern landscape
identity struggle, nature conservation may need to change its strategy to prevent future conflict or
issues with this postmodern situation. Working towards a solution to these problems is thus
socially and scientifically desirable because it allows people to re-connect with new landscapes and
re-appreciate contemporary nature and landscapes with the result of more beneficial attitudes and
outcomes when it comes to its conservation. Sustainable development may not be reached when
this human dimension is ignored. There thus was a need for this improved understanding of the
interlinkages between landscape, identity, and people. Simply focusing on the ecological would
have been - and will be - illogical. Knowledge of what drives people is required in order to establish
a landscape identity narrative that is both desirable from an ecological perspective and a human
perspective, so that it can be accepted rather than result in conflict, ensuring its success in the long
run. In order to contribute to those goals, this last segment of the thesis serves as a gathering place
for recommendations that will positively affect the shift towards a new landscape identity that lacks
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the trade offs of the modern, romantic, and postmodern discourses. That includes the benefits of
both the Old World and the postmodern paradigms, constituting Phase V in the landscape identity
development spectrum. 4 markers to reach that phase were proposed: continuity, coherence,
context, and legibility. However, these are relatively abstract terms to mobilise. These
recommendations are thus meant as a way to concretise those markers, and were drawn from the
literature and synthesised with the interviews, hailing from my personal experience, or wholly
derived from participant’s perspectives.

Recommendations for practice
Antrop (2005) argued that “local knowledge and traditions should be combined with
concepts of landscape ecology to develop ‘new’ cultural landscapes” (p. 32). That is key because
landscapes of the past cannot be brought back, but new ways of conceptualising and perceiving
landscapes that connect to people to it in postmodern society should be studied, attributing
meaning and allowing for connection. Participant 12, layperson, already displayed elements of such
a new conceptualisation by perceiving windmills as a source of pride as opposed to a visual tainting
of the landscape. Returning a sense of agency and empowerment to the people when it comes to
reconnecting to the landscape may further contribute to the shaping of more resilient identities.
As many participants noted, that form of agency is currently not felt. Reconnecting people to
contemporary landscapes also means empowering them to affect it in a positive way, re-rooting
people in their locales and nursing a sense of stewardship. It makes the landscape more coherent
and allows it to fit the larger context. The landscape should thus be revitalised, rebranded, and
reframed with the agency of the people inhabiting it in order to ensure that it does not become
disconnected from them, nor that it becomes a delusional charade. In that new paradigm, argues
Hall (1999), it is perhaps not the roots, but routes of identity that become important. Hall explains
that, in a world characterised by mobility, the idea of territory comes to mean nothing more than
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the borders of the nation. Participant 14, layperson, strongly resonated with that statement. She
displayed the least attachments to a specific locale, instead coming to value the memories that took
place in the places she had visited and inhabited. Another seemingly fitting idea in a world where
locales are no longer prerequisites to connect with a landscape is that of digital landscapes as a new
source of attachment and identification. For example, Hut et al. (2019) state that video game
landscapes are becoming increasingly realistic and provide enough realism to allow for geoscientific learning. However, immersing in such landscapes would reduce them to a source of
personal pleasant experiences, unfounded and ungrounded. It is up for debate whether such
connections are of the same calibre as the ‘good old sense of place’, and whether their effects are
beneficial to the conservation of nature. On the other hand, it does decrease the space needed for
and the pressures exerted by people in ‘real’ nature. The effects of such new digital identification
and connection remain to be researched.
Another recommendation for practice lies in the conceptualisation of past landscapes. By
feeling that one must artificially maintain one form of nature, by conserving and preserving it,
people are increasing the pain of a future break with the past, perhaps even creating that break by
harbouring the sense that one can maintain things as they are. As participant 9, rewilding expert,
indicated, one will end up with a nature organised as if it were a period room in a museum. Many
of the participants (3, 5, 7, 11, 16) indicated in some form or another that change is a part of the
world, and that it can be embraced if guided carefully. Change is organic, and keeping things
stagnant will eventually result in change being seemingly extreme while it is imminent. Organic
gradual change can therefore, in the sense of nature conservation, be a good thing, and can be
steered rather than forced. It keeps the landscape’s past legible and continuous, but not stagnant.
Conservation could benefit from this by fostering the focus on adaptation as well as preservation,
and work with long term gradual processes rather than short-term extreme interventions. As
participant 11, hunter, mentioned, there is a need for a new approach on how we maintain nature.
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In that process, it is a good thing to diversify approaches; allowing room for nature for the future
to increase the resilience of areas instead, but also maintaining and preserving some areas they are.
That approach is common in heritage management, as explained by participant 4, natural heritage
expert. He explains that nature should not end up being a national museum of cultural-natural
history, but the legible red lines of its development should always remain visible, safeguarding
continuity. In a sense, it is the picture book that Van Toorn (1998) imagined. History remains
legible, only not dominant. To meet that end, a conservation approach that also embraced
transition, ambiguity, and diversity was concluded to be more constructive. A good source of
inspiration can be derived from conservation approaches outside of western contexts, such as
Satoyama in Japan, which focuses on the transition zone between arable land and wilderness,
similar to the Dutch ‘traditional’ rural nature, and results in a mosaic of different patches of
landscape, consisting of nature, arable functional land, and land for living.
Another, less scientific, but arguably more important recommendation lies in societal
support for the shift to a new paradigm. In order to do so, the landscape needs to be revitalized,
rebranded, and reframed, respecting both culture and nature. As participant 1, storyteller,
explained, new stories and new creation myths are needed to add weight to a human-nature
interaction and connection, creating a new narrative. Action towards the creation of such a suitable
and positive identity is needed to increase people’s connection to contemporary and new
landscapes. As participant 15, junior conservator, introduced Jospin’s work, it seemed to be a good
example of such a new way of storying nature, adding to a more fitting conception of the landscape
in postmodernity. Instead of focusing solely on the propagated landscape myths of history, such
new identities too deserve awareness and should be nourished. Schama (1995) too indicated that
“we need […] new creation myths to repair the damage done by our recklessly mechanical abuse
of nature and restore the balance between man and the rest of the organisms with which he shares
the planet” (p. 13). Vera (2010) adds to this by explaining that a focus on the non-human paired
with the human can be more beneficial in the creation of that new narrative. Understanding
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humans as merely co-authors in millennia-old landscape processes, as participant 1, 4, and 5,
valued, and as came forward in the role of water in the Bommelerwaard, may fundamentally change
one’s approach to nature and the landscape. Vera concluded that people have to reground
themselves in that ‘real’ landscape by letting go of the historical attachments they have held onto
for so long. That does not mean an all-out erasure of historical traces in the landscape, but rather
accepting that the type of nature that many desire no longer fits the present; accepting that the
past is not now. Participant 8 and 10 already saw traces of that transition through a rise of urban
nature and more appreciation for new nature projects. Ramos et al. (2016) too saw the importance
of nurturing the past in the shaping of landscape identity, without having it dominate the narrative.
New and more suitable identities can connect people to the present, increasing their sense of
stewardship over contemporary landscapes. As long as a sense of change is regarded as gradual
and careful, maintaining continuity and legibility of the past, it seems that people can move beyond
the division between modern, romantic, and postmodern ways of conceptualising Arcadia. It is up
to people, policy, science, education, culture, and many other facets of society to bridge that gap
and move towards a new landscape identity narrative.

Recommendations for policy
Already several policies are aiming at increasing the landscapes that move past a
postmodern paradigm of demarcating nature into romantic, modern, and postmodern ‘bits’, each
with their own function. In the Netherlands, this is done through an increased focus on so-called
‘blue-green zones’. These are areas that are not ‘just nature’ or ‘just culture’ but a transition zone
between the two. The ‘dark green zones’ that previous policies largely focused on constitute ‘hard
nature’ or the ecological main structure; what would be wilderness as far as that goes in the
Netherland. The rural areas were then largely seen as the domain of rural policy, separate from
nature. New policies increasingly focus on including these blue-green zones from an integral
perspective. They are not the wilderness that the postmodernist values, nor the rural area that the
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modernist values, nor even the cultural-historically important areas that the romanticist values.
They are the contemporary landscapes; rural nature given form as valuable to agriculture,
recreation, and biodiversity. That trend should be cherished. The Bommelerwaard, informally,
seemed to be such a zone, and since several of the problems sketched in the literature were
surprisingly absent there, this approach seems effective. Participants were content with the smallscaledness of its agriculture, and the hybrid landscapes that were of use to farmers, animals, and
laypeople. Additionally, it seems only natural that new policies should support the
recommendations for practice, supporting the creation of new stories and meaning in the
landscape, and supporting initiatives that aim to soften the borders between different forms of
landscape, giving direction to a hybrid vast sprawl of an unending landscape, to the benefit of
people and nature.

Recommendations for further research
With regards to recent developments surrounding race and ethnicity, it may be interesting
to approach the issues described in this thesis from a non-Eurocentric perspective. As indicated
above, this has been a limitation to the research. I have assumed that the landscapes of the past
are often a source of romanticism and nostalgia for people, but while doing research I also learned
that, in America, many people of colour do not see the landscape as such; as an idyllic pastoral
scene. Instead, people of colour have indicated perceptions of historical landscapes as a place of
toil and labour, with roots to slavery and oppression. Perceiving them as apolitical idealised scenes
is a privilege. Additionally, the way that the American landscapes were depicted in many paintings
served as propaganda for the western expansion. How would these people feel when inquired into
their landscape identity paradigms? What landscape art would they connect to? Would they
recognise the problems at play in Europe? Would they have different insights?
Another interesting, and necessary, topic for further research is the line of research into
the creation of meaning, rootedness, and a sense of place in new nature or alternative forms of
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nature. Many past landscapes cannot simply be returned, but new ways of conceptualizing and
perceiving the landscape that connect people to such newly developed landscapes can shed light
on how to re-root people in these locales. Digital landscapes, novel ways of agriculture, and many
other landscapes as a source of connection, identification, and stewardship may contribute to the
conservation of nature in its own way.

EPILOGUE
The bird fights its way out of the egg. The egg is the world. Who would be born must first
destroy a world
- Herman Hesse (1919)
To begin and end this thesis with a quote would only be fitting. While Hesse’s quote can
be rather difficult to grasp, its relevance for this thesis has been striking. The egg mentioned can
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be seen as a dominant paradigm, an ontology, a reality, or a way of seeing the world. To move on,
grow, and develop, the Old World must be broken through. This is the process that has been
happening for many years now in contemporary society; the certainties of Old World identities are
certainly gone. Thinking in boxes and categories, strong boundaries and demarcations,
determinism and positivistic rationalism, these are all seemingly becoming relics of the past.
However, now that this past yoke is cast off, one is free to embrace plurality, freedom, and change.
It is the upside of postmodernity. As this thesis has made clear that embracing ambiguity and
diversity in such a way will largely benefit nature and its conservation. In the end, writing up this
research too has been a form of conservation. It is a step in creating new stories and identities, but
also has been the documentation of different paradigms of how Dutch people engage with their
landscapes in this specific time, adding a new page to the figurative history book of the landscape.
Capturing it, before it disappears. Ensuring its preservation, but also allowing our gaze to settle on
the future.
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APPENDIX
Appendix I: Sample Operationalisation Table
Subquestion

1. What historical development
have these landscape identities
undergone?

Concepts

Interview question

Landscape

Do people experience the landscape differently
than they did in their youth?

What do people think is the difference
between a historical and a contemporary
landscape?
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Do people think the landscape has gradually
changed? What marks changes?

Identity

Do people derive their identity from past
(represented) landscapes?

Are people currently living in the landscape
they grew up in?

Meaning

Do past representations of landscapes carry
different meanings?

What do people think when confronted with
such past representations?

Connection

Do people experience different connections
with such past landscapes?

Do people experience these connections are
real or different than connections with
contemporary landscapes situated in reality?

New Nature

Is today’s nature different than past nature or
landscapes?

Postmodern

How do people describe past paradigms?

Which nature was conserved in the past?

Discourse

Who, or which groups, do people think
influenced conceptions of the landscape over
history?
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Did people accept that?

2. What are contemporary
landscape identity discourses in

Landscape

the Bommelerwaard and how

How do people experience the landscape?

How do people think other people experience

are these shaped and

the landscape? Are there differences with their

influenced?

experience, and if so what are these?

Do people think that different experiences can
be linked to larger groups of people rather than
individuals? If so, what do these groups of
people look like?

Do people experience the landscape as stable?

Do people experience the landscape as out
there or do they inhabit it? Is there a feeling of
tourism?

Is the landscape romanticised? An imagined
ideal? Arcadia, bucolic, a created garden?

Who are preachers of that romantic landscape?

What landscapes do people prefer in the
material sense?

Identity

Do people experience a link between the
landscape and their personal identity, or the
identity of groups that they belong to, or
groups outside of their own experiences?
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What positive benefits do people experience
from landscape conection, regardless of the
type?

Do people identify with the regional differently
than the national? What is the relationship
between those two?

What determines the identity of a landscape?
What makes them distinct?

Does the landscape lend people an I or a We
feeling?

Are these landscapes and processes
quintessentially European or even Dutch?

What would make landscapes or identities
European or Dutch?

Meaning

Is there a difference between the landscape in
the way that it is experienced by people in
reality or in other forms of representation?

What meaning does the landscape have? To
the individual, to others, to groups?

Do people experience a nostalgia regarding the
landscape?

How continuous is the landcape with the past?
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Is the landscape a reflection of the past and
how?

Is a landscape filled with meaning a good
incentive for conservation?

What gives the landscape meaning? What
challenges those meanings?

Connection

Do people feel connected to the landscape?

Where do those connections come from?
What shapes them?

Do people feel connected to representations of
the landscape?

What specific forms of the landscape are best
suited to connection?

Are people engaged differently in
contemporary landscapes?

Does the landscape support people’s lives?
Does it instill pride?

What is the link between memory en the
landscape?

Who creates meaning? Is that real meaning or
artificial?
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Do people feel attached to landscapes and
places? Why?

New Nature

When are landscapes ‘real’, when do they
become fake or artificial? Do people consider
certain landscapes inauthentic?

What do people think new nature means?

How do people react on examples of new
nature?

Do different people have different stances
towards that nature?

Postmodern

How would people describe the current times
from a landscape perspective. What would they
call it?

Discourse

Do these conceptions come from inside or are
they dictated by other people, groups, or
objects?

Are those dictations taken for granted?

Is there a regional discourse and does it differ
from the national?

Do people resist certain ideas about the
landscape?

Who belongs to the ‘we’ group. Who doesn’t?
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What have been influential works (discourses)
in shaping (regional/national) landscape
identities?

Other

What is the role of classification and language
in shaping identity?

How do people react to representations of the
landscape?

What is Authenticity?

Role of religion and folklore?
3. What are the consequences of

these differing identities and

Landscape

Do people feel in charge of the landscape?
Agency?

corresponding discourses?
Identity

What happens when sense of place is eroded,
when people become disconnected?

Meaning

Is the ‘history book’ of the landscape intact?
What are the consequences of that?

New Nature

Is new nature genuine? Can people connect to
it?

Postmodern

Which nature is preferred nowadays?

Discourse

Are these different ‘ontologies’ taken up in
policy?
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Do discourses clash and what is the result of
that clash?

What other policy issues arise?

Who decides these discourses? Who is in
power?

4. In what ways can the

problems of a postmodern

Other

Is this a domestic colonial process?

Landscape

Should the landscapes match the ideal or
should the ideal change to accomodate the

landscape identity paradigm be

landscape?

addressed?
Meaning

What turns a space into a place?

Connection

In what way do people think they can
reconnect to what types of landscapes?

New Nature

What does a modern landscape without the
constraints of history look like?

Postmodern

Does a different paradigm improve
conservation as a preventative measure? Is
restoration and fencing off still needed? How
do people gain a new ethos?

Discourse

How does policy take these processes into
account? Does that go well?

Other

What needs to change?
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How do people feel about e.g. Van Gogh
Park?

Appendix II: Sample Interview Guide (in Dutch)

Interview Guide

Interviewer: Timo Lam
Interviewee: …
Date: …
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Time: from … to
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…

Zoals vermeld in de email is het doel van dit interview om een goed beeld te krijgen van de
verschillende perspectieven op het landschap vanuit verschillende hoeken van de samenleving.
Daarmee bedoel ik dat verschillende mensen met een verschillende blik naar de natuur en het
landschap kijken, met alle gevolgen van dien. Heeft u hier nog vragen over?
Voordat we beginnen moeten we echter nog een paar kleine formaliteiten doorlopen.
Zo wil ik benadrukken dat uw identiteit in dit interview vertrouwelijk is en dat de resultaten alleen
voor dit onderzoek mogen worden gebruikt. De data wordt compleet geanonimiseerd, dus alleen
uw rol en/of functie worden gebruikt om perspectief te geven aan uw invalshoek. Zo komt er
bijvoorbeeld [deelnemer 1, functie] te staan in het onderzoek.
Dan wil ik vragen of u het oke vindt dat ik dit interview opneem. Ik doe dit zodat ik later alles kan
transcriberen om zo duidelijk mogelijk alles mee te kunnen nemen in het onderzoek.
Tenslotte heb ik u per e-mail een toestemmingsformulier gestuurd. Heeft u deze gelezen en zijn
daar nog eventuele vragen over.
U gaat dus akkoord met de deelname aan het interview?
Fantastisch, dan zet ik de opname aan en kunnen we nu beginnen met het interview als u daar
klaar voor bent.
I: We beginnen met wat korte vragen
1. Hoe oud bent u?
2. Waar komt u vandaan?
3. Bent u hier ook opgegroeid?
4. Wat is uw werk of studieachtergrond?
5. Wat doet u momenteel?

II: Dankuwel, dan gaan we nu door naar het hoofddeel van het interview. Ik wil graag
beginnen met wat vragen over het landschap in het algemeen.
1. Wat is ‘het landschap’ in uw optiek?
a. Hoe ervaart u dit landschap?
i. Ervaart u het landschap als stabiel? Op welke manier wel/niet?
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ii. Ervaart u het landschap als ‘buiten’, een plek om te bezoeken of om te wonen?
Of iets anders?
2. Hoe ziet u het landschap graag?
3. Denkt u dat u dat landschap wel eens romantiseert? En op welke manier?
a. Wat zijn dragers van die romantisering?

III: Oke we hebben het nu gehad over het landschap in het algemeen. Ik wil het
vervolgens ook met u hebben over de landschappen in of uit het verleden.
4. Woont u nu nog in uw landschap van oorsprong?
a. Ervaart u het landschap anders dan u dat in uw jeugd deed?
i. Waarom?
ii. Wat betekent dat voor u?
5. Denkt u dat er verschillen zijn tussen historische en hedendaagse landschappen?
a. Als u denkt dat het landschap is verandert, wat karakteriseerd die veranderingen dan?
6. Op welke manier worden deze historische landschappen herverteld?
7. Staat het hedendaagse landschap nog in verbinding met dat verleden?

IV: Tenslotte wil ik nog even stilstaan bij een nieuwere vorm van landschap, denk
hieraan bij het maken van nieuwe natuur, ecologische restauratie, of het opnieuw
inreichten van een gebied.
8. Wat zijn uw eerste impressies van zo een vorm van landschap?
a. Denkt u dat deze landschappen anders zijn dan andere landschappen?
9. Kan zo een landschap onecht of gemaakt zijn?
a. Waardoor komt dat?
10. Hou zou u er op reageren als een voor u bekend landschap zou worden verandert?
a. Wanneer is dit positief en wanneer negatief?
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V: We hebben nu drie verschillende vormen van landschap besproken: hedendaagse,
historische, en nieuwe landschappen. Daarmee is dit deel afgerond. Hierna zou ik graag
door willen naar het volgende onderdeel van het interview: de identiteit van het
landschap en de verbinding met de mens.
[Indien bewoner van de regio, anders ga door naar vraag 12]
11. Wat is de regio in uw optiek?
a. Wat onderscheid deze regio van anderen
b. Wat is de regionale identiteit
12. Wat is voor u het Nederlandse landschap?
a. Hebben bepaalde werken invloed gehad op het creëren van die identiteit?
13. Identificeert u zich anders met de regionale dan met de nationale identiteit?
a. Spelen landschappen hier een rol in?
14. Ervaart u een link tussen het landschap en uw persoonlijke identiteit?
15. Geeft het landschap u een ‘ik’ of een ‘wij’ gevoel?
a. Wie horen daar wel en niet bij?
16. Ervaart u een link tussen het landschap en het geheugen?
17. Heeft u het idee dat u handelingsvermogen of zeggenschap hebt in het landschap?
a. Wat zijn daar de gevolgen van?
18. Heeft u een gevoel van behoren in het landschap?
a. Kan dat gevoel verdwijnen?
b. Waardoor?
19. Voelt u zich verbonden met het landschap?
a. Waar komen die gevoelens vandaan?
b. Geldt dit voor alle landschappen?
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20. Voelt u zich verbonden met verbeeldingen van het landschap in bijvoorbeeld kunst of
poëzie?
21. In gevallen waar men zich niet langer verbonden voelt met het landschap, op welke manier
kan dat volgens u verbeterd worden?

VI: Wat een grote rol blijkt te spelen in verbinding en waardering van het landschap is de
betekenis die deze bij zich heeft
22. Wat voor betekenis heeft het landschap?
23. Wie of wat geeft een landschap betekenis?
24. Hebben alle landschappen betekenis?
25. Ervaart u weleens nostalgie in het landschap?
26. Is er een verschil tussen de manier waarop het landschap wordt verteld aan de bevolking en
de landschappen in de realiteit?
27. Draagt de betekenis van het landschap bij aan haar behoud?
28. Geeft het landschap u een gevoel van trots?
29. Voelt u zich geworteld in het landschap?
30. Wat maakt een landschap een thuis?

VII: Vervolgens wil ik het hebben over bepaalde vertelleningen en manieren van denken
over het landschap.
31. Denkt u dat de benadering naar het landschap in het verleden anders was?
32. Wat voor een landschappen werden gewaardeerd en behouden?
a. Is dat veranderd?
33. Waar denkt u dat de manier van denken over het landschap vandaan komt?
a. Welke mensen, groep(en), of objecten hadden hier invloed op voor u?
34. Herkent u het idee dat Nederland aangeharkt is?
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a. Wat vindt u hier zelf van?

VIII: Beroepsspecifieke vragen
[Verschillend per deelnemer]

IX: Interactie met representaties
35. Ik heb hier een aantal manieren bij me waarop het Nederlandse landschap door de tijd heen
is verteld.
a. Wat verteld dit over Nederland?
b. Wat ervaart u als u deze afbeeldingen en teksten ziet?
c. Hoe staat dat beeld tegenover hoe u het landschap ervaart?
36. Heeft u nog aanvullingen op deze verzameling, werken waarvan u vindt dat ze het
Nederlandse landschap vertellen?

X: Dan heb ik tenslotte nog wat laatste vragen ter afronding.
37. Hoe zou u de huidige tijd omschrijven?
a. Welke landschappen, welke natuur past bij die tijd?
38. Wat moet er volgens u veranderen?

Dan is dit het einde van het interview van mij uit, heeft u nog dingen die u wilt bespreken of
onderwerpen waar u nog iets over kwijt wilt? Als u nog iets tebinnen schiet waarvan u denkt dat
het van belang is kunt u altijd contact opnemen. Als u intersse heeft zal ik u ook het eindverslag
sturen, bedankt voor uw medewerking!
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Appendix III: List of Researched Works including description and interpretation
Work 1: Van Ruisdael, J. (1670). Zicht op Haarlem vanaf het kopje (oil on canvas). Berlin:
Gemäldegalerie der Staatlichen Museen.

Description
The painting above is a good example of the Haagse School It depicts the landscape’s vastness, stretching far into the
horizon. On the foreground, a small rural village setting is highlighted, depicting an eclectic collection of houses and
fields. On these fields we see people at work, but in the foreground we see a well-dressed mother and child taking a
leisurely walk. All the way on the horizon is the city of Haarlem, with a church as its main focal point. Haarlem is
surrounded by mills and the spires of other churches. Both Haarlem and the rural setting are highlighted, while the
nature in between them is painted in darker hues. Finally, the sky above takes up more than 2/3 of the painting.
Interpretation
As expected from a painting from the Haagse school, what we see here is a pastoral idyll. Though labour is present in
the landscape, it is not the main element of this painting. Instead, it shows the rural countryside as a pleasant place,
especially due to the inclusion of the mother and child in the foreground. Using the light to shift the gaze on the rural
setting and the city in the back is also telling for the preferred landscape of interest. The clusters of trees, or ‘wild’
nature, is likely deliberatly painted in darker hues because they were a blank slate, not much happened there. Finally,
while the landscape is vast and cultured, indicated by the churches and windmills situated in it, it is dwarfed by the
vastness of the sky above; a reminder that - while the surface and soils may have been tamed - nature as a divine force
is ever-present.
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Work 2: Wiegersma, F. (1974). Het dorp. [Recorded by Sonneveld, W.] On Het Dorp [Vinyl].
Philips

Description
n.a.
Interpretation
This is an excerpt of a song that is almost an elegy to a lost past. A strong focus lies on memories of that past,
picturesquely described as a simple youth in seemingly better times. It is brimming with nostalgia for that past
quentessentially ‘Dutch’ landscape. Agriculture plays a large role in that narrative, though it is a small-scale, extensive
version. It is a depiction of a harmonious interweaving of nature and culture. Finally, modernisation is depicted as the
antagonist in the last sentence. Because, though the author would not agree, living like that apparently was wrong
because modernisation kicked in and changed that way of living that the author craves so much for. The sentiment
captured in this excerpt is very similar to that described in the literature.
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Work 3: Marsman, H. (1941). Herinnering aan Holland. In: Verzamelde Gedichten (pp. 122). De
digitale bibliotheek van Nederland.

Description
n.a.
Interpretation
In this poem, the author sketches a Dutch landscape identity. It contains rivers, slowness, long lanes, tall trees, a
vastness, the presence of agriculture and small scale villages, culminating in a final message of wariness for the water.
This water has created parts of the Dutch landscape Marsman describes, but just as easily might take it away again. It
is striking that, when confronted with this poem, many Dutch people, among whom most interviewees, will say ‘this
is the Netherlands’. In reality, this is only a specific part of the Netherlands, but regardless this poem has become
part of a national mythos. The landscape and elements described somehow speak to people. Likely because this, too,
contains elements of a past that is less and less dominant in the landscape. Where the long winding rivers, tall trees,
quaint villages and farms once dominated the Dutch landscape, it is now more and more dominated by straight
meticulous roads, areas of industry, and city suburbs. This poem too is an elegy for many, a remnant of the past. It
too has brought forth nostalgia in many of the participants and many reflected on it with melancholy. It too has
dictated what nature - and what landscape - many wish to preserve.
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Work 4: Poortvliet, R. (1987). Het boerderijtje van Oom Dirk (pencil on paper). Numansdorp:
Veldboeket Lektuur Uitgeverij

Description
This drawing depicts a farm along an unpaved road, with wooden fences to demarcate the pasture and the property,
a windmill in the back, surrounded by trees and grass. A boy is walking on the foreground with his uncle who owns
the farm. This farm is situated near Flakkee.
Interpretation
Starting with the abundance of green, and the unpavedness of the road, it is difficult to see such a landscape as
separate from nature. It is a sanctuary of human culture in an otherwise wild nature. No scars or distinct marks have
been inflicted on the landscape. The farm bears distinct marks of the region, visible in its use of colour and shape.
Where nature usually is a refuge from civilisation, here it is the other way around, almost like a modern-day cabin in
the woods. The soft yellow light shining from the window indicates the approaching evening and welcomes us into
the house, to take a break from all the outdoor challenges. The mill in the background is also taken up in the Dutch
national landscape idea for many. To many of the interviewees, this brought forth memories of a youth. One of
them also had an ‘oom Dirk’ that they would visit over the summer to stay on the farm. It is a salvaged piece of a
happy youth for them. And it was also a moment of reflection for some how, indeed, a lot has changed. This means
that some changes do occur gradually, and it is these depictions of the past that make people realise how different
things have become.
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Work 5: Thijsse, J. P. (1936). Waar wij wonen (book cover). Zaandam: Zaans Museum

Description
This is the front cover of a collection album in which people could collect pictures of nature and complete the
album. These pictures that were collected were created in a distinct stylistic manner that spoke to many. It is similar
to the school plates often found in classrooms today still. As for the cover, it shows a more organised, stylised
landscape. Though the lines are not straight, they are definitely created by people. Here too, the sky is big, and the
city is visible on the horizon.
Interpretation
Paired with the title ‘where we live’, this cover is seemingly an allegory for the Dutch landscape and the parts we
inhabit in a more modern setting. Such a vista is still imaginable in many polders today. We see a road going into the
distance, mistaken for a bikeland by one of the participants, taking us from the farmlands into the city. Perhaps this
is a metaphor for how the landscape is changing. On a less metaphorical note, the waters we see are filled with
growth along the uneven edges and on the surface. Though this is a man-made channel, nature still dominates it.
The farmland has become more empty however, with straight lines and more uniform colours. Some cows are
depicted grazing in the background. However, they are dwarfed by the vastness of the land. The city occupies the
right half of the horizon, with a smoking chimney on the very right of the axis. However, this small trail of smoke is
dwarfed by the vast sky beyond the horizon. Similar to paintings of the Haagse School, the vastness and openness of
the Dutch landscape is mirrored in this sky.
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Work 6: Van den Eynde, P. (1822). Kolonie van de Maatschappij van Weldadigheid bij Wortel
(lithography). Amsterdam: Rijksmuseum.

Description
This print depicts a completely man-made land. All soils have been evened out, and neat lanes with trees have been
trailed inbetween meticulously measured-out pastures. Each house, built in the very same style from the very same
materials, is assigned a plot equal to all others. It is the peak of human hubris over the landscape. This print is an
impression of the Dutch veenkolonien, and initiative to ‘recolonise’ the poverty-stricken Dutch landscapes in the
northeast; a way to rid the area of poverty, and make it functional and self-sufficient.
Interpretation
This is a landscape designed with a ruler. It is the peak of enlightenment-thinking, determinism, rationality, and
modernity. Those who came up with the initiative felt that this was bound to bring successes. Technological
advancement and science allowed humanity to extract every grain of fertility from the landscape and turn it into a
productive machine of plenty. Nature is fettered to suit human needs. No wilderness is left, only civilisation is
present here. Some of the participants like that organised aspect of it as a human act, but would not want to see
much of the landscape looking like that.
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Work 7: Craandijk, J. C. (1875). Wandelingen door Nederland met pen en potlood (pencil on paper). De
digitale bibliotheek voor de Nederlandse Letteren.

Description
This is a sketch depicting a castle, with a walkway leading up to it, sided by wooden fencing. Some trees surround
the castle. The drawing is part of a series of drawings by Jacob Craandijk, who in the 19th century already felt that
the Netherlands was chaning quickly. Because of this, he set out to capture the highlights of the Dutch landscape
before they would disappear.
Interpretation
What is striking about this image is that, to many of the particpants, it was not very interesting. Partly due to its lack
of colour, but also because this is an image that might very well have been drawn last year. These monumental
landscapes have been preserved very well in the Netherlands, exactly because they were highlights. It is very telling
that those areas that Craandijk chose to draw are areas that were preserved. It is also very interesting that, perhaps
because they still are around so much, people do not seem to care for them as much as the other paintings depicting
‘lost’ landscapes. Whether this has to do with the fact that these elements remain is up for debate. For example, the
fact that this is a castle belonging to nobility may also bring about that people do not feel like it is part of their
landscape because it is private property. The fact that such marks of a high culture in the landscape were preserved and the rural landscapes that people were attached to were not - also explains the sentiment of people that elite
conservationists preserved landscapes based on arbitrary preferences in the past. Today as well, cultural highlights
and elements in the landscape are preserved, whereas the cultural landscape as a whole - its coherence, continuity,
and legibility - is not. The result is a scattered open-air museum throughout the Netherlands, as one participant
described it.
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Work 8: Koekkoek, B. C. (1803-1862). Wintergezicht met figuren op het ijs (oil on canvas).
Eindhoven: Kunsthandel Bies

Description
This picture shows the Netherlands in the winter. Dynamic shapes and winding waters characterise this landscape.
On top of the hill on the right we see an old wooden mill. Mills such as these are out of use in the present and
barely found anymore today. Behind the hill we see the tip of a farmhouse, in the distance on the left we see a city.
This painting too is marked by large skies, though the elements on the foreground flank them a bit more. On the left
we see a sole willow. The water is frozen over and several people are skating on it. Poking through the snow are
some rough patches of grasses, bush, and reeds, with an impromptu fence on the edge of the water.

Interpretation
Especially in the week that there was ice in the Netherlands, and people were able to skate, this painting spoke to
most of the participants. People found being on ice an occassion to look at the landscape from a different angle, a
new perspective. It shows things that usually escape the eye. The painter of this painting puts that perspective to
good use. Where a farmhouse would usually take centre-stage, it has now been reduced to a human element in a
natural landscape. Dynamic lines are embraced and nature is rough. Though elements of civilisation are present, they
are reduced to the background and painted in darker tones. The true star of this painting is the highly realistic ice,
which reflects and fractures the skies above as one whole. It is a contemplation on how, under circumstances,
people are able to visit these parts of the landscape and that nature is dynamic. Out of all the works so far, this one
was deemed the most ‘Dutch’ of all.
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Work 9: Bruegel, P. (1565). Winterlandschap met schaatsers en een vogelval (oil on canvas)

Description
Bruegel too painted a winter landcape, however this one is not situated in nature but within a town setting.
Nonetheless, there is plenty of natural growth visible, flanking the foreground. People in this town are enjoying a
day on the ice, and the elements of the town clearly depict a more distant past, shown in both the style, the
depiction of elements, and the composition. What stands out is that the landscape in the back is much more empty
than in other paintings. This is not strange since the landscape was likely not yet very seprated from culture. People
simply lived in it and focused on survival.
Interpretation
It stood out to me that this lanscape extends too much into the past for people to still connect with. It is perhaps
too primitive for people to relate to, but the crude perspective and style may also have caused that. While the setting
is very similar to the painting by Koekkoek, no participants felt particularly connected to this work. Nature is also
not given a specific role, it just is there as a part of the larger landscape. There are no strong demarcations, but just a
sprawl of nature; and then suddenly a village in the middle of it.
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Work 10: Van de Velde, W. (1637) Strandgezicht. (oil on canvas) Katwijk: Katwijks Museum

Description
This painting depicts a seascape with dunelands on the right half. In the distance we see the vastness of the waters
with small ships far from the shore and people who are gazing at these ships at the far end of the beach. To the
right, the land meets us and outside of the frame functions as the entrance to the other side of the dunelands. Here
and there are ships on the beach, with one prominently on display in the bottom center. These are small fishermen’s
boats, likely part of a local economy. On the very front we see people walking and standing in the seaspray and
shoreline.
Interpretation
Apart from the presence of the ships this could be a very contemporary picture. With that in mind, the seashore is
perhaps the least prone to human intervention, but the most dynamic from a natural perspective. The sea here is
depicted dark and dangerous, the clouds roll away from it to the land and the vastness of the sea in the back is
overcast. The land comes to meet the viewer from the right side, providing anchorage and safe retreat to those on
the beach, a true protection from the water. However, of the participants none felt a particular connection to this
painting. Perhaps because none of them are from a coastal area and do not perceive it as theirs, but perhaps also
because such landscapes are commonplace along the shorelines today.
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Work 11: Hilverdink, J. J. A. (1837-1884) Gezicht op Arnhem (oil on canvas) Ede: Kunsthandel Simonis &
Buunk

Description
The meandering river is depicted here with a bridge across to the city. The surrounding landscape has a natural
shoreline on the right hand side, and an artificial one on the left. Ships skim the river and Arnhem takes the center
left focal point. The city is densely built and a set of church towers prominently poke the skies above.
Interpretation
In this painting, the river serves as a division between nature and culture. To its left, across the bridge, is the world
of human creation. It features a city, churches and society, a park, and a man-made shoreline. To the right of the
river, however, we see a more natural landscape. Though by no means primordial – this landscape too has been
cultivated – it is rural in all its essence. The landscape has definitely been tamed, but still very much belongs to
nature. No grand-scale changes have taken place there.
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Work 12: Blankwater, J. (2020) Gezicht op Nicolaaskerk (photograph) Schagen: Noordkopcentraal

Description
This photograph shows multiple landscape elements in several layers. It has won the prize for the 2020 ‘ode to the
landscape’ photo contest. In the front we see a pasture with grazing cows and some geese. A fence demarcates the
pasture from a tilling field of corn, further removed from us by a row of willows. Beyond lies a small church
obscured by the trees surrounding it, giving use the impression that it is the only building in the composition.
Interpretation
One of the interviewees noted that the church was the only sign of human activity in the landscape. That is very
telling since the fence, the pasture, the tilling field and such are all man-made. Additionally, it is also telling that such
a picture takes first place in a contest. This is what people like to see after all. This is Dutch. Little human
intervention, and that bit there is is also relatively old. It still bears echoes of the older traditions of the landscape
painting genre. It is the idealised rural nature that many participants prefer.
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Work 13: Tholen, W. B. (1905) Duinlandschap bij Oranjezon op Walcheren. (oil on canvas) Dordrecht:
Collectie Dirk Berghout

Description
A more loosely painted, impressionistic depiction of the dunelands. This time, we do not see the sea, but instead the
landscape behind the dunerows. The skies here, too, feature prominently.
Interpretation
This landscape is quite barren, and the style does not do much to add things. Perhaps impressionism was a
conscious choice since the dunelands do not hold things of interest for many in its singular elements, but instead as
the impression of a whole. It serves as a sort of liminal space to many of the participants confronted with this work.
The sole onlooker within the painting also seems contemplative of the landscape, gazing at a small water basin with
some animals near it. Though, none felt a connection to it. Again perhaps because none of the participants were
from a coastal area.
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Work 14: Kleijn, L. J. (1817-1897) Romantisch Landschap, Voorjaar (oil on canvas) Breukeleveen: Galerie
Wijdemeren

Description
As the title sais, this is a more romantic depiction of the landscape. It contains many quintessentially dutch elements
- mills, willows, a church tower in the background - but is also tending towards impressionism in its style a bit more.
Interpretation
The water we see carries the gaze towards the more wild nature that is out of bounds. The banks are still very
natural and the path along it is too. However, where the water leads to nature, the path – which is a human element
in this painting – carries the gaze towards the city in the distance. A ray of light illuminates the fields on the right, as
well as the mill, symbolising the bountiful harvests created there. Here, too, the more natural elements are painted in
darker hues, while marks of civilisation are illuminated.
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Work 15: Mauve, A. (1887) Heide te Laren (oil on canvas) Amsterdam: Rijksmuseum

Description
A painting nearing a more modern style abstracts the heather landscape as a mosaic of different clusters and
structures of trees; dynamic elements in an otherwise empty landscape. A herd of sheeps is found in the center, but
almost blends into the earth tones of the grass below them. A single shepherd precedes the herd. On the horizon, a
suggestion of a mill is depicted.
Interpretation
The landscape’s barrenness is remarkable. It contains a flock of sheep, a shepherd, clusters of trees, and yet is seems
as if nothing is there. Usually, in photographs of similar areas, we are met with a vast array of color and detail, with a
sun to bring that composition out, yet here it is depicted as one vast, bleak, smear of heather. In line with the
modern tradition, it is up to debate whether it is meant to depict the barren state of nature, serve as a criticism on
unused land and historical tradition, or reflect the disposition of the painter. In any case, one of the participants
indicated that such nature should be restricted to those areas. There should not be too much of it.
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Work 16: Agasi, A. (2017) Herinnering aan Holland. De digitale bibliotheek voor de Nederlandse letteren

Description
n.a.
Interpretation
This poem serves as a parody or criticism on the earlier work of Marsman. The romantic image that Marsman
painted with his words is strongly shattered with a punch of postmodern disenchantment and lament. All things that
were seemingly nice in Marsman’s work are now twisted into a cruel, yet often true, reality. It brought forward a
sense of unease in the participants, especially in stark contrast with the rest of the works. It conjured up a realisation:
this too is part of the Dutch landscape, and worrisomly more so every day.
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Work 17: Nijhof, M. (1990) De moeder de Vrouw. De digitale bibliotheek voor de Nederlandse letteren

Description
n.a.
Interpretation
This is perhaps one of the more well known poems for inhabitants of the Bommelerwaard. It does not necessarily
describe the landscape, but it does appeal to the reader who has visited the same location to contemplate on their
own experiences. That very experience is what is being romanticised here. The author assumes that we know the
vista and that it is enjoyable.
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Appendix IV: List of Interviewees
Participant number
Participant 1

Function
Storyteller | Non-local

Participant 2

Art Historian | Local

Participant 3

Rural Historian | Local

Participant 4

Natural Heritage Expert | Non-local

Participant 5

Landscape Archaeologist | Non-local

Participant 6

Landscape Architect | Local

Participant 7

Regional Historian |Local

Participant 8

Ecologist | Non-local

Participant 9

Rewilding Expert | Non-local

Participant 10

Forest Manager | Local

Participant 11

Hunter | Non-local

Participant 12

Layperson | Local

Participant 13

Politician | Local

Participant 14

Layperson | Non-local

Participant 15

Junior Conservator | Non-local

Participant 16

Policymaker | Local

Participant 17

Farmer | Local
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Appendix V: Ethical Consent Form (in Dutch)

Interview Toestemmingsformulier
Te worden ingevuld door de deelnemer.
De deelnemer bevestigt hierbij dat hij/zij:
· De inhoud en het doel van dit onderzoek begrijpt
· De mogelijkheid heeft gehad vragen te stellen over het onderzoek
· Eventuele vragen voldoende zijn beantwoord
· Begrijpt dat:
o Hij/zij zich op elk gegeven moment uit het onderzoek mag terugtrekken
o Hij/zij dit mag doen zonder reden van terugtrekking te geven
· Begrijpt hoe de data wordt verwerkt
· Deelname aan dit onderzoek accepteert

Handtekening van de deelnemer:

Datum:

Naam van de deelnemer (in blokletters):
____________________________________

Handtekening van de onderzoeker:

Dit onderzoek wordt uitgevoerd door:
Timothy T. M. Lam
Timo.lam@hotmail.com

Datum:
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Appendix VI: Example Transcript

Interview Transcript Participant 2 – Art Historian
Interviewer: Timo Lam
Participant: [x]
Date: February 15, 2021
Time: from 10:00 to 11:03
Q = interviewer
A = participant
Q:Ok so let’s begin, we’ll start with some short questions and then move on to the main part of
the interview.
A: Alright
Q: Ok question one, how old are you?
A: I’m 31
Q: Where are you from
A: [x]
Q: Did you grow up here?
A: Yes
Q: What is your work or study background?
A: I studied art history in Utrecht, now I give lectures on art history, I do art and cultural history
research and I work as a conservator in the museum in [x]
Q: Ok, then I want to move onto the questions on landscape. When I use that word, what does
that mean to you, in your perspective?
A: To me it’s mostly what nature encompasses, but it can also be made or designed. In that way
it can also be culture, but when I think of landscape i mostly think about pristine nature where
people have not have had too much influence.
Q: And how do you experience that landscape?
A: I myself like being outside and to experience the landscape in a recreative fashion. Walking,
biking etc. I also do some research into landscape architecture so I also see the landscape as
something to study, something people have thought about. My personal preference goes out to
being outside in nature, I like it most as an area of relaxation or leisure.
Q: What sort of landscape do you prefer?
A: I live in a river landscape. This is what I see the most. I also like the coastal landscapes or
mountainous areas. I don’t have a strong preference, but I like open landscapes where you can
see as much nature as possible and less of human adaptations.
Q: Do you think you romanticise those ideas of the landscape?
A: Yes, when I said nature or landscape earlier, most of what we see is influenced by people.
Dividing the land, shaping it, leasing it, modifying it. I think it’s been romanticised by myself in
the way that I want it to be pristine, wild, pure, but at the same time it is difficult to find that
today, especially in the netherlands
Q: That romantisation, is that positive or negative?
A: I think it’s positive because you can lose yourself in it in a good way. Even if I rationally know
that the landscape, for a large part in the Netherlands, has been shaped by people, you can still
have that idea that you are alone, and in connection with the river or the basin grounds. The
negative aspect of romanticism comes from not being able to rationally approach nature, that
would not be good.
Q: What underpins those ideas, that process of romanticising?
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A: I think from culture, music, literature, art you can find it there, even perhaps from people
themselves. I think there’s always been a need to romanticise. I think that modern romantisations
of the landscape refer back a lot to what happened in the 19th century, when this was very
strong
Q: Why was that the case?
A: I think because, especially in the Netherlands, people need to have that space around them.
We live in a densely populated country with a lot of urbanisation where nature is so little and so
contained by the way we live, maybe also by the geology of the land. I think that there is that
need to leave the city and immerse in the green a bit, to be able to breathe, I don’t know if that is
a bearer of romanticism but I can imagine it is.
Q: And the landscapes people see in art, are those different than the ones people visit in reality.
A: Yes I think so. Historically there have been a lot of changes, but these landscapes have also
been idealised in art. A good example from the 19th century was that many of those painting we
see with rural roads, grazing cows, a running brook. They did this in the 17th century as well, but
in the 19th century, that landscape situated in reality was very poor, where social situations were
not good, people in the countryside suffered. But in the city the people who saw these paintings
were delighted and overcome with a sense of nostalgia for those landscapes. I think there is a
difference between romantic ideas and romantic representations of the landscape and how the
landscape was in reality on many aspects.
Q: Why did these painters decide to capture those landscapes?
A: at a moment this became a genre. In the 17th century there was this idea of a national pride.
There was a lot of demand for art, landscapes, stillifes, portraits were all fine. If a painting
dislayed nice polders that had been reclaimed from the sea it represented a sort of pride. In the
19th century, the way people experienced those landscapes were important, to do that
romantically.
Q: Is there a difference between the Hollandse School and the rest?
A: I think so, in the 17th century there were these paintings with large parties of clouds and the
riversights from the landscape by e.g. Ruysdael. Even the ice-sights as we saw last weekend with
a low sun, ice skates, snow, koek en zopie, people were already painting this back then. That
remained popular and in the 19th century that was repeated. The 17th century was our golden
age and in the 19th century, when the Netherlands gained a national identity of a kingdom,
segregation from belgium, people were looking for what exactly that Dutch identity is. Then
people settle on the golden age, the 17th century, and I think that still lives among people, only
now this is filmed with drones from above where you see people skating on ice, but thise feeling
that the landscape bears can still be drawn back to that genre of painting. If you go to the
honours galery of the Rijksmuseum you see all these landscapes.
[10 minute mark]
I think that that played a role in the formation of an identity
Q: Is this typically Dutch or was this done in different countries?
A: In the 19th century, all these European countries were looking for their own identity. It was a
time when all these countries gained that national identity because they became more and more
of a unity. They looked at the past to do that and the landscape played a role. In Germany you
had all these mountain vistas, in Scandinavia there was this whole genre of painting fjords with
farmers around it and a boat. This happened in the Netherlands too
Q: Does that have a political implication?
A: Yes I think so, it is a means to separate from other countries. In Germany and England they
really wanted to refer back to medieval times, while in Italy they referred back to antiquity to
present their national past in a good light. In the Netherlands, the dry-milling of the
beemsterpolders looked nice, but also had a clear political-economic motive, a display of power, to
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show what the country could do and to show dominance over nature. It provided economic
gains too.
Q: Those historical landscapes, are they still connected to contemporary landscapes?
A: I’m not so sure. Especially after the second world war The Netherlands changed a lot,
agriculutral upscaling, expansion of the cities, I think that resulted in being able to experience the
landscape in some places, but in most places to a lesser degree or not at all. On the heide on the
Veluwe, in Drenthe, i think those are examples of places that refer back to how things used to
be, maybe the dunelands too, but the rest has been, for a large part, modernised.
Q: Is that problematic?
A: I don’t think it is a problem, I mean we need to move on and we’re 200 years from then. We
have new contemporary problems such as climate or a shortage of houses. It is unavoidable to
change the landscape, but I think it’s funny, especially last week with the ice and snow, that these
ideas still are deeply ingrained in Dutch people even when they don’t realise. I can pull up a lot
of prints and paintings that describe that feeling and experience of the landscape ages ago and
now we see that people still experience that, it’s shown in the news etc.
Q: And then there are new landscapes, when I use those words, what do you think this is?
A: Difficult, I think that, I live next to the river, the Waal, and you see that this river fluctuates a
lot in the water levels. Sometimes it floods large parts of the floodplains and then shrinks back
like it did in the past weeks. Those are natural effects that, because they are so large, you cannot
replicate in the landcape, but if you were to investigate forests you can mimic their composition
or come close to, or even are able to influence natural processes positively by means of the
surface area or plant species you use. I don’t think it has to be a bad thing.
Q: Can it be inauthentic and does that matter?
A: Maybe it will seem so for 50 years, but in 150 years think it is a nice natural area. I believe that
they want to plant a lot of new forest in the Netherlands, maybe that this won’t seem very real in
the beginning, the next 40 years, but in 140 years seem very natural and have people say o wow
what a natural surrounding.
Q: So then what would you think about a Van Gogh park [show example] where they want to
have certain elements from his paintings return to the landscape, to present it from van Gogh’s
perspective.
A: I think this is difficult to judge. If you do it well it could be very fun, but on the other hand it
can also be some theme park like the efteling that you pull up from the ground and then decide
that it is Vincent van Gogh’s. But we don’t know how much further cities will expand and push
away nature co maybe it is necessary to connect culture and nature to maintain that nature. If
such a park ensures that this becomes a whole thing, but I think it sounds difficult, I think it’s
still a bit too artificial.
Q: Where does that border lie between artificial and not?
A: Here in [x], the city bulwarks have been reformed from military structures to a landscape park
in the English fashion. It’s been planted and designed from the bottom up, it’s been drawn up
and decorated. They’re currently restoring this park, but it feels very natural, while in reality it is a
cultural landscape, very artefactual, but with the accent on natural experience, with winding ways,
differences in hight, architecture, it’s been made a bit more wild. It’s very artifactual but it does
not feel that way. Maybe this is an example of a made landscape that feels natural, because it was
designed to be so. That design, whether you are supposed to feel like you’re entering a liminal
spcae of 19th century nature, or whether it is a theme park, a strip of land where the normal
world continues as soon as you leave it. Maybe this is the line we draw.
[20 minute mark]
Q: Then I have some questions on the region. What is the region in your perspective?
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A: The region, I think, is an island between two rivers, the waal and the maas, a landscsape with
dikes and polders, and basins. Because of that demarcation between the river it is quite isolated
and has been, but has also been well connected to other areas via the river. It’s been a poor area,
and on some aspects still is a bit backward, but slowly and steadily we come out of that. I think
that the landscape has been important for the identity of the people here. It is much agrarical
culture that’s been important here, little industry, only the brick factories near the river, a lot of
family farmerss, fruit, potatoes.
Q: And the role of the water?
A: It’s been very large in many aspects. It has brought a lot of wealth to [x] in the medieval
period. The city was able to grown and fortify and has a large church. On the other hand it’s also
been disastrous because of the large floods in the 19th century. Harvests have failed and the
dikes breached. This happened at the end of the 90s too. So on the one hand it brings good, but
on the other there is a dark side.
Q: Are there specific works that have made that identity?
A: Well… Yes in the landscape the dikes, still of course as protection, but also tourism and
recreation. A lot of people come to bike the dikes here and to enjoy the things they can see from
them. With that also the whole infrastructure surrounding that. The floodplains that are being
used for agriculture, to graze horses and cows, but also to enjoy them by walking around. That
riverlandscape is very important for the identity of the region.
Q: Does that ladnscsape give people a we feeling?
A: Yes I think so, I don’t speak for everyone, but I think that this becomes prevalent more,
efforts are being made, around the dikes are all these little stalls where people can buy fruits and
vegetables and Bed&Breakfasts etc. This is experienced as something that belongs to the region.
We’re situated between the Maas and the Waal so you can really circke the dikes of the island. I
think that’s important for it.
Q: Does everyone belong to that we group?
A: Of course there are many people that are not involved. I think people that are involved
politically, the entrepreneurs, mainly the hospitality inudtry and tourism probably add to that we
feeling. I think people experience that, but of course there are also groups that don’t care about
the landscape. They will be happy when they’re able to do their groceries.
Q: And what about the markers of that identity, how do people experience those?
A: I can imagine that people from here don’t need to be told who they are, but to people from
outside, since inhabitants aren’t the only people here, for them these markers add to the
experience. Perhaps it’s also part of the local identity to reject those markers that ascribe identity.
Q: And do you derive personal identity from the landscape?
A: Yes I would say so. I feel connected to it, I lived outside of [x] and in a foreign country, but
when I come back to the river and the dike it gives me a feeling of repose and relaxation.
Q: That feeling of belonging to a landscape can that disappear?
A: I have not experienced that but I can imagine that this is possible if a landscape changes too
much or too radically, if it’s impacted as such. There is a lot of discussion on windmills that are
built that will spoil the landscape. That echoes here too, we can now see, across the river, that
the A15 has a whole row of windmills. I don’t care so much, I don’t think ti’s a radical change,
but I can imagine that if you become surrounded by windmills and new industry terrains that
swallow the landscape, people are able to lose that connection.
Q: And what makes the difference between a windmill and a grain mill, a brick factory or a
distribution centre
A: I think it’s difficult. I think partly the aesthetics. A grain mill and a dike call back to that
romanticism. A windmill is more massive and a bit less aesthetically pleasing perhaps. A
distribution centre and a brick mill also differ in size and what they convey to people. Often
these centres are rather massive, with trucks and loading quays, they are often large terrains and
that perhaps also plays a role.
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Q: Does it matter that we see a grain mill more often in the paintings we come by?
A: Yes I would day so, I think it fits our romanticism more, the idea that those grain mills have
been painted ever since the 17th century and played a large role in claiming land from the see. I
think that adds more to identity than a windmill. But I personally don’t have too much issues
with windmills.
Q: And do you personally feel connected to landscapes in art, music, poetry, cuisine etc.
A: Yes definitely. Because of my work I’m involved with the museum. It’s not like I will burst
into tears when I see it but those cultural expressions of a landscape add to the identity of that
landscape or the way we experience that identity. The more we see these representations, and the
more we personally experience the landscape, it perhaps created a more deep ingrained
connection to that landscape.
[30 minute mark]
Q: And not having that connection, what are the consequences of that?
A: I don’t think these have to be very large or radical, I think people will have a different
experience when they don’t feel those connections. Then a dike or river or floodplain will be just
that, it’s just there. Perhaps people only feel connected to it when they don’t see it for a long
time or people will never het it
Q: What meaning do landscapes carry?
A: Meaning in the sense of identity, it can mean something when you identufy with it. When you
feel at home, like it is the placw where you belong or feel at home. The meaning also for leisure
and recreation. I think in the coming decades that will become more and more. There is more
tourism outside the cities and experiencing the landscape will also grown here. Tourists that
come by bike and experience the landscape.
Q: Who or what creates that meaning?
A: This is difficult to answer. I think mostly from local politics who can ensure that such a
landscape can keep existing or retain its values. Of coursr the landscape changes, that is
unavoidable, but perhaps they can take into account the power of such a landscape can have. But
also inhabitants themselves can do this.
Q: And the way these landscapes are pictured, how does that add to meaning?
A: I hope it does, because as long as we can express these landscapes culturally that it adds to
adressing the importance of the landscape
Q: Does that incur nostalgia?
A: I think so, I think it’s intertwined with identity and romanticism. On all levels it shows what
things used to be and that you’re still a part of that, even when the world around you changes.
Q: Are there new expressions of the landscape in art that people identify with?
A: A lot is being done with photography and video installations, movies, but also with the more
traditional forms, but new expressions of art can also tell the landscape very well.
Q: And the way people think about the landscape, is that formed internally or ascribed, imposed?
A: I think that there always will be a group of people that experience this intrinsically, that have
those personal experiences, people who make a connection. Sometimes I think that this, by
spending some attention on in in a museum or a tourism centre or companies, that this, the
media also newspapers, that that fortifies those experiences.
Q: And who decide what this should look like?
A: I think a large part of this lies in politics. We are in an area where there are a lot of
greenhouses and some parties think this should be contained or stop, while other parties think
that it should be expanded, and this impacts the landscape just like placing or not placing
windmills will,. So I think it is for a large part derived from politics.
Q: And do people accept those ideas?
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A: People can resist windmills along the A2 where some people agree and others not. And within
the city they want to modify an old harbour area to a living/working area. This creates resitance
because it would impact the landscape too much because buildings would be too high. There is a
lot of resistance when the landscape becomes pushed into a corner.
Q: If i understand well, the problem lies more in accelleration the the actual outcome?
A: Yes, quick and drastic changes that influence or impact the landscape or its experience
directly, but if you look at the gradual changes over the past decades where cities and villages
expanded and more and more greenhouses popped up people were more willing to accept that.
Q: Do you recognise the idea that the Netherlands should be organised.
A: Personally not su much, but I think it is a very Dutch thing. You live on a small surface with
lots of regulation so i can imagine people have that perspectve on nature, but I personally do not
endorse that. I like nature a but more wild
Q: That idea of wilderness, is that reflected in the arts or are those landscapes shaped by people?
A: It depends on the time. In the 19th century people liked wilderness and boundless landscapes,
but in different periods people prefer control and order, mostly in garden architecture like the
french gardens.
Q: And going back to before the 17th century, did people engage with the landscape in the arts?
A: To a much lesser degree, the Netherlands was the exception with the important position of
the landscape in the arts. In most European countries it seemed like something to control, to
depict a mythological or biblicalstory and that was taught to people. The landscape itself was not
important enought o people as a genre in the arts. In the Netherlands this slowly started in the
16th century where painters would execute the landcape with lots of fantasy but would add a
small jesus, saint, or mythology to give it some more timbre. But in the start of the 17th century
the landscape became featured more prominently as a specific genre.
Q: Do religion and folklore play a large role?
[40 minute mark]
A: Yes, this had to do with the insurrection. Eventually, the catholic church became less
influential in the Netherlands, it used to be the main issuer of arts, just like the aristocracy, kings,
queens, nobles. We did not have that many anymore of those. We mostly had wealthy citizens
that became rich through trade or drymilling that preferred all sorts of genres, so there was more
of an open market for artists to work and and then also the specialisation of multiple genres. The
landscape was one of such genres. Slowly, from the end of the 16th century it was developed as a
genre because of the great skill of thse painters
Q: What do these paintings convey on the landscape?
A: Much of the painters only made sketches outside, and then in the atelier, because they could
not take their paints outside, they created imaginary landscapes. One day they would see some
houses in Haarlem, the other day some sketches in Katwijk or a sky in Friesland, then in the
atelier they made a nice depiction that would sell well. The funny thing thus is that I wonder,
how quintessentially Dutch are these Dutch landscapes because it is not a one on one
representation, but rather a composed landscape that would sell well. People cared about that
mostly, to sell well.
Q: Did people have the idea that that which is represented is beautiful?
A: Yes I think so, or painted well at the very least
Q: Is this learned behaviour or intrinsic?
A: I think it is a certain aesthetic experience, later a lot was written on this, in the 19th century
this became apparent, that there are multiple types of beuaty. Picturesque landscapes that are
very painty, for example a little bridge over the water always does well among people and
apparently is beauty, so that is painted. The same goes for large skies above Holland, so perhaps
this is somewhere inside people.
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Q: So people painted what was beuatiful, or the other way around?
A: I think both ways work. On the one hand people would compose a landscape that would sell
well and use all sorts of artistic devices such as placing a tree on the foreground, add some water,
some grazing cows, but those ideas were derived from what artists could see. Though it was a
composition, it did speak to people and was seemingly nice to look at.
Q: What is the difference between a landscape as depicted by Friedrich or by Ruysdael?
A: Mostly the experience of the landscape. Friedrich would make sublime landscapes, where the
onlooker in the painting, or the person looking at the painting would have all sorts of sublime
experiences, almost spritual. This also comes forward in the art by Turner. Ruysdael paints more
of the picturesque landscapes. Where friedrichs landscapes were spiritual, he was very devote and
thiught that by experiencing nature people would come closer to god since nature was god’s
vreation. Ruysdael painted more the idyllic landscape that would sell well and spoke to the
national pride.
Q: Is that typical for the Netherlands?
A: Yes we don’t have that tradition of depicting sublime landscapes here very well. Koekoek in
the 19th century can be considered as such but most painters looked at Ruysdael. This has been
important in how we Dutch people look at the landscape. It is a repetition of past moves.
Q: Is this also because we lack such sublime elements in the landscape?
A: I think so, the sublime landscapes are mostly volcano eruptions, high mountains, and storms
on sea. Also perhaps our faith, Calvinism, has played a role in that.
Q: And the sublime landscapes on the sea, this is a place where people don’t often come, yet can
they still connect to that because they dee it depicted a lot?
A: Yes, i think in any case the experience of the sublime, the seeing of a natural spectacle that
almost goes beyond people, that makes one feel so small that people are awestruck and horrified,
but also can look at it with a certain sense of calm because it is only a painting and they’re glad
they are not on that ship that’s almost sinking
Q: Did all people in the Netherlands see those paintings or was that restricted to the aristocracy?
A: No, annualy there were expositions and there was an art market here in the 19th century. So,
many people were able to see these, though often the middle class and higher ranking groups.
Q: And the people in the countryside that came into contact with art to a lesser degree, but were
instead very personally involved with the landscape, would that result in different ideas n what
the landscape is supposed to be?
A: I think so, halfway the 19th century artists that came from the countryside, children of
farmers, started to depict the real landscape and the suffering in the countryside. By most art
critics this was seen as vulgar, as if you shouldn’t just picture this. There is definitely a divide in
experiencing nature and the realisation of what goes on in the landscape.
Q: Then I would like to ask you about your opinion on certain expressions of the landscape.
1 – Ruysdael:
[50 minute mark]
A: This is Ruysdael with gezicht op Haarlem, what we see is a very Hollandic landscape, flat
polders, a city, clouds, houses and animals. It gives you a Dutch feeling. It is a landscape we
recognise. The big sky and the flatness and boundlesness of the landscape, the higher perspective
of the painter. Flat land.
2 – Sonneveld
A: This summons nostalgia, it is a bygone time. In our museum garden we have such water
pumps from the old city we dont see anymore, sand roads we don’t see anymore. It is the simple
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life as lived before the wars that does not exist, maybe even can’t exist anymore due to the
ongoing changes.
Q: And why does that summon nostalgia, why is this romanticised?
A: I think because there is a way of depicting what usd to be the Netherlands, seemingly the
Netherlands, all the things described, calm, little to worry about. I think because of the internet
and the new media we have been removed from that simple rural life. Also because of the
changes in the landscape, a lot of that old way of life is not so possible anymore. Even then this
was already nostalgic.
3 – Marsman
A: This is a bit less concrete and telling than the previous one, but this fits poetry more. It calls
upon the same feeling and nostalgia. Especially in the area where I live it is recognisable, the
rivers and polars in the landscape etc.
4 – Poortvliet
A: This too is very Dutch, a sand way, a garden path, a mill, a farm, trees. This adds to that
tradition established in the 17th century.
5 – Frederiksoord
A: This shows a different side of the landscape, the division of the grounds, the rows of trees.
But here too we see the flatness, the very dutchness of the landscape.
Q: This too belongs to the netherlands?
A: Yes for me it does, a sort of Flevopolder avant la lettre.
Q: Okay then I have some final questions, how would you describe contemporary times?
A: As a very fast era, a time of revolution on different levels. Technological there are immense
innovations. Also a time where attention is paid to nature, but this needs to be maintained. It is
similar to the start of the last century where times moved so fast as a result of specific
developments. Technologival, political, economical, all sorts of societal levels. It is difficult for
people to return to the simplicity as pictured in the arts. That, I think, makes these depictions
nostalgic and popular.
Q: What landscapes or nature match these times?
A: I think a nature that engages with the demands people want for it the coming decodes.
Because of climate change things need to be taken into consideration. Less water or large sudden
floods and such things. It should be a nature adaptable to the future where nature is allowed to
go its way a bit more instead of organised.
Q: Should people hold on to the past in that?
A: No I don’t think so, because the past was a different time. I think that people should mostly
focus on the future, but it would be nice to retain some references to the past.
Q: Okat those were the questions from me, are there any things you still wish to discuss?
A: On that last question it is good to say that there is quite some optimism, from me too. The
possibilities, technoligical, scientific, can undountedly make the landscape change, certainly new
nature, but it also gives the opportunity to anticipate changes. Some things like the flow of the
river will remain, but other things can be very creatively dealt with to make something new and
perhaps that is the new identity of the Netherlands, landscape-wise.
Q: Is something needed to make that identity, should the landscape be re-told?
A: Perhaps so, The meaning definitely will be different than in the 17th or 19th century because
back then the meaning of the landscape depictions were different than now. I think if you
document the landscape now it can become a new chapter to follow up in the 17th and 19th
century culture wise.

